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Abstract 
During the past decades there has been an extensive evolution in computer 
and communication technologies. In the last ten years these technologies have 
become an integrated part of our cars via in-vehicle information systems. 
Considerable efforts are put into research and development of the interface 
between the in-vehicle information systems and the driver. Due to the fact that 
vision is imperative in driving, the focus is in particular on the visual-manual 
interface and on apt usability evaluation methods. 
 
The purpose of this thesis is to study design implications for the development 
of visual-manual interfaces in cars. A point of departure is that the practice of 
the usability concept, usability evaluation methods, and compliance tests has 
implications for the design process.  
 
Four papers are appended to the thesis. Paper I focuses on differences between 
rotary control and touch screen interfaces in terms of driving simulator and 
glance metrics. Paper II investigates correlations between data from customer 
evaluations and expert evaluations for visual-manual interfaces. Paper III 
searches for the presence of and possible explanations for individual glance 
strategies in a driving simulator study. Paper IV investigates effects of 
individual glance strategies on the NHTSA visual-manual distraction test in a 
driving simulator set-up. 
 
In the thesis it is concluded that the optimal input device is dependent on the 
task being performed, that is, the touch screen is more efficient for 
alphanumeric input while rotary control performs list scrolling more 
efficiently. In addition, drivers seem to adapt their glance behaviour based on 
the display position. It is evident that efficiency metrics correlate between 
several usability evaluation methods. Hence, it is possible to generalise results 
from expert evaluations at an early design phase, to customer survey samples 
based on car ownership. Concerning glance behaviour, it is clear that 
individual glance strategies exist. Especially interesting are two glance 
strategies, long glancers and frequent glancers, that affect the results of the 
NHTSA compliance testing. These glance strategies have to be controlled for 
in the test situation. Finally, a framework is proposed that combines a 
classification of visual-manual actions with different visual fixations. The task 
analysis framework has the potential to analyse actions in terms of required 
visual resources, thus already providing an evaluation of visual-manual 
interfaces in the concept phase. 
 
Keywords: Usability, In Vehicle Information Systems (IVIS), Input devices, 
Interfaces, Rotary Control (RC), Touch Screen (TS), Visual-manual interface 
(VMI), Driving simulator, Customer survey, Individual Glance Behaviour, 
Task-analysis, NHTSA, Distraction, Guidelines 
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1 Introduction 
In the context of in-vehicle information systems (IVIS) a new design trend has 
emerged:  
 

whatever you can do on your phone 
you should be able to do in your car 
without interacting with the phone 

 
 
From a safety point of view, the interaction with IVIS while driving is part of a 
secondary task that can interfere with driving the car. However, from the 
driver’s point of view, with the expectations built up from what they can do 
on their smartphone, that secondary task is now becoming an increasingly 
important part of using the car. For example, in 2012 smartphone users spent 
46% of their time on entertainment, 19% on socialising, twelve on seeking a 
product or a service, eleven on managing finances, and seven percent on 
planning for upcoming activities (How People Really Use Mobile, 2013). 
Hence, a new design situation has appeared. This challenges the development 
process of IVIS.  
 
IVIS development includes harmonization of strategic attributes, such as 
safety, usability and user experience. This is a multifaceted process influenced 
by several stakeholders. Safety measures are regulated by different principles 
and guidelines (AAM 2006; JAMA, 2004; NHTSA, 2013). To assess usability 
and user experience, usability evaluation methods (UEMs) are important for 
car companies. Examples of UEMs are simulator studies, expert evaluations, 
and customer satisfaction surveys (Broström, Bengtsson & Axelsson, 2007).  
 
An important aspect of usability in the context of IVIS is that better efficiency 
of visual-manual interfaces (VMIs) will reduce the demands imposed on the 
driver, hence allowing more visual resources to be dedicated to the driving 
task. However, UEMs for identifying usability issues in IVIS are often focusing 
on the later stages of the development process, at the point when it is too late 
for any findings to have practical impact on the final designs. Hence, there is a 
need for a new focus on usability and its evaluation at the earliest stages of 
development to ensure that practical improvements are made for better 
usability of IVIS and enhanced overall driving experience (Stanton & Young, 
1999).  
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1.1 Objectives 
The purpose of this thesis is to study design implications for the development 
of visual-manual interfaces (VMIs) in cars. A point of departure is that the 
practice of the usability concept, usability evaluation methods (UEMs), and 
compliance tests has implications for the design process. More specifically, the 
objectives of the thesis are to:  
 
 

 
1) Contribute to an increased knowledge VMI usability.  

Usability depends on the complex relation between tasks, context-of-use, input 
devices, output devices, and users. Hence, the design challenge for VMIs 
includes knowledge of these relations. The purpose of VMIs today is to handle a 
majority of car functions, and to meet the continuous functional growth. 

 
 

2) Understand the application of UEMs in formative and summative 
development phases.  
The formative development phase deals with usability issues from design 
prototypes while the summative phase evaluates the final designs. If formative 
evaluations can predict the real user reaction, the final design can be 
significantly improved.  

 
 
3) Investigate the way in which the NHTSA visual-manual compliance 

test could be improved in terms of sensitivity to individual differences.  
The NHTSA test has been criticised for being too sensitive to individual 
differences. A better understanding of the test can help in the development of 
new technology for safe driving. 

 
 

4) Propose an analytical method for the formative development phase to 
guide the design of VMIs.  
Even though analytical methods are applicable at any stage of design, they 
should be applied as early as possible so that predictions to the design of VMIs 
can be made before spending resources on developing prototypes.  
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1.2 Limitations of the thesis 
This thesis is limited to visual-manual interfaces (VMIs) that are to be used 
while driving. Visual-manual interaction can be handled by many means of 
input, such as push buttons, touch controls, rotary controls, levers, gestures, 
and voice control. A further limitation to this thesis is that it investigates VMIs 
with rotary control (RC) and touch screen (TS) input. The studies included in 
the present thesis have all investigated design implications for VMIs that are 
used to operate secondary tasks by means of in-vehicle information systems 
(IVIS). However, all in all, the results and conclusions should be applicable to 
most types of VMIs in cars.  
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2 Frame of reference 
This chapter provides a framing of the context of visual-manual interfaces 
(VMIs) for in-vehicle information systems (IVIS) in cars. It defines terminology 
in the context of VMIs and provides theoretical reviews regarding identified 
design implications for VMIs. The chapter is divided into nine sections, where 
the first four sections give an overview and definition of the context in which 
VMIs are used. To gain an understanding of the relation between input and 
output devices, the sections also provide a literature review of differences 
between touch screen (TS) and rotary control (RC) input devices. The design 
challenge for VMIs includes understanding differences in the driver 
population. The fifth section therefore provides a review of the mechanisms 
that mediate individual differences and how some of these differences can 
affect driver behaviour. To gain an understanding of how usability evaluation 
methods (UEMs) can be applied, the sixth section reviews UEMs and metrics 
of usability that can be used in different phases of the development of VMIs. 
As the driving is a task that relies very much on vision and on resources 
related to vision, sections seven and eight therefore reviews psychology 
literature related to vision. Finally, the ninth section goes through various 
design guidelines for VMIs. 

2.1 Visual-manual interface definition 
In general, an interface is the aggregate of means by which users interact with a 
particular machine, device, computer program, or other complex system 
(Griffin & Baston, 2007). One can say that the user interface is the space where 
interactions between humans and machines occur. This space is known to be a 
challenge for designers of complex systems. According to Norman (2002), 
designers often have a clear model of the system image but not as clear an 
understanding of the user´s model of the system.  
 
User interfaces usually include the interactive aspects of e.g. computer 
interfaces, door handles, process controls, and car interfaces. This includes 
tasks such as starting an application, opening a door, monitoring and 
regulating process quality, and setting a destination with a VMI. In the vehicle 
domain, the user interface is often referred to as the human machine interface 
(HMI).  In this thesis, a VMI is the space that provides the user´s model and is 
a combination of an input device, for example a TS or a RC, an output device, 
such as a graphical display, and a visual-manual task (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1. An illustration of a visual manual interface (VMI) for a touch screen (TS) 
and a rotary control (RC) input device. The VMI is the combination of an input 
device, an output device (a graphical display), and a visual-manual task. The VMI is 
the means by which the drivers interact with the IVIS and by which the task is carried 
out.  

2.2 Visual-manual tasks  
Functions in IVIS can improve aspects of roadway use by providing 
navigational information, traffic information, and vehicle data (Seppelt & 
Wickens, 2003). These functions can also improve comfort by allowing control 
of the climate, entertainment, including audio features such as radio, CD, and 
MP3, and visual media. They also provide the driver with the opportunity to 
communicate via telephone and Internet applications. This functional growth 
will likely continue with increased speed. Today the majority of IVIS functions 
are implemented in the area of car entertainment and communication. 
Improved maps, new sensors, more connected functions, and information 
based on cars talking to cars and cars communicating with the infrastructure 
will continuously increase the number of interactions with IVIS functions. In 
practice, the design trend is that whatever you can do on your phone, you should be 
able to do in your car, without interacting with the phone. 

!
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!
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2.3 The rapid expansion and integration of visual-
manual interfaces 

There has been an extensive evolution in computer and communication 
technologies during the past decades. In the last ten years these technologies 
have also become an integrated part of our cars via IVIS. Today three centre 
panel layout configurations are available on the market that control IVIS 
functions. These are called conventional, hybrid and integrated layouts (Tan, 
Okamoto & Irinatsu, 2004). Conventional centre panel layouts contain 
dedicated displays and controls for each sub-system, while hybrid layouts 
contain at least one common display shared by the sub-systems. Integrated 
centre panel layouts, on the other hand, have a single display and a set of 
controls that operate all sub-systems. The premium car segment has been 
dominated by integrated layouts for more than a decade to be able to 
incorporate more functionality in the car. An important design challenge, 
described by Tan et al., is to avoid cluttering the centre panel.  
 
In integrated centre panel layouts, there are two dominant input devices to 
control IVIS: TS and RC. The layouts are different in the way they are installed 
in the vehicle and how interaction is done. Since TS interaction is made 
directly with the display, the display has to be mounted near the driver for 
easy reach. In RC layouts, the display does not have to be reachable by the 
driver. Hence the display can be mounted either close to or farther away from 
the RC. Examples of these integrated layouts can be found among premium 
car manufacturers such as Audi, BMW, Jaguar, Lexus, Mercedes, Tesla and 
Volvo.  
 
According to a categorisation by Broström et al. (2007), TS input devices can be 
further divided into close control layouts and remote control layouts. In close 
control layouts, the mode buttons and multifunctional controls are arranged in 
close proximity to the display, while remote control layouts have mode 
buttons and multifunctional controls grouped in a position away from the 
display (Broström et al., 2007). Research has shown that lower button positions 
can have a negative effect on perceived safety (Dukic, Hanson, & Falkmer, 
2006). Also, if fewer numbers of functions require indirect manipulation, 
drivers can interact more efficiently (Hutchins, Hollan, & Norman, 1985). In 
the car domain, indirect interaction can be demanding for driver resources 
because of their visual and manual demands (Wierwille, 1993b). 
 
This increasing number of functions available in cars today has started a 
debate about driver distraction and traffic safety risks from the use of IVIS. For 
example, the 100-car Naturalistic Driving Study, conducted in the United 
States in 2006, indicated that inattention caused by all secondary tasks 
accounted for 23 percent of all crashes and near crashes in the study (Klauer, 
Dingus, Neale, Sudweeks & Ramsey, 2006). Recently, the American National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA, 2013) published a guideline 
that relates to IVIS. It contains specific requirements on the permitted content 
of IVIS while driving and strict requirements regarding the efficiency of VMIs. 
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2.4 Usability in the context of visual-manual 
interfaces 

Due to this functional and regulatory revolution, usability of VMIs and UEMs 
has gained importance in the vehicle domain (Broström et al., 2007; Keinath, 
Durach, Eckstein, & Niedermaier, 2008; Mattes, 2003). The term usability was 
employed in professional and technical writing on the topic in the early 1980s 
(Bevan, Kirakowski, & Maissel, 1991). Almost twenty years after the first use 
of the term usability, Gray and Salzman (1998) stated, “Attempts to derive a 
clear and crisp definition of usability can be aptly compared to attempts to nail 
a blob of Jell-O to the wall.” (p. 242).  
 
There are several reasons why it has been so difficult to define usability. 
Usability is not a property of a person or thing. There is no thermometer-like 
instrument that can provide an absolute measurement of the usability of a 
product (Dumas, 2002). Usability is a developing property that depends on the 
relation between tasks, context-of-use, products, and users. What is clear about 
usability, however, is that methodologies described within usability are used 
to evaluate the efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction of user interfaces (ISO, 
1998).  
 
To bridge this general definition of usability relations into the perspective of 
the present thesis, it is important to emphasize the efficiency aspect of usability. 
Also, the tasks to be evaluated are related to visual-manual tasks, the context of 
use is the dual task of driving, the product that brings design opportunities for 
interaction designers is the combination of a visual-manual task, an input device 
and an output device (Figure 1). Therefore, the purpose of the following 
sections is to review and define terminology for usability and interface design 
for the purpose of this thesis.  

2.4.1 Driving context and interaction with visual-manual tasks 

Fastrez and Haué (2008) proposed that one of the most important contextual 
factors in defining usability for IVIS is that the use of these devices is not 
usually the driver’s main task. Instead, the majority of the time the driver will 
also be performing the primary task of driving the vehicle (Stanton & Young, 
1998). The driving task is comprised of obeying traffic rules, handling steering 
and speed control, and paying attention to, and anticipating, the actions of 
other road users. This fact differentiates IVIS from many other products in 
terms of the dual task environment (Lansdown, Brook-Carter, & Kersloot, 
2002). If too much effort and attention are diverted from the primary driving 
task to the interaction with IVIS then driving performance will be degraded, 
resulting in potential safety risks (Endsley, 1995; Matthews, Bryant, Webb, & 
Harbluk, 2001).  
 
The issue of degradation in dual task situations has been addressed in the 
multiple resource theory (Wickens, 2002). This theory assumes that there are 
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different resources, each with their own limited capacity. The theory proposes 
that the use of different resources will cause less interference in a dual-task 
situation than the use of common resources. For example, if two tasks engage 
different sensory modalities, there will be little dual-task effort compared to if 
two tasks engage the same sensory modality. When driving a car, the two 
hands can perform different tasks simultaneously, but using vision for other 
tasks than driving, require the eyes to be taken off the road. However, with 
practice, the interferences between tasks that use the same resources can be 
reduced. With practice, sensory-motor processes are developed and thus the 
dual task can be performed with less effort (Koch, 2004). 

2.4.2 Differences in usability between input devices 

TS and RC input devices have pros and cons, e.g. with respect to type of task 
(Rogers, Fisk, McLaughlin, & Pak) and context of use (Reimer, Mehler, 
Lammers, Wang, & Coughlin, 2009). Central to understanding how usability 
may vary between TS and RC is an understanding of the differences between 
the devices. First of all, TS allows straightforward interaction with the screen 
while RC requires translation between the hand and the screen (Rogers et al., 
2005). Second, TS requires minimal training while RC often requires learning 
time (Greenstein, 1997). Third, while RCs are precise and give tactile feedback 
to the user, traditional TSs lack tactile and kinaesthetic feedback (Pitts, Burnett, 
Williams, & Wellings, 2010).  
 
TS also affects arm precision and arm fatigue, and the fingers can obscure the 
screen (Greenstein, 1997). On the other hand, as TS can control graphical 
objects directly on the screen, it supports novices in their learning of basic 
functionality quickly, while it also supports knowledgeable intermittent users 
in retaining the conceptual model (Hutchins et al., 1985). Comparative studies 
of TS and RC have found that precise operations and long distance moves are 
more effectively carried out with the RC, while the TS generally performs 
better when the system requires button pushing or other pointing tasks 
(Rogers et al, 2005). TSs generally have better performance for “pointing tasks” 
and RCs have better performance for “repetitive-precision tasks”. Moreover, 
TSs require minimal training while RCs often require learning time 
(Greenstein, 1997).  
 
In dual-task conditions such as solving visual-manual tasks while driving, 
VMIs have been criticized for interfering with the driving task. For example, a 
study done by Transport Canada found in assessing two premium cars with 
TS input devices that these could contribute to cognitive distraction by 
requiring drivers to remember what mode they were in (Burns, Trbovich, 
Harbluk & McCurdie, 2005). A major part of the criticism may be related to the 
multifunctional approach of integrating a majority of all IVIS functions in a 
single display. Functions that before could be reached by pressing a button 
now have to be accessed through several layers of menu (Burns et al., 2005). 
Previous research related to driving has also suggested that inputs via a TS 
require considerable visual attention because of the lack of tactile feedback 
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(Dingus, Hulse, & Barfield, 1998; Zwahlen, Adams, & DeBald, 1988; Burnett & 
Porter, 2001). Also, since the interaction is made directly with the display, it 
generally needs to be mounted in a low position near the driver for easy reach. 
Several studies have found that a low display position affects driving 
behaviour in terms of lateral control, longitudinal control, and event detection 
(Lamble, Laakso, & Summala, 1999; Wittmann et al., 2006). This low display 
position can be avoided with an RC, as it can be separated from the display. 
This allows the control to be positioned within comfortable reach and the 
display to be positioned high up on the instrument panel.  On the other hand, 
TSs have the benefit of having an input device co-located in the display. 
Further, as all interaction is made with the display, it can be easily configured 
for any type of task (Pitts et al., 2010). As the TS is used as an input device, it 
also often makes use of pointing gestures, which is a familiar interaction 
method. 

2.5 Individual differences among drivers 
The user group that interacts with VMIs is drivers that have music players, 
navigation systems, telephony, and/or other social media functions in their 
vehicles. This is a very large and very diverse user group, and it will thus 
include a range of individuals with variation in their capacity and their 
behaviour when using VMIs. Therefore, when designing VMIs, it is crucial to 
understand the differences among drivers.  
 
In many studies, significant variation generally exists between individuals. For 
example, individual variation in reading can be found with variation in 
working memory capacity (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980). Individual 
variations in capacity can also appear in visual search, motor speed and 
mental flexibility (Crowe 1998). Obviously, individual differences also 
influence driver behaviour. Variation in driving behaviour can be mediated by 
age (Lee, 2008), by attitude (Ulleberg & Rundmo, 2003), by physical deficits 
(Rike, Johansen, Ulleberg, Lundqvist, & Schanke, 2015) and by a driver’s 
motivation (Näätänen & Summala, 1976). 
 
It has previously been found that drivers change their behaviour depending 
on their goals, needs, and motivation (Näätänen & Summala, 1976). For 
example, when a stressor appears, such as an increased risk in a traffic 
scenario, or when drivers select to engage in other tasks than the driving task, 
they take different actions to compensate for the changed demand. Drivers can 
change strategy, add resources or remove stressors to cope with the changed 
demand (Hockey, 1997). Moreover, drivers can compensate for changed 
demand by mobilizing effort. The effort mechanism is active in the case of 
attention demanding information processing or in the case that the operator’s 
state differs too much from the required state (Hockey, 1986). According to 
this theory, central executive mechanisms compare the current cognitive state 
with a required or target state. Whenever there is a mismatch between these 
two states, changed effort can actively manipulate the current state towards 
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the target state. By investing mental effort, the harmful influences of stressors 
can be successfully counteracted. A similar way to compensate for changed 
demand is to adjust distance to factors such as time to collision, smooth and 
comfortable travel, and rule following (Summala, 2007). This mechanism 
results in a comfortable state called the "comfort zone".   
 
The same way of compensating for changed demand can be used for VMIs. If 
a VMI function is considered to be difficult to use, drivers can either increase 
the safety distance to preceding vehicles or avoid using that function 
(Broström & Davidsson, 2012). For example, a driver may turn down the 
volume on the radio when stressed, turn the telephone off in complex driving 
scenarios, or wait to input a destination until the car is stationary. Similar 
behavioural compensations were found in a simulator study that investigated 
effects of different TS positions (Fuller, Tsimhoni & Reed, 2008). The study 
tested four display positions and the results showed that drivers sacrificed 
completion time of the VMI task and increased the distance to the preceding 
vehicle to maintain safe driving performance. This was considered by the 
authors to be done in a similar manner as would have been done on the road. 
 
Individual differences among drivers are also reflected in their glance 
behaviour. A study by Donmez, Boyle, and Lee (2009) found differences in 
glance behaviour among young drivers. The simulator study found 
differences between drivers based on eye glance behaviour and driving 
performance measures. A significant difference between the low-risk, 
moderate-risk, and high-risk behaviours was that the high-risk group had 
significantly longer road glances than the other groups when solving VMI 
tasks. Wikman and Summala (2005) found in an open road study that the 
older age group among the participants had to glance for longer time with 
eyes off the road to complete the trail making test. They also found that the 
elderly group looked at the in-car display for longer periods of time and had a 
larger number of long glances (>2 sec). Another open road study (Aust, 
Dombrovskis, Kovaceva, & Svanberg, 2013) reported that off-road glance 
durations were quite robust within drivers but varied widely between drivers 
when VMI tasks were carried out. The study reported that a significant 
portion of the test participants were long glancers, i.e. had more than 15 
percent glances over two seconds. Interestingly, this long glancing behaviour 
was present for individual participants even when the complexity of the VMI 
tasks varied. 

2.6 Usability evaluation methods 
Interactive systems such as IVIS are usually designed through an iterative 
process. This process can be divided into three major stages of initial, 
prototype, and final design that are central to the iterative design process 
(Kies, Williges, & Rosson, 1998). To assess usability issues in an interactive 
system, some kind of UEM is normally used. The term UEM was defined by 
Gray and Salzman (1998) and refers to any method or technique used to 
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improve the usability of an interaction design at any stage of the design 
process.  

2.6.1 Formative and summative usability evaluation methods 

Hartson, Andre, and Williges (2003) further developed the work of Gray and 
Salzman (1998) and suggested a distinction of UEMs into two basic 
approaches, formative and summative UEMs. A formative evaluation focuses 
on the usability problem that needs to be solved during the prototype design 
stage before a final design can be accepted for release. The summative 
evaluation, on the other hand, is conducted to evaluate the final design or to 
compare competing design alternatives in terms of usability (Hartson et al., 
2003).  
 
Several variants of UEMs can be applied to assess efficiency in the formative 
development phase of VMIs, for example analytical methods such as heuristic 
evaluation (Nielsen, 1992), and different forms of tasks analysis (Stanton & 
Baber, 2005). Several other analytical methods can be used in the formative 
phase. For example, according to a review by Harvey, Stanton, Pickering, 
McDonald, and Zheng (2011), hierarchical task analysis provides a breakdown 
of tasks into individual operations, e.g. move hand to controller, visually 
locate button, while multimodal critical path analysis provides an estimation 
of efficiency of the interaction, e.g. task completion time, modal conflicts, 
interference from the IVIS task. However, no analytical model yet exists that 
can predict glance behaviour (Harvey et al., 2011).  
 
Even though analytical methods are applicable at any stage of the design, they 
should be applied as early as possible so that predictions needed for the 
design of VMIs can be made before spending resources on developing 
prototype systems (Pettitt, Burnett, & Stevens, 2007). The reason for the 
popularity of heuristic analysis, such as the heuristic evaluation (Nielsen, 
1992), lies in its simplicity and the fact that it can be carried out easily at any 
stage in the design process (Stanton & Salmon, 2012). A team of experts 
performs a series of interactions with the interface while evaluating the 
interface in relation to a predefined heuristics list. In the Nielsen heuristic 
evaluation, only six evaluators are needed to find more than 75% of the 
usability problems in an interface (Nielsen, 1992).  
 
Further, when applying UEMs, it is important that the data collected in the 
formative phase actually correlate with summative phases of development. 
Both Gray and Salzman (1998) and Hartson et al. (2003) identify a lack of 
validity of UEMs in terms of their ability to predict problems that users 
actually experience. Hartson et al. claim that usability issues found under 
formative evaluations shall predict the real users’ context, and thus have an 
impact on the final design. The emphasis on real users is important in this 
definition, because many of the UEMs evaluated in studies are usability 
inspection methods, where the inspectors encounter problems that do not 
always predict usability problems for real users. For example, the Nielsen 
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heuristic evaluation has been criticised for an evaluator effect as it involves 
interpretation of the heuristics (Hertzum & Jacobsen, 2001), as well as the type 
of problems that it detects (Wixon, 2003). 

2.6.2 Usability evaluation methods for secondary tasks 

In studies of accident causation, it has been concluded that many accidents 
and incidents are caused by secondary tasks (Klauer et al., 2006). It is 
important to note that the present definition of secondary tasks is much 
broader than the scope of IVIS. For example, as noted previously, the 100-car 
Naturalistic Driving Study, conducted in the United States in 2006, concluded 
that 23 percent of all crashes and near crashes were caused by secondary tasks 
(Klauer et al., 2006). However, according to the study, these secondary tasks 
contained several other categories of tasks than tasks with reference to IVIS. 
These categories were daydreaming, passenger related, internal not vehicle 
related, external distraction, dining, wireless devices, and personal hygiene. 
Still, the results of the 100-car Naturalistic Driving Study indicate that an 
efficient interaction design of IVIS is important, and it indeed has a potential to 
reduce conflicts between the primary driving task and the interaction with 
IVIS. In addition, it is important to note that efficiency is one of the three 
pillars that define usability (ISO, 1998).  
 

ISO standard 9241-11, Guidance on Usability (ISO, 1998), defines 
usability as three distinct aspects: effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction. 
Measures of effectiveness relate the users’ goal of exploiting a system to 
the accuracy (e.g. number of errors) and completeness (e.g. percentage of 
goals achieved) with which these goals can be achieved. Efficiency is 
described by the resources (e.g. task completion time and number of errors) 
spent in achieving the goals. Satisfaction measures users’ attitudes (e.g. 
frequency of complaints) towards the use of a product.  

 
Hence, efficiency in this dual-task environment is a measure of the amount of 
effort used by the driver when interacting with secondary tasks such as visual-
manual tasks and a key to understanding usability (ISO, 1998).  
 
The efficiency of VMIs is commonly assessed using empirical UEMs under 
simulated or real world conditions. When efficiency is objectively measured, 
the development process has often solved initial design problems, and a 
prototype system has been developed (Harvey, 2011).  
 
There are many UEMs that can be used to evaluate efficiency when interacting 
with VMIs. It is clear that the more quickly a user can complete a task with a 
system, the more efficient that system is for the task (Jordan, 1998). Hence, 
monitoring the task completion time gives an objective measure of the time 
spent away from the primary task, i.e. attending to the driving task and the 
road ahead. The more time spent on the visual-manual task, the less time 
available for attending to driving and therefore higher risk for accidents 
(Green, 1999).  
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Some of the most commonly used metrics that relate to visual efficiency are 
total glance time, glance frequency, mean glance duration and total glance 
time as a percentage. These can be used to evaluate interference from in-
vehicle tasks (ISO 15007-2). These measures have been shown to vary between 
different visual-manual tasks (Tijerina, Parmer, & Goodman, 1998). Also, as 
found by Blanco, Biever, Gallagher, and Dingus (2006), glance frequency and 
total glance time have stronger associations to task completion time than to 
visual elements such as presentation format and information density. Mean 
glance durations, on the other hand, increase as a function of visual-manual 
task difficulty such as information density and the complexity of the driving 
scene (Victor, Harbluk & Engström, 2005). Total glance time as a percentage is 
expected to increase as visual demand increases (ISO 15007-2).  
 
Steering wheel reversal rate is an objective measure of steering frequency that 
relates to lateral control and which can be used to evaluate steering control 
effort (MacDonald & Hoffman, 1980). When a driver is engaged in a 
demanding in-vehicle task, he or she may have to increase the steering control 
effort to cope with the dual-task situation (Markkula & Engström, 2006). 
Steering wheel reversal rate is also sensitive to changes in arousal (Safford & 
Rockwell, 1967). It is also important to note that an increase in physiological 
arousal can be an indication of increased mental effort (Kahneman, 1973) such 
as the use of common resources in a dual-task situation (Wickens, 2002). 
In parallel to the objective measures presented above, there are also a number 
of subjective measures of usability. The ISO standard 9241-11 (ISO, 1998) 
concludes that measures based on users’ subjective evaluations can indeed 
provide guidance for the efficiency in a real user situation. It is thus 
recommended to obtain these data in situations where objective measures can 
not be collected.  
 
UEMs that apply a subjective measure can be used in any stage of design. One 
example is the NASA–RTLX (Byers, Bittner, & Hill, 1989). This is a subjective 
mental workload assessment tool that is used to measure efficiency of task 
performance. The method is used to derive an overall rating based upon an 
average of six sub-scale ratings: 1. Mental demand, 2. Physical demand, 3. 
Temporal demand, 4. Effort, 5. Performance, and 6. Frustration level. While 
experts often apply the NASA RTLX, there are several subjective methods that 
imply the direct involvement of users, such as observations, interviews, and 
questionnaires (ISO/TR 16982, 2002). In the car domain, questionnaires that 
collect data on car owners’ perceived efficiency are a key factor in decisions on 
new interaction and interior design concepts (Broström et al., 2007). The 
APEAL (Automotive Performance, Execution and Layout) market survey 
indicates customer opinions on several topics (J.D. Power, 2009). In the USA, 
feedback from about 100,000 new vehicle drivers is given yearly based on 
questionnaires that are sent to consumers during the first 90 days of 
ownership. The APEAL survey has become an essential step in the product 
improvement process for automotive manufacturers. The survey contains 
questions in different categories of vehicle performance and design data such 
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as instrument panel, comfort and convenience, heating, ventilation and 
cooling, sound system, and navigation system (J.D. Power, 2009). 

2.7 The role of vision in driver interaction 
In the previous sections, the review shows that many usability and safety 
related methods include dual-task metrics. When driving a car and interacting 
with VMIs, the driver obviously needs to balance visual and other resources 
between the driving task and the VMI. 
 
As previously mentioned, the multiple resource theory (Wickens, 2002) 
proposes that there are several independent pools of resources to devote to 
task performance and also suggests that different resources will cause less 
interference in a dual-task situation than common resources. Hence, when two 
visual tasks are performed at the same time, they will interfere with each other 
if they both require visual attention (Koch, 2004). If two visual-motor tasks are 
carried out simultaneously, not only gaze but also the whole visual-motor 
system will be switched between tasks until one task is finalized (Land, 2006). 
Also, different visual-motor actions require different levels of attention. For 
example, reaching requires more precise representations to the visual-motor 
system than eye/head tracking (Victor, 2005). 

2.7.1 Visual activities in the brain 

There are two independent visual activities, vision for action and vision for 
identification, in the human brain that make use of both foveal and peripheral 
vision (Goodale & Milner, 2004). These two support motor control and object 
recognition, which activate different streams of neurons. Neurons that 
supervise motor control are unconsciously activated while neurons that 
handle object recognition are consciously activated (Findlay & Gilchrist, 2003). 
The visual-manual driving task requires vision to provide information to the 
vision for the action motor system for controlling the vehicle and visual 
information of the traffic scene to recognize objects, such as other vehicles and 
traffic signs (Land, 2006). 

2.7.2 Functions of the eye   

A glance is generally built up of head movements, eye movements, and 
fixations of the eye on an object of interest. Humans use two types of 
voluntary eye movement to track objects of interest using both eyes: smooth 
pursuit and saccades (Krauzlis, 2005). Smooth pursuits allow the eyes to 
closely follow a moving object while saccadic eye movements are quick, 
simultaneous movements of both eyes between fixation points. It is important, 
especially in driving situations and other time critical tasks, to note that visual 
processing is shut down when our eyes are moving in saccades (Rensink, 
2002). This saccadic suppression could influence the driver’s judgment of the 
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dynamic traffic situation and thus cause a loss of important information that is 
necessary to maintain adequate situational awareness. When interacting with 
VMIs, glances typically consist of a series of fixations and saccades towards 
locations on the display followed by a transition to another location, for 
example the road scene (ISO 15007-1). Hence, glance length is determined by 
the sum of saccades and fixations within one glance and, as the saccades use 
about the same amount of time on every occasion (Land, 2006), glance length 
varies based on the number of fixations and the length of each fixation. The 
length of each fixation is affected by the complexity of the task. The separation 
between attention and fixation can be attained in very simple tasks (Posner, 
1980); however, in more complex tasks such as reading, visual search, and 
scene perception, these are tightly linked (Posner, 1980). Hence, more 
attentional resources will shift towards visual-manual interaction with VMIs 
than towards purely manual IVIS tasks (Wierwille, 1993b).  

2.7.3 Vision for driving  

The main function of vision for action is to provide the driver with 
information needed to maintain lateral and longitudinal control, while the role 
of vision for identification is to identify other vehicles, cyclists and 
pedestrians. To maintain lateral control, the driver's eyes constantly scan the 
road environment for directional cues from far road information such as 
vanishing point, tangent points, and near road lane edges (Land, 2006). Both 
sources of visual information to the sensory motor control are necessary to 
maintain lateral control (Donges, 1978). For example, when driving along a 
winding road, eye fixations are made every second to determine tangents of 
the inner part of the curves (Land, 2006). The direction of this tangent is stored 
in a buffer for visual information and shortly translated into a corresponding 
steering wheel movement. The delay from the moment the eyes first fixate the 
tangent to the actual steering wheel movement is about a second, a time which 
is equivalent to many other visually demanding tasks such as reading, playing 
table tennis or preparing a pot of tea (Land, 2006). Hence, an important 
conclusion is that the eyes are proactive and seek out information that is 
required in about one second before the action takes place. Moreover, Land 
(2006) explains that the buffer works as a production line rather than a 
conventional memory system and thus will overwrite the visual information 
to prepare for the next action.  

2.7.4 Vision for visual-manual interfaces 

The above conclusion, based on human visio-motor functions, is in line with 
previous research on drivers’ visual behaviour. Dingus, Antin, Hulse and 
Wierwille (1989) stated that drivers do not tend to look away from the forward 
roadway longer than 1.6 seconds for any given glance. Based on the findings 
of Land (2006), it is likely that drivers that carry out visual-manual tasks have 
used their visual buffer within about 1-1.6 seconds and therefore must look 
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back to the driving scene. Wierwille (1993a) called this forward view 
uncertainty build-up (FVUB).  

2.8 Classification of visual actions and fixations 

2.8.1 Visual-manual interaction 

To classify levels of visual engagement in visual-manual interaction, Wierwille 
(1993b) divided these actions into five categories: manual only, manual 
primarily, visual only, visual primarily and visual-manual. The first category, 
manual only, represents tasks that can be performed by one of the driver’s 
hands without visual reference. The second category, manual primarily, 
corresponds to tasks in which the driver uses vision to find a control and, as 
the hand approaches the control, vision is no longer required, such as in 
locating a push button. The third category, visual only, represents tasks in 
which no manual input is needed. The fourth category, visual primarily, 
stands for tasks in which vision is used both to locate and gather information, 
and some degree of manual input is needed, such as pushing a steering wheel 
button to accept a proposed re-routing in the navigation system. The final 
classification of visual-manual interaction is the visual-manual tasks. These 
tasks have interactive visual and manual demands. The driver gathers 
information to be used for the manual input and then confirms that the 
manual input was correct. These types of tasks include radio tuning, input of 
address in a navigation system, make a phone call, move through a menu 
system to find the appropriate function or simply adjusting the temperature. 
 
Visual-manual interaction with IVIS using buttons, knobs and displays 
obviously contains both manual and visual actions. Both manual and visual 
actions require time-sharing between the IVIS task and the driving task. While 
the hands have to be taken off the steering wheel when time-sharing, the eyes 
have to be taken off the forward roadway. An important difference is that the 
hands can perform different tasks simultaneously while the eyes have to share 
attention resources between the roadway and the display (Wierwille, 1993a).  

2.8.2 The role of fixations 

In addition to Wierwilles (1993a) for visual-manual classification, an extensive 
review of everyday activities by Land, Mennie, and Rusted (1999) classified 
the role of fixations that take place within a glance. The type of fixations was 
divided into four categories: locating, directing, guiding and checking 
fixations. The locating fixations are concerned with establishing the locations of 
objects, e.g. a button or a graphical object, without any associated motor 
activity at the time of the fixation. Directing fixations are concerned with a 
movement of the hand to contact an object. Generally, only a single fixation is 
involved, and the eye usually moves away from the object just before the hand 
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reaches it. Thus visual feedback is not involved in the last stage of the act. The 
main function of the directing fixation is to provide fovea-centered goal-
position information to guide the arm/finger. Guiding fixations, on the other 
hand, are concerned with manipulations involving more than one object. Here, 
both objects have to be guided relative to each other so that they dock in an 
appropriate way, e.g. moving a finger to an exact position on a TS when 
driving on a rural road with an extended arm and a vertical acceleration 
component from an uneven road surface. It is more complicated than simple 
directing and usually involves a number of fixations that alternate between the 
two objects. The action is normally completed under visual control, e.g. 
moving the finger towards an icon on a TS or adjusting the cursor to the 
correct letter when using a TS. Checking fixations determine when some 
condition is met, for example the correct letter was selected, or the word is 
correctly spelled. These checking operations may require the eye to dwell on 
some appropriate region of an object, either in one long fixation or in a series 
of repeated fixations. When the specified condition is met, a new action is 
triggered. For example, when the correct letter is selected, the eyes look for the 
next appropriate letter. Interestingly, the hands themselves are never fixated, 
and, once objects have been acquired by the hands, they are not fixated either. 
An interesting implication of this finding is that vision is a scarce and valuable 
resource, and is disengaged from action as soon as another sense can take over 
from it (Land, 2006).  

2.9 Guidelines for development of visual-manual 
interfaces  

Driving is a task that relies very much on vision and resources related to 
vision. This has been recognised in transportation research for decades. Nearly 
thirty years ago Zwahlen et al. (1988) investigated the safety aspects of using a 
TS interface while driving. The study was carried out on an unused airport 
runway, and a cardboard mock-up was used as a TS. A device attached to the 
car that dropped liquid dye made it possible to monitor driving behaviour by 
measuring lateral path deviations made by the dye. Eye glances away from the 
road were counted manually, and the time it took to complete a task was 
recorded with a stopwatch. This example shows that the concern over 
distraction caused by the use of VMIs while driving is not new and that an 
evolution in test methodologies has occurred. 
 
Quite a lot of vision related research has suggested limits of glance duration, 
number of glances and total glance time. However, no adequate guidelines for 
visual behaviour yet exist (Lansdown, 2001). The work related to forward 
view uncertainty build-up (FVUB) (Senders et al., 1967; Wierwille, 1993b) 
suggests that an interface with appropriate usability should not force the 
driver to look away from the road more than about one second. This timing is 
in line with neuro-biological research by Land (2006), where a comprehensive 
review of research on eye movements and the control of actions suggests that 
correlation of the gaze angle and the steering wheel angle has its peak at 0.8 
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seconds, a delay between eye movements and actions that is equivalent to 
many other tasks where vision drives action (e.g. reading, walking or 
preparing a pot of tea). This suggests that vision is crucial and is used as a 
single resource for each task.  Even if a number of guidelines related to visual 
behaviour have been suggested, no consensus has been reached. This can be 
exemplified by the advancement of several tentative design guidelines since 
the 1980s.  
 
First, Zwahlen (1988) proposed a guideline based on a hypothesis that 
suggests that: "if more than three looks are required inside the vehicle to obtain a 
specific chunk of information during a relatively short period of time then the task 
becomes uncomfortable for the driver since at the fourth look inside the vehicle an 
inadequate amount of road and traffic information is stored in the visual working 
memory of the driver" (page 7). The guideline that recommends pass/fail criteria 
for mean glance duration and maximum number of glances towards a display 
has been criticized since it is based on a hypothetical construct and because it 
does not consider the context in which glances into the vehicle occur 
(Lansdown, 2001). On the other hand, as the guideline provides insight, it 
could be applied in a worst case scenario such as busy inner city traffic 
(Lansdown, 2001).  
 
Second, the Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers (AAM, 2006) has suggested 
two "best practice" performance rules for visual and visual-manual tasks, the 
2-second and the 20-second rule. The 2-second rule was created on the basis of 
an analysis of single glance durations on American public roads over a ten-
year period (Rockwell, 1988). Based on the 1250 glances that were recorded 
during the vehicle studies, an engineering criterion of 2.0 seconds was 
suggested. It roughly represented the 85th percentile among the recorded 
glances. The 20-second rule was then derived by multiplying the 2-second rule 
with an estimate of the 85th percentile of the number of glances required (~10) 
when performing a radio tuning task. The number of glances required for the 
radio tuning task was estimated in another on-road study (AAM, 2006). 
Hence, the pass/fail criteria include the “2-second rule” for mean glance 
durations (MGD) and the “20-second rule” for total glance time (TGT). 
Designers that develop functions for moving vehicles should use these rules.  
 
Third, design guidelines by JAMA (2004) that apply to display systems that 
are installed in vehicles suggest pass/fail criteria for total glance time. The 
guideline states that: "operation of display monitors while a vehicle is in motion 
shall comply with the following critera or else be prohibited": 1. The total time of the 
driver's looking at the screen between the start and completion of operation task shall 
not exceed 8 seconds (TGT), 2. When the above total time is measured by a bench test 
using the occlusion method, the total of shutter opening time shall not exceed 7.5 
seconds. 
 
Fourth, in the European Statement of Principles (ESoP), a number of design 
guidelines (principles) are suggested (ESoP, 2006). In paragraph 4.3.3.1. 
Information presentation principle I, it is mentioned that: "Visually displayed 
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information presented at any one time by the system should be designed such that the 
driver is able to assimilate the relevant information with a few glances which are brief 
enough not to adversely affect driving". In the ESoP, all principles include an 
explanation, a good and a bad example, a description of applicability and 
recommended verification methods. For this principle, the good example 
suggests "Easily legible and well structured graphics on a well positioned visual 
display which allows identification of the relevant menu item with one single glance of 
1 second", while the bad example suggests "A navigation system which only offers 
support by a visual display rich in detail, which needs full and lengthy attention of the 
driver to identify a target on a moving map". In contrast to the earlier mentioned 
guidelines that include pass/fail criteria, the ESoP recommends a target level 
of one glance with a length of one second, instead of maximum limits on 
glance duration (Zwahlen et al., 1988; AAM, 2006; NHTSA, 2013; NHTSA, 
2014), total glance time (AAM, 2006; JAMA, 2004; NHTSA, 2013; NHTSA, 
2014), and glance frequency (Zwahlen et al., 1988). However, to provide a 
structured approach for assessing interface designs based on the ESoP, a 
checklist has been developed and aligned with the ESoP (Stevens, Quimby, 
Boards, Kersloot, & Burns, 2002).  
 
Fifth, results of field operational tests have shown increased risk correlated 
with certain glance behaviour. The 100-car on-road study (Klauer, Guo, 
Sudweeks, & Dingus, 2010) suggests that glances greater than 2.0 seconds by 
the driver away from the forward road scene are correlated with increased 
crash/near-crash risk. When drivers glanced away from the forward roadway 
for greater than 2.0 seconds out of a 6-second period, their risk of being 
involved in an unsafe event substantially increased relative to baseline (Klauer 
et al., 2010). On the other hand, a recent analysis of naturalistic driving study 
data (Victor et al., 2014) found that the majority of the crashes were associated 
with glances shorter than 2 seconds. A conclusion was that long glances are 
very rare and short glances are very common; thus a majority of the crashes 
occurred due to a combination of a relatively short glance and a high change 
rate in the traffic scene. 
 
Just recently, the US National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
(NHTSA) proposed guidelines for reducing visual-manual driver distraction 
during interactions with integrated electronic devices. The purpose of these 
guidelines is to limit potential driver distraction from VMI tasks when 
interacting with non-driving related IVIS, e.g. information, navigation, 
communications, and entertainment tasks. The guidelines provide a structured 
approach for assessing interface designs by listing non-driving related tasks 
that are believed to interfere with safe control of the vehicle, and by proposing 
test procedures (NHTSA, 2013; 2014).  
 
These test procedures are meant to reduce distraction from visual-manual 
tasks and include e.g. an analytical step counting methodology (STEP) and a 
driving simulator test, Eye Glance Measurement Using Driving Simulator Test 
(EGDS). Using the STEP methodology, a task analysis should be carried out to 
assess the number of steps in a task. The maximum number of steps allowed 
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for a task to be recommended for use while driving has been set to six. The 
EGDS procedure, on the other hand, contains instructions on how to carry out 
a compliance test for visual-manual tasks in a simulator and includes 
performance criteria for three glance metrics: percent of glances over 2 
seconds, mean glance duration and total glance time. The acceptance levels for 
these performance criteria have been defined on the basis of previous 
guidelines (AAM, 2006; JAMA, 2004), studies on visual performance for 
various radio tuning tasks (AAM, 2006; Rockwell, 1988), and the 100-car study 
(Klauer et al., 2010). In short, the acceptance criteria regarding the EGDS test 
from state that: 
 
A testable task should be locked out from performance by drivers 
while driving unless the following three criteria are all met: 
 

1. For at least 21 of the 24 test participants, no more than 15 
percent (rounded up) of the total number of eye glances away 
from the forward road scene have durations of greater than 2.0 
seconds while performing the testable task one time. 

2. For at least 21 of the 24 test participants, the mean duration of 
all eye glances away from the forward road scene is less than or 
equal to 2.0 seconds while performing the testable task one 
time. 

3. For at least 21 of the 24 test participants, the sum of the 
durations of each individual participant’s eye glances away 
from the forward road scene is less than or equal to 12.0 
seconds while performing the testable task one time. 
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3 Methods 
This chapter describes the methodologies used in the thesis (Table 1). It 
presents the engineering psychology research tradition in terms of test 
samples, data acquisition and data analysis. It also shows the appropriateness 
of UEMs in different phases of development for visual-manual interfaces 
(VMIs). For a more detailed description of the methods used in each paper, see 
the paper in question.  
 
 
Table 1. Summary of methods used in the appended papers 
 
Paper Data 

acquisition 
Type of UEM Development phase Subjects/ 

Sample size 
I Simulator 

test 
Empirical Formative 25 participants 

I Interview Empirical Formative 25 participants 
II Expert 

evaluation 
Analytical Formative/Summative 6 experts 

II Customer 
survey 

Empirical Summative 7692 consumers 

II  
NASA- 
RTLX 

Empirical Formative/Summative 6 experts 

II On road 
test 

Empirical Formative/Summative 6 experts 

III Simulator 
test 

Empirical Formative 16 participants 

III Trail-
making test 
(TMT) 

Empirical n/a * 
 

16 participants 

IV Simulator 
compliance 
test 

Empirical Formative/Summative 18 participants 

 
* TMT is a capacity test that has no relation to development phase 

3.1 Research theory 
The research presented in this thesis was carried out in a deductive manner, 
which means that research questions were put forward based on theoretical 
considerations (Starrin and Svensson, 1994). Both quantitative and qualitative 
data have been assessed. The discipline of engineering psychology is closely 
related to experimental psychology (Wickens & Hollands, 1999), and therefore 
control of variables, proper samples, and appropriate statistical analyses is 
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central (Goodwin, 2001). Also, as participants in the studies often represent 
consumers or developers of VMIs, knowledge about individual effects on 
qualitative data and the techniques for analysis of the qualitative methods are 
fundamental. It is of particular importance to understand whether formative 
evaluations actually predict the real user’s context and thus has an impact on 
the final design (Hartson et al., 2003). 
 
The studies reported in papers I, III, and IV were all empirical studies 
performed in a simulator laboratory. Participants drove a car simulator and 
concurrently interacted with different VMIs. In this driving context, the 
interaction with VMIs is secondary to the primary task of driving. Therefore, 
task performance, such as task completion time and glance related measures, 
is used to indirectly evaluate the impact of VMIs on the primary task of 
driving. This arrangement is most suitable for use in the formative phase of 
development. 
 
As described in the previous sections, interacting while driving can also have 
an impact on the primary task of driving. These demands can be assessed in 
the driving simulator since it records numerous measures of driving 
behaviour, for example lane keeping, speed, and distance to other vehicles. 
However, performance measures can also be of a subjective kind. In paper I, 
interviews were used to get participants’ view on effort; in paper II, an 
heuristic evaluation and self-reported task load index were used by 
evaluators, and questionnaires were filled out by real customers. These 
subjective sources of data also give relevant information about the usability of 
VMIs and can be used both in the formative and in the summative phase of 
development. 

3.2 Test samples 
For papers I and IV, participants were randomly drawn from the Swedish car 
owner register. Owners of a Volvo C30, S40, V50 or XC90 model 2003 or later 
were selected to gather a group with experience of similar in-car interfaces. All 
were residents of the Gothenburg area and had held their driving license for at 
least five years. The final sample in paper I was comprised of 12 women and 
13 men ranging in age from 27 to 69 years (M = 45.7, SD = 12.5) while paper IV 
included nine women and nine men ranging in age from 27 to 69 years (M = 
41.7, SD = 11.9).  
 
Participants in paper II were collected from real customers and a set of experts. 
The sample of real customers came from the APEAL (Automotive 
Performance, Execution and Layout) survey of the USA market. This survey 
assessed customer opinions on in-vehicle information systems (IVIS) based on 
about 100,000 new vehicle drivers during their first 90 days of ownership. In 
paper II, answers from 7692 customers were sorted into five age groups (-34, 
35-44, 45-54, 55-64, 65+) based on the cars assessed. The sample of experts in 
paper II was comprised of human factors professionals from the automotive 
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industry and the academia in Sweden. All were double experts, i.e. both 
knowledgeable in usability issues in general and about the vehicle domain in 
particular. The mean age among the three automotive experts was 43 (SD 12.2) 
years and was 34 (SD 11.6) among the three from academia. All automotive 
experts had more than eight years of experience in the field of HMI systems 
design. All the university researchers had worked with HMI analysis in the 
automotive industry for more than four years. One automotive expert and one 
university researcher were paired together during the assessment. 
 
Paper III had 30 participants that were randomly drawn from the database of 
the Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute (VTI). Data from 
14 participants had to be excluded due to poor eye-tracking quality. The 16 
remaining participants were 25 to 54 years old (M = 36, SD = 8.6), nine men 
and seven women. All had held their driving license for at least five years. 

3.3 Data acquisition 
In papers I and IV, interfaces were designed in Macromedia Director (Adobe 
Systems Inc., USA). The Macromedia script controlled the experimental order 
of the tasks, managed all graphical information, and logged all data. In paper 
II, both customers and experts evaluated the same interfaces in real cars on 
real roads. In paper III, a TS tablet computer was used to assess the prototype 
interfaces.  
 
The study described in papers I and IV was conducted using a fixed base 
Volvo XC90 simulator. In the simulator, a driving scene that simulated a 
curved rural road was projected on a screen in front of the participants. The 
radius of both the right and left curvatures was 1000 m and the signed speed 
limit was 90 km/h. There was on-coming traffic in the left lane, but no cars 
were present in the driving lane. The simulator had no rear view mirrors. In 
paper III, the data were collected using a moving base Saab 9-3 vehicle 
simulator with automatic transmission. Three LCD displays were used as rear 
view mirrors. Sound from vehicles, road and wind was simulated and 
presented via the car speaker system. The driving scene was a motorway with 
a signed speed limit of 90 km/h. There was oncoming traffic at an average rate 
of three vehicles per minute, and other cars overtook the participants once a 
minute on average. Slower vehicles had to be overtaken on average once every 
two minutes. Also, the simulators were equipped with sensors and logging 
apparatus for the collection of driving performance data. 
 
In papers I and IV, the faceLAB eye-tracking system (Seeing Machines, 
Australia) was used to log eye movements. The two eye-tracking cameras 
were mounted in front of the driver on the simulator dashboard, and eye 
movements were analysed in accordance with ISO metrics (ISO 15007-2). In 
paper III, a four-camera system from Smart Eye Pro 5.9 was used. Three 
cameras were positioned on top of the dashboard and one was positioned just 
to the right of the tablet computer.  
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Post driver interviews were used in paper I to gather participants’ preference 
for the interfaces and about the test situation. In paper II, on-road data from 
the expert evaluation were collected using a stopwatch and a paper based 
NASA–RTLX (Byers, Bittner, & Hill, 1989). Nielsen heuristics were collected 
during a stationary walk-through of the assessed cars (Nielsen, 1992). These 
data were compared with answers from the APEAL for the assessed cars. In 
paper III, the Trail Making Test was used to assess individual capacity in 
terms of visual search, motor speed and mental flexibility (Crowe 1998). In this 
study, a computerized version was used (Summala et al., 2008) and was 
carried out after the test drive.  

3.4 Data analysis 
Two-factor, repeated-measures ANOVA with experimental conditions and 
task as the within-subject factors was used to analyse each dependent variable 
in paper I, and Sidak adjustments were used for post hoc pairwise 
comparisons of means. Data from the interviews were analysed using a 
qualitative method inspired by Flick (2006). The text was first read several 
times to gain an overall understanding of the data. Comparisons between the 
participants’ statements were made with respect to similarities and 
differences, and statements with similar meanings were grouped together in 
categories. In paper II, the data were analysed with one-factor ANOVAs with 
a layout as the within-subject factor. The Bonferroni procedure was used for 
post hoc pairwise comparisons of means.  
 
In paper IV, the data analysis was made according to the specifications in 
NHTSA guidelines, based on their visual performance as mean values for all 
six of the assessed interfaces. The proposed glance strategies were defined 
based on behavioural data on visual performance from previous research. 
Acceptance criteria from NHTSA´s visual-manual distraction (EGDS) test were 
used to assess the compliance of the tested interfaces.   
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4 Summary of appended papers 
This chapter provides summaries of the papers included in this thesis. Paper I 
focuses on differences between rotary control (RC) and touch screen (TS) 
interfaces in terms of driving simulator metrics and glance metrics. Paper II 
investigates correlations between results from customer evaluations and an 
expert evaluation for TS interfaces. Paper III searches for the presence of and 
possible explanations for individual glance strategies in a driving simulator 
study. Paper IV investigates effects of individual glance strategies on 
NHTSA´s Eye Glance Measurement Using Driving Simulator Test (EGDS). 

4.1 Paper I  
The purpose of paper I was to compare usability effects of solving tasks with a 
TS and a TS input device. For the purpose of the thesis, paper I contributes to, 
firstly, objective 1, knowledge about usability for VMIs, and, secondly, 
objective 4, the proposal of an analytical method for the formative 
development phase to guide the design of VMIs. 
 
The paper reports a study in a fixed based driving simulator that was 
designed to compare the effects of carrying out a variety of tasks using a TS 
and a TS input device. A TS and interfaces manoeuvred by a RC with similar 
graphics were developed for the experiment. The experimental interfaces were 
designed to be similar to multifunctional systems available on the market. In 
the TS condition, the display was mounted at a lower position on the centre 
panel so that the participants were able to reach it easily. In the RC condition, 
the display was placed in a higher position and the TS was mounted between 
the front seats. The interfaces included the following functions: MP3 lists, an 
FM radio frequency band, address input in a navigation system, number entry 
in a telephone system, and sound setting adjustments. These functions were 
chosen since they represent different tasks that a multifunctional system needs 
to be able to assist, such as data entry and selection from continuous and 
discrete options.  
 
In the study, the participants drove on a curved rural road while performing 
tasks with the experimental interface. The tasks to be completed, e.g. “enter 
Dallas as destination”, were shown on the interface display. The experiment 
had a within-subject design with a random order of presentation for the tested 
interfaces. The experiment consisted of two major parts: a training session and 
an experimental session. In the training session, each participant practiced 
with all interfaces in five stationary trials and then practiced the same trials 
during driving. In addition to carrying out the experimental trials, a 30-s long 
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baseline, i.e. driving without performing visual-manual tasks, was also 
collected for each interface. 
 
The results showed that, in terms of task completion time and the number of 
glances made to the display, the optimal input device is dependent on the task 
being performed. The TS was better for entering a destination or a phone 
number, i.e. alphanumeric input tasks, and RC was better for the MP3 task 
and sound setting adjustments, i.e. list scrolling and continuous adjustments. 
These results were similar to previous comparisons between TS and RC in 
stationary set-ups.  
 
In terms of steering wheel reversal rate, it was shown that the MP3, navigation 
and telephone tasks were significantly better when using the RC. Also, the 
data for standard deviation of lane position were better for the RC when 
carrying out the MP3 and radio tasks. It was observed as well that tasks 
including alphanumeric input were more demanding than other tasks, 
independent of the input device used. Both input devices affected lateral 
control performance, but this performance deteriorated to a lesser extent when 
the RC was used.  
 
There were three particularly important findings in this study. First, it was 
clear that not one input device will always be best in terms of usability metrics. 
Second, the results showed that the TS had generally poorer interference with 
the driving related metrics such as standard deviation of lane position and 
steering wheel reversal rate. Third, it is interesting to conclude that these 
differences are present both in previous stationary tests and in the driving 
simulator test in this study. The result suggests that stationary tests produce 
relevant data in terms of usability in a formative evaluation such as a desktop 
simulation.  
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4.2 Paper II 
The purpose of paper II was to compare the results of two evaluation 
methodologies, a formative and a summative, to see the way in which the 
results correlated in terms of efficiency. For the purpose of the thesis, paper II 
contributes to: firstly, objective 1, knowledge about usability for VMIs; and, 
secondly, objective 2, understanding the application of usability evaluation 
methods (UEMs) in formative and summative development phases of VMIs. 
 
While paper I was carried out in a controlled car simulator set-up, this paper 
addressed a more real life usage approach by collecting comparable usability 
data from two studies: a formative and a summative. The formative study 
contained data from three methodologies, heuristics evaluation, on-road test 
and subjective workload, while the summative was a customer survey. 
 
Both studies included cars with TS input devices that were implemented in 
close control layouts and remote control layouts. The summative study was 
based on data from the APEAL (Automotive Performance, Execution and 
Layout) USA market survey containing cars with a minimum of three months 
on the market. Answers concerning subjective task efficiency when using the 
sound system and the navigation system were analysed in the paper. The 
formative study was based on the same premium cars. A team of human 
factors professionals collected both subjective workload data and objective 
task efficiency data based on an on-road test. A heuristics evaluation was also 
carried out while the cars were parked after the on-road test.  
 
The results of the summative survey data showed that close control layouts 
had a higher perceived task efficiency than the remote control layouts for both 
sound system and navigation system tasks. In the formative study, this result 
was confirmed by the metrics task completion time and NASA-RTLX. 
However, the Nielsen heuristics did not reveal any differences between the 
input devices that were evaluated.  
 
The results of the summative study show that the efficiency in sound and 
navigation system tasks was significantly higher for close control than for 
remote control layouts. The results strongly support the results of the 
formative, giving evidence of higher task efficiency and thus better usability 
and safety, in close control than remote control layouts.  
 
The joint results clearly prove a difference in efficiency between the two 
layouts. The efficiency and hence usability are higher for close control than 
remote control as concerns customer ratings, measurements of time required 
to complete tasks and measurements of mental workload. 
 
In addition, the paper shows a correlation between the formative assessment 
and the summative assessment as there is a high degree of consistency 
between the results.  
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4.3 Paper III 
The purpose of paper III was to study the prevalence of participants with long 
glancing behaviour and to investigate reasons for these regarding capacity, 
practice and strategy. For the purpose of the thesis, paper III contributes to 
objective 3, i.e., how the NHTSA visual-manual compliance test could be 
improved in terms of sensitivity for individual differences in terms of glance 
behaviour. 
 
A driving simulator study was set up to investigate possible underlying 
reasons for a relatively newly discovered population trait. Several VMI studies 
had found that a significant portion of their study participants had very long 
off-road glance times, independently of whether they were performing simple 
(non-visually demanding) or complex (visually demanding) tasks.  
 
In this study, all participants performed tasks of similar complexity, a radio 
task, a phone task, and a sound settings task in a tablet computer that was 
positioned in the centre stack of the car while driving. To test the possible 
effects of practice, all tasks were carried out in three sets. Participants’ visual 
maximum visual search capacity, as measured by a trail making test, was also 
tested after the simulator drive.  
 
The results showed no correlation between response times in the trail making 
test and frequency of long glances. No effect was found for glance duration. 
The glance duration was not significantly different between the tasks. 
However, glance duration was reduced as an effect of repetition for the phone 
and settings task, although not for the radio task.  
 
While maximum visual search capacity did not correlate with the propensity 
to use long off-road glances for the tasks performed, an important finding of 
this study was the high prevalence of long glancers among the test 
participants. This corroborates similar findings from previous studies. 
Interestingly, the same participants exceeded the 2-second limit independent 
of the task being solved. Another important finding was that the individual 
variation did not seem to come from individual capacity. Previous correlations 
on individual capacity were found on measures of central tendency, as this 
study analysed 85th percentile glance durations. This result indicates that 
glances in the upper tail could come from other individual factors, e.g. risk 
taking propensity and sensitivity to forward view uncertainty build-up.  
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4.4 Paper IV 
The purpose of paper IV was to investigate how individual differences in 
glance strategy could impact the glance performance test defined in the 
NHTSA visual-manual distraction guidelines. For the purpose of the thesis, 
paper IV contributes to: first, objective 2, application of UEMs in formative 
and summative development phases; second, objective 3, in what way the 
NHTSA visual-manual compliance test could be improved in terms of 
sensitivity for individual differences; and, finally, objective 4, an analytical 
method for the formative development phase to guide the design of VMIs.  
 
This paper investigated effects of individual differences on the NHTSA visual-
manual distraction test. A driving simulator study was conducted. The driving 
scene was a rural road with oncoming traffic to encourage drivers to look back 
to the road when solving vehicle tasks. Six interfaces were designed according 
to the NHTSA step count methodology and other recommendations in the 
guidelines.  
 
The input devices were a TS and an RC, and the tasks were a radio tuning 
task, a sound setting task, and a destination entry task. To test for compliance 
with the NHTSA visual-manual distraction test, the glance metrics per 
interface were assessed towards NHTSA’s glance criteria.  
 
To reveal any evidence of individual glance behaviour, the glance data as a 
mean for all interfaces per participant were compared with levels of glance 
metrics from previous research.  
 
The results show that only two out of six interfaces were fully compliant. For 
example, the radio tuning task, which is recommended as a reference task that 
should have no problem in terms of complying, failed in the TS input mode. 
Also, the destination entry task failed in both input device versions, even 
though it was limited to the recommended maximum input of six characters. 
This result is best viewed in the context of the NHTSA guidelines, suggesting 
that drivers should be able to activate/open a phone, dial up to ten digits, and 
then press the ‘‘Send’’ or ‘‘Talk’’ button without exceeding the acceptance 
criteria.  
 
Previous studies of behavioural variability related to in-vehicle glances 
indicate an interesting approach to a further understanding of the present 
results. If participants have different task solving strategies that are reflected 
in their off-road glance duration values, the NHTSA’s assumption above, i.e. 
that the sampled group will not contain any variability that can influence 
results, becomes questionable. Put differently, one explanation for the 
interface failures above is that there is a mismatch between expected and 
actual sample variability. 
 
The results on individual glance behaviour show that participants indeed have 
different glance strategies. Optimizers have 0.8 seconds or less in mean glance 
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duration, a maximum of ~1 glance per task step and no glances over 
2 seconds. Normal glancers have less than 1.6 seconds in mean glance duration, 
no more than three glances per task step and fewer than 15% glances over 
2 seconds. Long glancers have more than 1.6 seconds in mean glance duration, 
or more than 15% glances over 2 seconds. Frequent glancers have more than 
three glances per task step.  
 
The interfaces were designed according to the task step method described in 
the guidelines, and it was expected that they all should comply with the 
performance test from the same guidelines.  
 
Based on the results, two main conclusions can be drawn. First, it is clear that 
individual variations in glance strategy exist. Second, these variations have a 
non-negligible influence on the results when performance testing of VMIs is 
done according to the NTHSA guidelines.  
 
Four categories of individual glance strategies were defined based on the data: 
optimizers, normal glancers, long glancers and frequent glancers. Test 
participants that are within the categories of long glancers or frequent glancers 
do affect compliance.  
 
The results show that, if these extreme glance behaviours were controlled for 
in the test, nearly all interfaces would comply. The only interface that did not 
comply was the six-step destination entry task when using the rotary control 
input device. Hence, if these outliers were controlled for, the results would be 
more in line with the anticipated compliance that NHTSA guidelines task 
descriptions put forward, and thus with the intention of the guidelines (a six-
step task should comply according to the guidelines). 
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5 Discussion 
The purpose of this thesis was to study design implications for the 
development of visual-manual interfaces (VMIs) in cars. This chapter 
discusses and summarises the theoretical and experimental contributions of 
the thesis. The chapter is divided into four sections where the first section (5.1 
Efficiency in visual-manual interfaces) contributes to understanding usability 
effects of the VMIs that were assessed in the different studies. In particular, it 
discusses how efficiency varies depending on different combinations of tasks, 
input devices, and the positioning of input devices and displays. The next 
section (5.2 Application of usability evaluation methods) discusses general 
methodological considerations when exploiting usability evaluation methods 
(UEMs), such as those that were used in the studies. The third section (5.3 
Improvement of NHTSA compliance testing) contributes to an understanding of 
how individual glance strategies affect the NHTSA compliance test and 
proposes changes to the test and analysis procedure. The last section (5.4 
Visual-manual task analysis framework) proposes a visual-manual framework 
that should be used in the formative development phase as a complement to 
present design guidelines for VMIs.  

5.1 Efficiency in visual-manual interfaces 
The first objective in this thesis was to contribute to better knowledge about 
usability in terms of efficiency for VMIs. This objective was addressed in paper 
I and paper II. Paper I compared the effects of using a touch screen (TS) and a 
rotary control (RC) input device. The results showed that not one single input 
device is always best. For example, it was shown that the TS was better for 
alphanumeric tasks, while the RC was better for list scrolling and continuous 
adjustments. In paper II, comparisons between RC layouts showed that close 
control layouts had better efficiency for navigation and radio related tasks 
than remote control layouts, both in terms of customer survey data and on 
road test data.  

5.1.1 Directness and efficiency 

In paper I, as expected, the RC had better efficiency in terms of task 
completion time and the number glances for the adjustment tasks, i.e. MP3 
and settings task. Also according to expectations, the TS had better efficiency 
for alphanumeric tasks, i.e. spelling a destination and dialling a phone 
number. It is clear from previous studies that TS and RC input devices differ 
quite a bit in terms of the way interaction is carried out. A TS is a direct device 
and does not require any translation between the input from the user and the 
action of the device (Rogers et al., 2005). In general, Rogers et al. (2005) found 
that TS performs better when the system requires button pushing or other 
pointing tasks, while precise operations and long distance moves are more 
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effectively carried out with an RC. The reason for this is that an input device 
like the RC requires translation between the input from the user and the action 
of the device. This way of interacting is considered to be indirect (Rogers et al., 
2005; Davies & Thomas, 2001). Also, in paper IV, the result for total glance 
time was poorer in the destination entry task for the RC input device. Blanco, 
Hankey, and Chestnut (2005) showed that total glance time correlates well 
with the efficiency metrics for task completion time and the number of 
glances. Somewhat unexpectedly, the results in paper I show that the TS had 
higher values for steering wheel reversal rate than the RC for the navigation 
and telephone tasks. This difference may be due to the fact that the task 
completion times in those tasks were shorter for the TS, which could induce 
higher steering wheel reversal rate values. An alternative interpretation could 
be that the participants had to increase the steering control effort to cope with 
the dual task situation (Markkula & Engström, 2006) when interacting with the 
TS. 
 
In paper I, participants expressed that the RC was less phsysically demanding 
since the hand was held in a comfortable and relatively fixed position during 
interaction. Many participants mentioned that it was tiring to interact with the 
TS during long sequences since the arm needed to be stretched out and moved 
around. However, most of the participants also mentioned that, during normal 
driving, they would not carry out any tasks with such intensity as in the 
experiment. Hence, this tiring problem in the case of the TS seemed to be 
exaggerated during test conditions like this due to the large number of tasks 
performed in a short space of time. In addition, both input devices worsened 
lateral control performance compared to baseline driving. The opinions 
expressed by the participants correspond well with comparisons of efficiency 
in customer surveys. A paper by Broström et al. (2007) analysing the APEAL 
customer survey study by JD Powers showed that TSs have better results than 
RCs in questions of understanding and ease of use. Another important finding 
from previous research is that direct manipulation of the kind that can be 
found in TSs supports novices in their learning of basic functionality quickly, 
and also helps knowledgeable intermittent users in retaining the conceptual 
model (Hutchins, Hollan, & Norman, 1985).  
 
In line with previous research (Dukic et al., 2006), the results in paper II 
showed that differences between two configurations of RC layout differed in 
efficiency. Close control layouts had better results than remote control layouts 
for navigation and radio related tasks, both in terms of on-road test data and 
customer survey data, i.e. task completion time, self-reported workload and 
perceived efficiency.  
 
The devices differed in two ways. First, close control layouts had the display 
and the set of multifunction control in close proximity, while the remote 
control layouts separated the control and display. The separation of controls 
and display allowed a comfortable operation for the remote control layouts. 
However, the lower positions of the input device, as in the case of remote 
control layouts, may have had a negative effect on perceived safety, as shown 
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in the paper of Dukic et al. (2006). The reason for the better performance of the 
close control layouts could therefore depend on the higher position of the 
buttons and the greater amount of direct manipulation in radio and navigation 
tasks. In addition, as reported by Hutchins et al. (1985), direct manipulation 
interfaces, as for the close control layouts, are known to bridge the distance 
between users’ goal and the input device, thus reducing the visual and manual 
demands (Wierwille, 1993b).  

5.1.2 Display position and glance behaviour 

The interfaces in paper I were designed to be similar to the layout of TS and 
RC commonly used on the market: in the case of the TS, a low display 
position, and, in the case of the RC, a high display position. The results in 
paper I did not reveal any longer glance durations for the TS. However, results 
in paper IV indicate that the TS had longer mean glance durations than the RC 
when both displays were in the same low position. 
 
Although not completely statistically shown by the data, it seems as though 
the display position has an effect on glance behaviour. It has been found that 
drivers have a better ability to control the vehicle with peripheral vision when 
the display is in a high position (Summala, Nieminen, & Punto, 1996; 
Wittmann et al., 2006). This may have allowed the participants in paper I to 
make longer glances away from the forward roadway when interacting with 
the RC and the more highly positioned display. Previous research has also 
shown that lower display positions induce a compensatory effect on driving 
behaviour, such as distance to preceding vehicles (Fuller et al., 2008; Fuller & 
Tsimhoni, 2009). Hence, in the same manner, the low display position in paper 
IV may have induced a compensatory behaviour for the RC, meaning more 
efficient and shorter glances towards the display.  

5.2 Application of usability evaluation methods 
The second objective of this thesis was to understand the application of 
usability evaluation methods (UEMs) in formative and summative 
development phases. This objective was addressed in papers II and paper IV. 
The results of paper II show correlations between one of two formative and a 
summative UEM. However, in paper IV, the results failed to show any 
correlation between the formative and the summative UEM.  

5.2.1 Correlation between formative and summative evaluations 

In the formative Nielsen heuristic evaluation (Nielsen, 1992), a team of experts 
performs a series of interactions with the interface while evaluating the 
interface in relation to a predefined heuristics list. Nielsen states that only six 
evaluators are needed to find more than 75% of the summative usability 
problems in an interface. In the studies described in paper II, results of the 
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formative heuristic evaluation and the summative APEAL customer survey 
were compared. This showed that the heuristics evaluation could not 
significantly differentiate between the assessed interfaces, even though 
differences between the same interfaces were found in the customer survey. 
Hertzum and Jacobsen (2001) stated that methods like the Nielsen heuristics 
involve interpretation that causes an evaluator effect, and thus reduce test 
reliability. This may have contributed to the non-correlating results. The 
Nielsen heuristic method has also been criticised for the type of problems that 
it detects (Wixon, 2003). 
 
In contrast, other formative methods used in paper II showed correlations 
with the customer survey. These methods included an on-road test where task 
completion time was measured and a subjective task load index (NASA-
RTLX), reported by the evaluators. Hence, the on-road test and the task load 
index were predictors of customers’ perceived efficiency. This is an interesting 
finding, since metrics of efficiency, such as task completion time and task load, 
are easy and straightforward to collect in all phases of development (Green, 
1999). The results suggest that these efficiency metrics are important for VMIs, 
as VMIs are often operated in dual-task conditions. This is in line with 
previous recommendations for using the NASA-RTLX method in dual-task 
situations, as it give realistic results on temporal demand, effort, performance and 
frustration level in dual-task conditions (Green, 1999). Task completion time, on 
the other hand, could also give relevant predictions when the car is stationary 
(Green, 1999). 
 
In paper IV, interfaces that were designed according to the formative step-
counting method in the NHTSA guidelines were tested against the summative 
visual-manual performance test described in the same guideline (NHTSA, 
2012). The results showed that only two of the tested interfaces were fully 
compliant with the test. Unexpectedly, the radio tuning task, which has been 
the basis for the glance criteria and thus should easily comply, failed for the 
TS. Similarly, the sound settings task failed to comply when the TS was used 
as an input device. Also a bit surprising is the fact that the destination entry 
task failed in both input device versions, even though it was limited to the 
recommended maximum input of six characters in the formative step counting 
method. These results are very important in terms of their lacking the ability to 
give recommendations in the formative development phase. A consequence 
might be that relatively final designs do not comply with the guidelines, which 
results in costly and time consuming re-designs.  

5.3 Improvement of NHTSA compliance testing 
The third objective in this thesis was to investigate the way in which the 
NHTSA visual-manual compliance test can be improved in terms of its 
sensitivity to individual differences. This objective was addressed in papers III 
and IV. In previous research, the NHTSA test has been criticised for being too 
sensitive to variations in the data from individual participants. A better 
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understanding of how to make the test more robust would support the 
development of more efficient VMIs. 

5.3.1 Differences in glance behaviour  

In line with previous research, quite a few of the participants in paper III and 
paper IV had many glances towards the display that were longer than two 
seconds. These participants were called long glancers. Earlier studies (Aust et 
al., 2015; Aust et al., 2013) found that a significant portion of the test 
participants were long glancers. Aust et al. (2015) claimed that, if these long 
glancers were prevalent in the driver population at large, they would cause 
non-robust outcomes when testing VMIs with the NHTSA visual-manual 
performance test.  
 
In paper III, glance durations became shorter with repetition of the phone and 
settings tasks. This occurred even if drivers had practiced until they were 
comfortable performing the tasks prior to the trial. Hence, task practice while 
driving seems more efficient than practice while standing still. This was 
acknowledged in the amendment of the NHTSA guideline (NHTSA, 2013), 
where pre-trial practice was extended to include practice while driving before 
the actual data collection trial. 
 
In paper IV, additional glance behaviours were found beyond the already 
identified long glancers. These were named optimizers, normal glancers, 
frequent glancers, and long glancers. The results showed that both long 
glancers and frequent glancers had an effect in which VMIs complied with the 
NHTSA test. In particular, the results showed that the two extreme glance 
behaviours, long glancers and frequent glancers, caused several interfaces to 
fail the test.  
 
The reasons why this varying glance behaviour exists have not yet been 
empirically established. However, it has been found that drivers generally 
change their behaviour depending on their goals, needs, and motivation 
(Näätänen & Summala, 1976). Furthermore, a study by Donmez et al. (2009) 
found that participants with long glances towards the display belonged to a 
group of participants with a risk-taking strategy. This implies that the 
presence of different glance behaviours, such as long glancers and frequent 
glancers, could be mediated by general individual traits among the test 
participants or by behaviours that arise during the test situation.  

5.3.2 Changes to the test and analysis procedure  

It is unlikely that individual strategy differences can be controlled for by 
extensive practice prior to testing. In paper IV, the extensive training that 
preceded testing certainly did not eradicate the differences. Instead, to make 
the test more robust, the extreme glance strategies should be controlled for in 
the test situation.  
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For example, the effect of extreme glance behaviour could be reduced by 
evaluating data as mean values on a group level (Aust et al., 2015). This group 
level analysis has been recommended in the literature on experiment design 
and analysis, when between-group comparisons are made (Keppel & Wickens, 
2004).  
 
Furthermore, the results reported in paper IV showed that long glancers and 
frequent glancers were statistical outliers. Consequently, these participants 
should be excluded from the analysis (Keppel & Wickens, 2004).  

5.4 Visual-manual task analysis framework 
A fourth objective of this thesis was to propose an analytical method for the 
formative development phase to guide the design of VMIs. From the frame of 
reference chapter and the appended papers I and IV in this thesis, it is evident 
that the design of VMIs relies on the ability to understand and analyse 
consequences of glance behaviour. A concern of analysing final designs in 
empirical methods like the NHTSA compliance test is that the summative 
phase has reduced opportunities for design. Hence, an idea with this 
framework is to be able to make predictions for the design of VMIs before 
spending resources on developing prototype systems.  

5.4.1 Introduction to the framework 

Several variants of UEMs can be applied to assess efficiency in the formative 
development phase of VMIs. Examples of such methods are: heuristic 
evaluation (Nielsen, 1992), hierarchical task analysis (Stanton, 2006), and 
multimodal critical path analysis (Baber and Mellor, 2001). However, no 
analytical model yet exists that can predict glance behaviour (Harvey et al., 
2011). Instead, a majority of the methods that assess visual behaviour in VMIs 
make use of empirical methods that are applied in the summative phase 
(Harvey, 2011).  
 
In the summative evaluations in papers I and IV, the objective metrics of 
efficiency for glance behaviour showed differences between the input devices. 
In paper I, the RC had fewer numbers of glances towards the display for the 
MP3 and settings task while the TS had fewer glances for the destination entry 
and the phone dialling task. In paper IV the TS generally had a longer mean 
glance duration than the RC. If an appropriate method for detailed analysis of 
glance behaviour had been present, the results on glance behaviour from 
papers I and IV could have been found without having to carry out a time 
consuming simulator study. 
 
The purpose of this framework is to be able to make predictions of visual 
behaviour in the formative development phase. These should be used to 
improve design solutions based on facts of human attributes, similar to the 
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guidance a seat designer gets from details of human anthropometry. Hence, 
the motivation for the framework is to increase the impact of knowledge of 
human factors in the formative phase of product development to give early 
guidance to interaction designers, rather than to react to poor design when it is 
too late to make any significant changes to the design (Stanton, Young, and 
Harvey, 2014). 

5.4.2 Competing resources 

As previously reviewed in the frame of reference, the multiple resource theory 
proposes that there are several independent pools of resources to devote to 
task performance (Wickens, 2002). The theory also suggests that different 
resources will cause less interference in a dual-task situation than common 
resources. For example, if two tasks engage different sensory modalities, there 
will be little dual-task effort compared to the case in which two tasks engage 
the same sensory modality. When driving a car, the two hands can perform 
different tasks simultaneously. Interaction with VMIs, on the other hand, 
requires the eyes to be taken off the road. Furthermore, Koch (2004) assured 
that when two visual tasks are carried out at the same time, they will interfere 
with each other in terms of visual attention. In addition, when both tasks 
contain visual-motor actions, the whole visual-motor system will be switched 
between tasks until one task is finalized (Land, 2006). Since the visual-manual 
driving task for controlling the vehicle requires information from the visual-
motor system, interaction with the VMI will therefore use the same resources. 
In addition, Victor (2005) concluded that different visual-motor actions require 
different levels of attention. For example, reaching requires more precise 
representations to the visual-motor system than eye/head tracking. This is 
very interesting for this exemplification of the framework, as visual-manual 
tasks indeed vary in their complexity (Victor et al., 2005). 

5.4.3 Classification of visual effort in visual-manual tasks 

The classification by Wierwille (1993b) was used as a starting point for the 
framework. As mentioned in the frame of reference chapter, this classification 
contains five categories of actions: manual only, manual primarily, visual only, 
visual primarily and visual-manual. The first category, manual only, represents 
actions that can be performed by one of the driver’s hands without visual 
reference. The second category, manual primarily, corresponds to actions in 
which the driver uses vision to find a control and, as the hand approaches the 
control, vision is no longer required, such as locating a push button. The third 
category, visual only, represents actions in which no manual input is needed. 
The fourth category, visual primarily, stands for actions in which vision is 
used both to locate and gather information, and where some degree of manual 
input is needed, such as pushing a steering wheel button to accept a proposed 
re-routing in the navigation system. The fifth and last category contain visual-
manual tasks. The visual-manual tasks in modern cars of control basically 
everything. These tasks have interactive visual and manual demands where 
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the driver search for information followed up by a manual action. It also 
contain actions where vision guides the manual action until the task has been 
completed.  
 
To give further detail to the framework, each action was classified according to 
the kind of fixation it contains. A suitable starting point was considered to be 
the classifications by Land et al. (1999), described in the frame of reference. 
Land proposed that that the locating fixations establish the locations of objects, 
e.g. a button or a graphical object, without any associated motor activity at the 
time of the fixation. Directing fixations are concerned with a movement of the 
hand to contact an object. The main function of the directing fixation is to 
provide fovea-centered goal position information to guide the arm/finger. 
Guiding fixations, on the other hand, are concerned with precise guiding, e.g. 
moving a finger to an exact position on a touch screen. Guiding is more 
complicated than simple directing and usually involves a number of fixations. 
In addition, guiding fixation is normally completed under visual control. 
Checking fixations determine when some condition is met, for example the 
correct letter was selected or the word is correctly spelled. These checking 
operations may require the eye to dwell on some appropriate region of an 
object, either in one long fixation or in a series of repeated fixations. 

5.4.4 Exemplification of the framework 

For the purpose of this thesis, the definitions based on the categorisations of 
Wierwille (1993b) and Land et al. (1999) were used to exemplify visual-manual 
interaction in TS and RC devices. TS interaction can be described by five 
generic actions T1, T2, T3, T4 and T5 (Table 2).  
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Table 2. Generic action descriptions for display interaction with a TS input device. 
Red (dark grey) shading shows that the fixations contain visual-motor control, yellow 
(medium grey) shading shows that the fixation relates to vision for identification, and 
green (light grey) shading shows that no fixation is needed to complete the action. 
Simple actions may require only one fixation while more demanding actions may 
require two or more fixations. Directing and guiding fixations require a greater 
attention effort than locating and checking since they contain concurrent visual and 
manual actions.  
 
 
Action 
no 

Description Type of 
action 

Type of 
fixation 

Details 

T1 Locate icon on screen Visual-
manual Locating Look ahead fixation to anticipate 

hand movement 

T2 Move hand/arm towards 
screen 

Visual-
manual Directing 

Fixate icon and provide fovea-
centered goal-position 
information to guide the 
arm/finger 

T3 Press icon Visual-
manual Guiding Visually guide finger to complete 

the action under visual control 

T4 Press icon Manual 
only - 

Several presses can be made to 
the same icon. Vision is a scarce 
and valuable resource and is 
disengaged from action as soon 
as another sense can take over 
from it. 

T5 Observe that the desired 
action was carried out 

Visual 
only Checking Determine if a condition is met, 

e.g. the correct letter is selected 

 
 
Action T1 contains look ahead fixations to anticipate hand movement. Action 
T2 contains fixations with the purpose to fixate an icon and provide fovea-
centered goal position information to guide the arm and finger. Action T3 
contains fixations that visually guide the finger to complete the action under 
visual-motor control. Actions T1, T2 and T3 could be separated by a glance 
back to the road scene, but several fixations are most likely carried out in one 
glance to support visual-motor control while locating the object on the screen. 
Action T4 is a manual only action and thus contains no visual activity. For 
example, a T4 action could contain several presses to the same icon without 
visual guidance as when adjusting sound setting. Action T5 describes the state 
when particular information is observed with one fixation without a 
concurrent manual action, for example to confirm that the right word has been 
written in a texting task or when verifying that the right song is activated.  
 
RC interaction can also be described by five generic actions, R1, R2, R3, R4 and 
R5 (Table 3).  
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Table 3. Generic action descriptions for display interaction with a RC input device. 
Red (dark grey) shading shows that the fixations contain visual-motor control, yellow 
(medium grey) shading shows that the fixation relates to vision for identification, and 
green (light grey) shading shows that no fixation is needed to complete the action. 
Simple actions may require only one fixation while more demanding actions may 
require two or more fixations. Directing and guiding fixations require a greater 
attention effort than locating and checking since they contain concurrent visual and 
manual actions. 
 
 
Action 
no 

Description Type of 
action 

Type of 
fixation 

Details 

R1 Check status of cursor Visual 
only Checking Find cursor on screen without 

any associated motor activity 

R2 
Rotate control to move 
cursor towards wanted 
icon 

Manual 
only - No fixation on screen needed 

R3 Rotate control to adjust 
cursor to wanted icon 

Visual-
manual Guiding Visually guide cursor to complete 

action under visual control 

R4 Rotate control to adjust 
cursor to wanted icon 

Manual 
only - 

No fixations on screen needed. 
Make use of haptic marks or click 
counting 

R5 Press control Manual 
only - No fixations on screen needed 

 
 
Action R1 contains one checking fixation that initiates a task without 
concurrent manual control. Actions R2, R4 and R5 describe parts of a task 
when manual operations can be carried out without concurrent visual control, 
for example when moving a cursor towards an object on the screen or pressing 
the RC to activate a selected object. Action R3 describes fine tuning of the 
cursor to select a graphical object when rotating the control, for example 
adjusting to the correct letter in a spelling task.  
 
Based on the proposed framework and previously reviewed theory, it could be 
expected that glances containing several fixations would be longer than 
glances containing only one fixation. Land et al. (1999) pointed out that, since 
vision is a scarce and valuable resource, it would be disengaged from action as 
soon as another sense can take over from it. In addition, since the visual-
manual driving task requires resources from the visual-motor system, it is 
likely that glances that contain visual-motor fixations have greater interference 
with the driving task (Land, 2006).  
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5.5 Methodological considerations 
The interfaces that were presented in papers I, III and IV were designed to test 
real-world conditions. That means that the tasks, the positioning of the input 
devices and displays imitated real systems. However, the interaction with the 
interfaces in paper I and IV were controlled, i.e. the tasks were predefined and 
system-paced. In natural interaction, tasks are self-paced and often drivers 
wait for appropriate traffic situations to interact with the task. Hence, in 
controlled studies, participants may be “forced” to act in situations where they 
would not normally solve tasks. There is obviously a trade-off in 
investigations between experimental control and ecological validity. Whereas 
field studies more closely match real-world situations, controlled studies 
provide the possibility to systematically compare different experimental 
conditions (Goodwin, 2001). The experiments in papers I, III and IV were 
carried out in driving simulators, and thus the ecological validity of the 
driving task was reduced. Even though the data collecting in paper III was 
carried out in a moving base-, and the data in paper I and IV had a fixed base 
simulator, both data sets contained long glancers. 
 
The study in paper II was based on data from the APEAL customer 
satisfaction survey with the opinions of real users assessing their own cars. 
These types of assessments are crucial within the car industry to understand 
how real customers perceive the design. Even if these surveys provide 
information for generating continuous quality improvements they should be 
examined carefully and used within a consistent framework (Lin & Jones, 
1997). Hence, assessment of the APEAL customer survey involved a risk of 
selection bias, which could lead to an over-optimistic view of, e.g. perceived 
system efficiency. However, in paper II, the comparisons were made between 
cars within the same APEAL studies. This means that the same questionnaires 
were used to compare the same customer profiles, and to evaluate cars within 
the same premium car segment. This careful categorisation minimized the risk 
of a between-cars effect. Moreover, as previous research has found that 
working memory is reduced with increasing age (Pew and Hemel, 2004), the 
age-factor was used as means to increase sensitivity in the data. The second 
source of data, included in paper II consisted of experts evaluating the same 
systems as in the customer survey. Expert inspections have been heavily used 
within the car industry to identify safety issues (AAM, 2006; ESoP, 2006; 
Stevens et al., 1999). These inspections often use few evaluators, partly due to 
resource issues but also because less than six evaluators are known to find 
more than 75 percent of the present problem areas (Nielsen, 2005). There is 
indeed a risk of violating internal validity when using such a small sample 
participants. However, the proposed practice with expert evaluations is to use 
a maximum of six experts (Nielsen, 2005). Hence, to increase statistical power 
in the study, within subject design was used.  
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6 Conclusions 
The purpose of this thesis was to study design implications for the 
development of visual-manual interfaces (VMIs) in cars. The conclusions 
below are based on the discussion and are presented for each of the objectives 
in the thesis. 

 
The optimal input device is dependent on the task being performed. A touch 
screen (TS) input device is more efficient for alphanumeric input, and a rotary 
control (RC) is more efficient for continuous adjustments and list scrolling. 
This emphasises the need to include tasks as well as the input device and the 
graphical display in the design process. Glance durations are longer in rotary 
control layouts with a high positioned display as compared to a rotary control 
in a lower position. Drivers seem to adapt to more efficient glance behaviour 
due to the low display position. Hence, there is a contradiction between 
recommendations in many guidelines where high display position is 
suggested (e.g. AAM, ESoP), and performance metrics for glance behaviour. 
 
Efficiency metrics correlate between several of the formative and summative 
usability evaluation methods (UEMs) in the thesis. Correlation is present 
between the formative/subjective task load index (NASA-RTLX) and the 
summative/subjective customer survey (APEAL), as well as between the 
formative/objective task completion time and the summative/subjective 
customer survey (APEAL). However, there are concurrently formative and 
summative UEMs where the efficiency metrics fail to correlate. For example, 
there is no correlation between the formative/analytical heuristic evaluation 
(Nielsen) and the summative/subjective customer survey (APEAL), neither 
between the formative/analytical step counting (NHTSA task analysis) and 
the summative/empirical compliance test (NHTSA).  
 
It is clear from the discussion that individual glance strategies exist. Two types 
of glance strategies, long glancers and frequent glancers, affected the results of 
the NHTSA compliance testing. Furthermore, pre-test practice does reduce 
glance times for some tasks. This may be due to the improvements that occur 
when test participants familiarise themselves with new tasks. Practice does not 
seem to have an effect in changing the long glancers´ behaviour. This implies 
that the strategy comes from a variation in individual behaviour rather than 
from individual capacity. To make the NHTSA test more robust, the extreme 
glance strategies should be controlled in the test situation. One simple solution 
is to exclude the outliers from the data; another is by means of statistical 
analysis.  
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Actions in in-vehicle tasks are classified according to how much visual and 
manual resources are required to carry out the task. However, even more 
interesting in the driving context is that different fixations in one glance 
interfere to a varying extent with the driving task. If both driving and IVIS 
tasks contain fixations with visual-motor control, the whole visual-motor 
system is switched between tasks until one task is finalized. For example, if a 
task is purely manual and well practiced, such as changing gear or turning on 
the blinker, it will not interfere with the driving task in the same way as if it 
includes visual guidance to be completed. Hence, the ability to identify the 
type fixations included in each action can help designers to understand the 
appropriateness of a certain interaction design. From the frame of reference 
and the discussion it is clear the existing analytical methods do not foresee 
effects on glance behaviour in final designs. The task analysis framework from 
the discussion has potential to differentiate actions in terms of the required 
visual resources.  
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7 Further work 
The compensatory effect that appears with varying display positions is an 
interesting area for further study, especially as the lower position improve 
glance efficiency metrics.  
 
The evidence that different glance strategies exist can be applied in present 
field operational test data. It would be interesting to see whether drivers that 
are long glancers have a higher! involvement in incidents or accidents than 
drivers that are normal glancers.  
 
Moreover, in relation to individual glance strategies and compliance testing, 
knowledge about effects of personal traits on extreme glance behaviour could 
be of general interest and have a potential to improve the NHTSA test 
procedure. 
 
The reason for the non-correlating results between NHTSA´s step counting 
method and NHTSA´s compliance test may be that step counting does not 
include instructions as how to estimate the visual effort needed in each task 
step. Hence, the visual-manual task analysis framework described in this 
thesis could be tested for correlation with the NHTSA compliance test. 
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Addendum: Test of visual-manual 
task analysis framework 
 
To examine the applicability of the task analysis framework outlined in 
section 5.4, a preliminary (yet unpublished) analysis was carried out. The 
purpose of the analysis was to verify the proposed framework in terms of its 
predictive capabilities of performance metrics in a driving simulator set-up. 
The analysis was made on data collected in paper IV and contained four 
interfaces. The theoretical basis for this assumption relies on the fact that 
different levels of visual-motor activity require different levels of resources. 
  
Hence, based on this framework, it could be hypothesized that actions with 
higher proportions of fixations that control visual-motor actions (locating, 
directing and guiding fixations) could interfere more with steering control 
than interfaces with low proportions of visual-motor actions. In addition, as 
the number of fixations affects glance duration, tasks that contain high 
proportions of actions with fixations may have longer glance durations than 
interfaces with low proportions of fixations. 
 
 
Application of the framework 
 
A timeline analysis (Stanton and Baber, 2005) was used to apply the task 
analysis framework on the interfaces (see illustration in appendix, Figure 2-5). 
If the framework were to be fully applied, task analysis could be made for 
more than one user category, for example: optimizers, normal glancers, long 
glancers or frequent glancers (see appended paper IV). In this addendum, 
however, the normal glancer scenario was reported. Two input devices, a 
rotary control (RC) and a touch screen (TS) was used. Four interfaces were 
tested. The interfaces consisted of a sound setting task carried out with a TS 
(RCSST), a sound setting task controlled with a TS (TSSST), a destination entry 
task carried out with a TS (RCDET), and a destination entry task controlled 
with a TS (TSDET), see Figure 1. Find more details about the interfaces and the 
test procedure in appended paper IV.  
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Figure 1. The tested interfaces. From the left: Sound setting task for TS (TSSST), 
sound setting task for TS (RCSST), destination entry task for TS (TSDET), and 
destination entry task for TS (RCDET).  
 
 
The timeline analysis showed that the number of actions varied between the 
tested interfaces. More interestingly in terms of visual attention, the number of 
fixations and the number of fixations with visual-motor control also differed 
on an interface level and on an input device level (Table 1). 
 
 
 
Table 1. Results of the visual activity for actions in the tested interfaces.  
 
 Interface  Input device 
Type of fixations TSSST TSDET RSSST RCDET TS RC 

Actions with fixations (AF) 25 27 8 21 52 29 
Actions with visual-motor 
control (AV) 21 21 0 7 42 7 

Action without fixations 10 0 14 14 10 28 

Total no of actions (A) 35 27 22 35 62 57 

Percent actions with visual-
motor control (pAV) 60% 78% 0% 20% 68% 12% 

Percent actions with fixations 
(pAF) 71% 100% 36% 60% 84% 51% 

 
 
Effect on performance metrics 
 
The multiple resource theory (Wickens, 2002) proposes that there are several 
independent pools of resources to devote to task performance and suggest that 
different resources will cause less interference in a dual-task situation than 
common resources. Hence, when two visual tasks are performed at the same 
time, they will interfere with each other if they both require visual attention 
(Koch, 2004). If two visual-motor tasks are carried out simultaneously, not 
only gaze but also the whole visual-motor system will be switched between 
tasks until one task is finalized (Land, 2006). Also, different visual-motor 
actions require different levels of attention. For example, reaching requires 
more precise representations to the visual-motor system than eye/head 
tracking (Victor, 2005).  
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Three metrics were used to test any effects of the differences identified in the 
task analysis: steering wheel reversal rate (SWRR), mean glance duration 
(MGD), and total glance time as percentage of task completion time (pTGT). 
 
Steering wheel reversal rate (SWRR) is an objective measure of steering 
frequency that relates to lateral control, which can be used to evaluate steering 
control effort (MacDonald & Hoffman, 1980). When a driver is engaged in a 
mentally demanding IVIS task, he or she may have to increase the steering 
control effort to cope with the dual-task situation (Markkula and Engström, 
2006). SWRR is also sensitive to changes in arousal (Safford and Rockwell, 
1967). Increased mental effort, as a result of increased task demand, induces a 
corresponding increase in physiological arousal (Kahneman, 1973).  
 
Mean glance duration (MGD) is an objective measure of visual behaviour that 
can be used to evaluate interference from visual tasks (ISO 15007-2). Mean 
glance durations increase as a function of task difficulty (e.g. information 
density) and, due to the complexity of the driving scene, e.g. longer glance 
durations on straight sections of the road than in curves (Victor, et al., 2005).  
 
Total glance time as a percentage of task completion time (pTGT) is an 
objective measure of visual behaviour that can be used to evaluate interference 
from visual tasks (ISO 15007-2). As visual demand increases, pTGT is expected 
to increase (ISO 15007-2). 
 
It was hypothesised that the variation in percent actions with visual-motor 
control (pAV) and the variation in percent actions with fixations (pAF) would 
have an effect on the proposed metrics. It was hypothesised that: 
 
1) VMIs with higher percentages of actions that require visual-motor control 

(locating, directing and guiding fixations) would have a higher steering 
wheel reversal rate (SWRR) than an interface with relatively lower 
percentages 

 
2) an interface with higher percentages of actions that contain fixations 

(locating, directing, guiding, and checking fixations) would create longer 
glance durations (MGD) than an interface with low percentages 

 
3) an interface with higher percentages of actions that contain fixations 

(locating, directing, guiding, and checking fixations) would create a higher 
pTGT than an interface with low percentages 

 
 
A two-factor (task, input device), repeated-measures ANOVA with an input 
device (TS and RC) and task (SST and DET) as within-subject factors were 
used to analyse each dependent variable. If Mauchly's test of sphericity 
indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated, the degrees of 
freedom were corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity 
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(Keppel & Wickens, 2004). Sidak adjustments were used for post hoc pairwise 
comparisons of means. An alpha level of .05 was used for all statistical tests. 
 
The type of input device had reliable effects for SWRR. Reversal rates were 
higher when using the TS than the TS (F(1, 24) = 10.07, p<.01). No simple 
effects or interaction effects were present.  
 
The average time for which participants glanced towards the display in terms 
of MGD was longer for the TS compared to the TS (F(1, 17) = 16.29, p<.001). 
There was no statistical evidence that MGD differed between tasks for the TS 
(p>.5). On the other hand, when participants interacted with the TS, the mean 
glance duration was shorter for the sound setting task as compared to the 
destination entry task (F(1, 17) = 8.97, p<.01). 
 
In the same manner as MGD, the visual demand in terms of pTGT was higher 
for the TS than the TS F(1, 17) = 16.0, p<.01. Also, when participants interacted 
with the TS, pTGT was lower for the sound setting task as compared to the 
destination entry task (F(1, 17) = 7.11, p<.05).  
 
 
 
Table 2. Results of the performance metrics. Asterisk (*) shows significant difference 
between metrics in the same row. 
 
 Interface (Input device, Task) Input device 

Metric TSSST TSDET RCSST RCDET TS RC 
SWRR 54.7 55.6 48.3 49.5 55.2* 48.9* 

MGD (s) 1.0 1.0 0.7* 0.9* 1.0* 0.8* 
pTGT (%) 40 42 28* 36* 41* 32* 

 
 
 
Summary 
 
The joint result of the timeline analysis and the driving simulator performance 
metrics shows that the task analysis framework indeed has some predictive 
capability in the simulator study.  
 
While it was hypothesised that higher percentages of task actions that require 
visual-motor control would lead to higher steering wheel reversals (SWRR) for 
each interface, this was true on the input device level. According to the 
timeline analysis, the TS had a higher level of fixations with visual-motor 
control than the TS (TS, 68%; RC, 12%) and a higher level of steering wheel 
reversals (TS, 55.2; RC, 48.9) according to the performance metrics.  
 
It was also hypothesised that higher percentages of task actions that contain 
fixations would lead to longer glance durations (MGD) and a higher total 
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glance time as percentage of task completion time (pTGT) than an interface 
with low percentages of fixations. According to the timeline analysis, the TS 
had a higher number of fixations than the TS (TS, 84%; RC, 51%). As 
hypothesised, the performance metrics showed the same difference between 
input devices for mean glance duration (TS, 1.0; RC, 0.8) and total glance time 
as percentage of task completion time (TS, 41; RC, 32).  
 
In addition, significant differences for the performance metrics were found 
between interfaces with the same input device. The sound setting task had 
both a lower mean glance duration (RCSST, 0.7; RCDET, 0.9) and a total glance 
time as percentage of task completion time (RCSST, 28; RCDET, 36) than the 
destination entry task for the TS input device. Hence, these results are in line 
with the results of the timeline analysis.  
 
While the present analysis should be viewed as preliminary, it illustrates the 
value of using a simple form of task analysis in early phases of development to 
predict effects on performance metrics that will be used in later phases, both as 
general assessment during development (ISO 15007-2), and as compliance test 
(NHTSA, 2013).  
 
In conclusion, this framework looks promising for use in examining 
interaction design prototypes and their effect on visual behavior. For example, 
interaction designers could use this task analysis framework for low fidelity 
prototypes, to estimate their visual-motor demand, and to respond to that 
knowledge with appropriate design solutions to minimize this effect. 
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Appendix: Timeline analysis 
 
 
 
 

           
 

 
 
 
Figure 2. Red (dark grey) shading shows that the action contains fixations related to 
visual-motor control, yellow (medium grey) shading shows that the action contains 
fixations related to vision for identification, and green (light grey) shading shows that 
no fixation is needed to complete the action. 
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Figure 3. Timeline analysis for interface RCSST. Red (dark grey) shading shows that 
the action contains fixations related to visual-motor control, yellow (medium grey) 
shading shows that the action contains fixations related to vision for identification, 
and green (light grey) shading shows that no fixation is needed to complete the action. 
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Figure 4. Timeline analysis for interface TSDET. Red (dark grey) shading shows that 
the action contains fixations related to visual-motor control, yellow (medium grey) 
shading shows that the action contains fixations related to vision for identification, 
and green (light grey) shading shows that no fixation is needed to complete the action. 
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Figure 5. Timeline analysis for interface RCDET. Red (dark grey) shading shows that 
the action contains fixations related to visual-motor control, yellow (medium grey) 
shading shows that the actions contain fixations related to vision for identification, 
and green (light grey) shading shows that no fixation is needed to complete the action. 
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a b s t r a c t

A driving simulator study was conducted to investigate the effects of carrying out a variety of tasks using
two different types of contemporary in-car multifunctional interfaces: a touch screen interface and an
interface manoeuvred by a rotary control. Participants drove on a curved rural road while performing
tasks such as list scrolling, radio tuning, alphanumeric input and continuous adjustments. The results
indicate that, in terms of task completion time and the number of glances made to the display, the
optimal interface is dependent on the task being performed. The touch screen interface was better for
alphanumeric input tasks and the interface manoeuvred by a rotary control was better for continuous
adjustments and list scrolling. Alphanumeric input seems to be more demanding than other tasks,
independent of the interface used. It was apparent in this simulator study that both interfaces affected
the lateral control performance, but lateral control performance deteriorated to a greater extent when
the touch screen interface was used, probably partially as a result of the lower display position.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd and The Ergonomics Society. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

There has been an extensive evolution in computer and
communication technologies in the past decade and, accordingly,
the number of functions being implemented in cars has been
steadily increasing. Hence, in addition to the traditional radio,
functions such as MP3 player, navigation system and telephone are
accessible in modern cars. To be able to integrate more function-
ality in the car without increasing the clutter of displays, controls
and buttons, there is a trend among car manufacturers to merge
functions into multifunctional interfaces (e.g. see Jaguar, Lexus,
Audi and BMW). These interfaces are generally based on one
display and one or a few interaction devices, thus saving space on
the centre panel. However, one drawback of such interfaces is that
functions, which are directly accessible via dedicated controls in
a conventional interface, may be available several layers down in
a menu structure.

While a great deal of the information in multifunctional inter-
faces is structured inmenus, there are also several other actions the
interfaces need to support. Burnett (2008) described different
actions a navigation system must be able to assist, such as move
through the system (within and between menus), enter

alphanumeric data and select from continuous and discrete
options. The same actions hold for multifunctional interfaces.

The way a user interacts with a multifunctional interface
depends on the interaction device on which it is based. Touch
screen and rotary control are commonly utilized interaction devices
for multifunctional in-car interfaces today. A touch screen can be
categorised as a direct device since it allows straightforward
interaction with the screen, while a rotary control can be cat-
egorised as an indirect device since it requires translation between
the hand and the screen (Rogers et al., 2005). The two devices have
advantages and disadvantages. Rogers et al. (2005) point out that
direct devices are generally best for discrete, pointing and ballistic
tasks whereas indirect devices are better for precision tasks or
repetitive tasks. A number of car manufacturers, such as Jaguar and
Lexus, have chosen the touch screen as an interaction device for
their multifunctional interfaces. One documented advantage of
utilizing touch screens in cars is that they are often easy to
understand and use (Broström et al., 2007; Rydström et al., 2005).
However, it is mentioned in the literature that touch screens may
require considerable visual attention because of the lack of tactile
feedback (Burnett and Porter, 2001; Dingus et al., 1998; Zwahlen
et al., 1988). In addition, since the interaction is made directly
with the display, it generally needs to be mounted in a low position
on the centre panel for the driver to be able to reach it easily. The
driver must thus move the gaze a long distance from the normal
driving forward field of view to look at the display. Several car
manufacturers, such as BMW and Audi, have instead chosen rotary
control as an interaction device for their multifunctional interfaces.
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One advantage of using a rotary control is that, since the control is
separated from the display, it allows a high display position. Hence,
the display in systems based on this interaction device is often
placed in a high position on the centre panel and the interaction
device is often placed between the front seats. In addition, a rotary
control provides tactile feedback as detents (Rogers et al., 2005;
Rydström et al., 2005). It has been reported, however, that users
experience such interfaces as more difficult to understand and use
than touch screen interfaces (Broström et al., 2007).

The usability of an interface refers to the ease with which a user
can interact with it. Task completion time is a widely used measure
of usability and shows the efficiency of the interaction (ISO/TR
16982, 2002). However, task completion time may not be the only
important measure to consider when evaluating in-car interfaces.
When interacting with an interface while driving, visual, motor and
cognitive demands are increased. It is therefore particularly impor-
tant to evaluate how the interactionwith an interface affects drivers’
visual behaviour, driving performance and cognitive workload.

A time-sharing behaviour is adopted by the driver when per-
forming a secondary task while driving, and thus the eyes contin-
uously switch between the roadway and display. Themost common
measures for assessing visual demand are the number of glances
made to the in-car display during a task and the duration of the
glances (ISO 15007-1, 2002). These measures have been shown to
vary between different visual in-vehicle tasks (e.g. Tijerina et al.,
1998) and it has been shown that drivers look at the display
more often and for longer periods of time when the secondary task
becomes more difficult (Victor et al., 2005). On the other hand, it
has also been indicated that the number of glances to the display is
associated more with the time it takes to complete a task than the
visual-cognitive demand of a task (Blanco et al., 2006). The main
function of visionwhile driving is to provide themotor systemwith
information (Land, 2006). Hence, a driver needs to monitor the
forward roadway to be able to maintain control of the vehicle. In
addition a driver has to be aware of traffic rules, deal with steering
and speed control and at the same time pay attention to, and
anticipate, the actions of other road users (Bruce et al., 1996).

Considerable research has been done to study the effect of
secondary task engagement on driving performance. For example,
it has been shown that visual task load causes lane-keeping
performance to deteriorate and gives an increase in small correc-
tive steering wheel movements (Engström et al., 2005; Forsman
and Nilsson, 2006; MacDonald and Hoffmann, 1980; Zwahlen
et al., 1988). The increased steering wheel activity aims to correct
for heading errors built up during visual task load (Engström et al.,
2005). It has also been shown that the display position is essential.
More information on lateral and longitudinal position is available
from the peripheral vision if the display is placed in a central and
high position than in a low position, far from the normal driving
forward field of view (Dingus et al., 1998; Lamble et al., 1999;
Wittman et al., 2006).

Moreover, it has been shown that not only visual, but also
cognitive, load affects drivers’ visual behaviour and driving
performance (e.g. Engström et al., 2005; Victor et al., 2005). Visual
in-car tasks include a cognitive component since the information
provided in the interface has to be processed. Thus, the amount of
cognitive processing required to solve a task depends on the
complexity of the task. There are several ways to measure cognitive
workload, such as different subjective assessment techniques and
physiological parameters. One method increasingly used to indi-
rectly measure cognitive workload while driving is the peripheral
detection task (PDT) (e.g. Jahn et al., 2005; Patten et al., 2006). The
PDT measures the ability to detect light signals presented in the
peripheral field of view and measures this ability in terms of
response time, correct responses and false alarms.

It is already known that certain interaction devices are more
suitable for certain kinds of tasks (Rogers et al., 2005). However,
research comparing humanemachine interaction devices has
mostly concentrated on situations in which the interaction with an
interface is the primary task. For interfaces operated in a driving
context, the interaction is a secondary task to the primary task of
driving. Although some work has been done in the area (e.g. Pettitt
et al., 2006), a systematic analysis of the interaction with different
types of contemporary multifunctional in-car interfaces is lacking.
The overall objective of the present study was therefore to compare
the effects of using a touch screen interface and an interface
manoeuvred by a rotary control while driving. To replicate real-
world multifunctional interfaces, different display heights were
used for the experimental interfaces: a lower position for the touch
screen interface and a higher position for the interface manoeuvred
by a rotary control. The experimental interfaces included a variety
of functions that are typically found in multifunctional interfaces
today. The first hypothesis was that the task completion time is
shorter and the number of glances made to the display is fewer in
alphanumeric input tasks when the touch screen interface is used.
The second hypothesis was that, for continuous adjustments, the
task completion time is shorter and the number of glances made to
the display is fewer when the interface is manoeuvred by a rotary
control. The third hypothesis was that the variation in lateral
position and the steering wheel activity increase during secondary
task engagement but that they are increased to a greater extent
when the touch screen interface is used.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Invitations to participate in the study were sent by letter to 100
women and 100 men. The sample was randomly drawn from the
Swedish car owner register and fulfilled the criteria: 1) resident in
the Gothenburg area; 2) in possession of a valid driving licence for
at least five years; 3) owning a Volvo C30, S40, V50 or XC90 model
2003 or later. The last criterion was set to gather a group with
experience of similar in-car interfaces, thus the sample also came to
represent a selection of Volvo customers. Twenty-five persons
notified the test leaders that they were interested in participating
in the study. This test group comprised 12 women and 13 men
ranging in age from 27 to 69 years (M¼ 45.7, SD¼ 12.5), and all but
two were right-handed. Most of the participants drove their car
every day and were accustomed to mobile phones and computers.
However, the degree to which such gadgets were used while
driving varied among the participants. Almost all participants used
their mobile phone in the car to some degree. Whereas most
participants only, in undemanding traffic situations, answered
incoming calls, a few participants frequently used the time in
the car to make calls. In terms of in-car functions, most of the
participants controlled the radio and CD while driving, whereas
some participants also manoeuvred the navigation system. The
participants were paid SEK 300 (V 30) in gift coupons for their
participation.

2.2. Equipment

The study was conducted using a left-hand drive fixed base
Volvo XC90 simulator. The simulator had an automatic trans-
mission and was equipped with sensors and logging apparatus for
the collection of driving performance data. The simulator was not
equipped with rear-view mirrors. A 2.1-m wide and 1.6-m high
driving scene was projected on a screen about 2.5 m in front of the
driver. The road type used in the study was a constantly curving
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rural road, and thus the participants almost continuously had to
make corrections with the steering wheel to stay in the lane. The
radius of both the right and left curvature was 1000 m. Each lane
was 3.2 mwide and the signed speed limit was 90 km/h. There was
frequent oncoming traffic in the left lane, but no cars were present
in the driving lane, i.e. the right lane. To replicate real-world
multifunctional interfaces, different display heights were used for
the experimental interfaces. In the touch screen condition, a 700 TFT-
LCD display (Deltaco, Sweden) was attached at a lower position on
the centre panel so that the participants were able to reach it easily
(Fig. 1). The same display was used in the condition in which the
interface was manoeuvred by a rotary control but was then moved
to a higher position (Fig. 1). In the latter condition, a rotary control
(ALPS Haptic Commander, ALPS Automotive Products Division,
Japan) was mounted between the front seats. Both interfaces were
implemented in Macromedia Director MX (Adobe Systems Inc.,
USA). A modified PDT equipment called the visual detection task
(VDT) was used (Engström and Mårdh, 2007). In the VDT a single
LED is used which is positioned in the central field of view rather
than in the periphery (Fig. 1). The visual stimuli were presented
with a random temporal variation between 3 and 5 s and the
participants responded by pressing a button attached to the index
finger of the left hand. Eye movements were recorded using face-
LAB 4.3 (SeeingMachines, Australia). The two eye-tracking cameras
were mounted on the dashboard in front of the participants (Fig. 1).
An analysis software, the Visual Demand Measurement (VDM) Tool
(Victor et al., in press), was used to analyse the eye movement data.

2.3. The experimental interfaces

Two interfaces, a touch screen interface (TS) and an interface
manoeuvred by a rotary control (RC), with similar graphics were
developed. The interfaces were designed to include the actions
Burnett (2008) described, i.e. move through the system (within and
between menus), enter alphanumeric data and select from
continuous and discrete options. To acquire ecological validity of
the study, the experimental interfaces were designed to be similar
to multifunctional interfaces currently available on the market. In
a multifunctional interface, a user must often go down several
layers in the menu structure before reaching the intended function.
To make the interaction more authentic the experimental inter-
faces therefore included three levels: a main menu (a short list),
a middle menu (a short list) and the core level. The short lists
included six items that were all visible in the display. It should be
noted, however, that only the core level functions are included in
the analysis. The reason for this is that several of the dependent

measures are time dependent. Enough data could be collected for
the core level, whereas the interaction with the short lists was too
fast to be able to gather sufficient data. Hence, the time taken to
navigate to the core level was not included in the analysis. The core
level included the following functions: MP3 lists, an FM radio
frequency band, address entry in a navigation system, number
entry in a telephone system and sound settings (Table 1). When
interacting with the TS, the items were highlighted when selected.
The first itemwasmarked when a new list was entered with the RC,
and the subsequent items were highlighted as the control was
turned and for every item a detent was provided through the
control. A clockwise rotation of the control equalled a downward
movement in the lists. The control was pushed to select an item.
Each detent in the rotary control was separated by 15� and the max
elastic torque was 25 mN m. An ABC keyboard was used for the TS
instead of a QWERTY keyboard for the address entry in the navi-
gation system since it was considered to be better comparable to
the graphics used for the RC. It is often possible in touch screen
interfaces available on the market to choose between ABC and
QWERTY keyboards.

2.4. Tasks

A beep indicated to the participant that a new task was initiated
and the task, e.g. “Enter Dallas as destination”, was shown in the
secondary task display. The participant pushed “OK” (at the touch
screen in the TS and by pushing the rotary control in the RC) to
start, and the main menu was then shown. For every task, the
participant had to choose the correct option in the main menu and
the middle menu and finish the task correctly at the core level. In
the MP3 task, the participants had to choose the correct song title.
In the radio task, the participant had to choose the correct strong
station. In the navigation and telephone tasks (i.e. alphanumeric
input) the participant had to type in the correct destination or
number and then confirm by pushing the guide/dial option. All bars
had to be set at the midpoint in the sound settings task (i.e.
continuous adjustments). If the participant made an error, such as
selecting the wrong item in a list, selecting the wrong radio station,
verifying the wrong destination or number or adjusting a bar in the
sound settings incorrectly, a view was shown in the display in
which the task description was repeated. The only option available
was “Back”, which returned the participant to the previous view (by
pressing the option on the display with the TS or pressing the
control in the RC), and the participant then continued the task.
When a task was completed correctly, a beep was given as feedback
and the screen turned black until the next task was initiated. A new

Fig. 1. The set-up for the touch screen interface is shown to the left and the set-up for the interface manoeuvred by a rotary control is shown to the right. The illustration shows the
position of the display for touch screen interface (1), the position of the display for the interface manoeuvred by a rotary control (2), the placement of the rotary control (3), the VDT
LED (4) and the eye-tracking cameras (5).
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task was initiated 15 s after the previous one was completed. To
reduce practice effects, the tasks, i.e. MP3 tracks, radio frequencies,
navigation destinations, telephone numbers and sound settings
adjustments, did not repeat throughout the experiment. However,
all tasks were similar, e.g. all destinations were well known and
included six characters, the telephone numbers included six
numbers and were easily chunked (e.g. 17 18 19) and all target
tracks in the MP3 lists were about equally as far down in the lists.
MP3 lists with well-known artists were used, but the song titles
(target tracks) may not have been familiar to all participants. Five
variants of each task were included in the experiment.

2.5. Procedure

The experiment had a within-subject design and the order in
which the interfaces were presented to the participants was
randomized. Upon arriving to the laboratory, each participant was
given a brief description of the experimental procedure, given the
opportunity to ask questions about the study and asked to fill in

a consent form. When the eye-tracking cameras had been cali-
brated the participant was informed about the VDT. The participant
was instructed to try to respond to the visual stimuli throughout
the experiment. With sufficient training on this task it was expec-
ted that any additional load imposed by it would become insig-
nificant. The participant then practiced driving for a fewminutes to
acclimate to the simulator. The participant was also instructed to
make the task of driving the primary task and to notify the test
leader if s/he felt any simulator sickness. However, none of the
participants felt sick during the experiment.

The experiment consisted of two major parts: a training session
and an experimental session. In the training session, each partici-
pant trained at interacting with the interfaces. For each interface,
the participant went through five stationary practice trials and then
went through the same trials during driving. They were given
a break after the training session during which they were asked to
fill in a background questionnaire (including age, driving habits,
experience with technology etc.). The experimental session was
similar to the training session. The interfaces were presented in the

Table 1
An explanation of the functions at the core level.

Function Touch screen interface (TS) Interface manoeuvred by a rotary control (RC)

Graphics Description Graphics Description

MP3 list

48 song titles are listed in
alphabetical order. The list
moves one item when a button
with a single arrow is pushed
and moves six items when a
button with a double
arrow is pushed.

48 song titles are listed
in alphabetical order. The
list moves when the marker
reaches the second last or
the second top object.

FM radio
frequency
band

Strong stations are
marked. A push on the
right or left arrow button
causes the frequency band
to move one step. An arrow
button has to be held to scroll
in the frequency band.

Strong stations are marked.
A step with the rotary
control causes the frequency
band to move one step.

Navigation
system e

address input

An ABC keyboard is
used. There is a delete
(arrow) and guide option.

The alphabet is arranged
in a circle to make use of
the circular movement of
the control. There is a delete
(arrow) and guide option.

Telephone
system e

number input

A standard telephone
keypad is used. There
is a delete (arrow) and
dial option.

The numbers are arranged
in a circle to make use of the
circular movement of the
control. There is a delete
(arrow) and dial option.

Sound
settings
adjustments

Plus and minus buttons
are used to set the level
at a bar. The active bar is
marked with a frame.
To activate a bar it
has to be pushed.

The control is rotated
to adjust the level
at a bar. The active bar
is marked with a
frame. The control is
pushed to activate the
next bar.
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same randomized order as in training, but the tasks and the order of
the tasks differed. During the experimental session, a 30-s long
baseline, i.e. driving without performing secondary tasks, was
collected for each interface. All tasks (and baseline) were
randomized over the interfaces so that participants did not solve
the same task with the same interface in the same order. The
participants were instructed to try to stay in the centre of the lane
and maintain the signed speed limit (90 km/h). The participants
were also instructed to solve the secondary tasks and respond to
the visual stimuli to the best of their ability. The participants were
asked at the end of the experimental session if any interface was
superior for any of the tasks and which interface they would prefer.
A full session took a total of about 2 h.

2.6. Dependent variables

The interaction performance with the experimental interfaces
was measured in terms of task completion time and number of
errors made (ISO/TR 16982, 2002). Eye movements were analysed
in accordance with the ISO-metrics number of glances and glance
duration (ISO 15007-1, 2002). The lateral control performance was
measured in terms of the variation in lateral position, i.e. standard
deviation of lane position (SDLP), and steering wheel activity, i.e.
steering wheel reversal rate (SRR). The SRR metric is defined as the
number of steering wheel reversals larger than a specific angular
value perminute. An angular value of 0.1� and a cut-off frequency of
2 Hz were used in this study. The detection performance of the
visual stimuli (VDT) was measured in terms of response time.
Standard deviation of lane position, steering wheel reversal rate
and VDT response time were also collected for baseline driving.

3. Results

To compare the touch screen interface (TS) and the interface
manoeuvred by a rotary control (RC), within-group t-tests (two-
tailed) were made separately for each task for all the dependent
variables. Subsequent statistical analyses were conducted for the
variables standard deviation of lane position, steering wheel
reversal rate and VDT response time to examinewhether the values
for the tasks differed from the baseline values. Thus, for these
variables, one-way repeated measures ANOVAs were also made
and followed up by simple contrasts. Where Mauchly’s test of
sphericity indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been
violated; the degrees of freedom where corrected using the
Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity (Keppel and Wickens,
2004). An alpha level of 0.05 was used for all statistical tests. All
results are graphically summarized in Fig. 2. A floor effect was
found for the variable number of errors and it is therefore not
included in Fig. 2. For the statistical analysis SPSS was used.

3.1. Task completion time

In terms of task completion time it was shown that the partic-
ipants completed the MP3 and settings task faster when using the
RC, t(24) ¼ 2.65, p < 0.05 and t(24) ¼ 6.28, p < 0.001, and that the
navigation and telephone tasks were completed faster when using
the TS, t(24) ¼ �8.25, p < 0.001 and t(24) ¼ �3.61, p < 0.01. Task
completion time did not differ significantly between the interfaces
for the radio task.

3.2. Eye movements

Errors in the eye-tracking data collection caused corrupted data
for almost half of the participants and the data from these partic-
ipants were thus excluded from the analysis. For some of the

participants the data was corrupted when the display was in the
lower position. Hence, eye movements were analysed for 13
participants for whom satisfactory quality of the tracking was
available.

The results showed that the number of glances to the display
was fewer when the participants completed the navigation and
telephone tasks with the TS, t(12) ¼ �6.85, p < 0.001 and
t(12) ¼ �4.27, p < 0.01, and that the number of glances was fewer
when participants completed the settings task with the RC,
t(12) ¼ 2.41, p < 0.05. The number of glances did not differ signif-
icantly between the interfaces for the MP3 and radio tasks.

Glance duration did not differ between the interfaces for any of
the tasks.

3.3. Lateral control performance

In terms of standard deviation of lane position it was shown that
the participants deviated more when they carried out the MP3 and
radio tasks when using the TS, t(24) ¼ 2.26, p < 0.05 and
t(24) ¼ 3.18, p < 0.01. Lateral control performance did not differ
significantly between the interfaces for the other tasks. The
subsequent ANOVAs including baseline showed no statistical
difference for the TS, F(2.98, 71.39) ¼ 2.64, p ¼ 0.58. A significant
difference was present for the RC, F(3.02, 72.58) ¼ 3.01, p < 0.05.
However, for the TS, the simple contrasts showed that the standard
deviation of lane position was significantly different from baseline
for all tasks (MP3, phone and settings p < 0.05 and radio and
navigation p < 0.01). For the RC, the simple contrasts showed that
the standard deviation of lane position was significantly different
from baseline for the navigation and settings tasks (both p < 0.05).

In terms of steering wheel reversal rate it was shown that the
number of times the steering wheel was reversed was significantly
higher for the MP3, navigation and telephone tasks when using the
TS, t(24) ¼ 2.07, p < 0.05, t(24) ¼ 3.09, p < 0.01 and t(24) ¼ 2.77,
p < 0.05. Steering wheel reversal rate did not differ significantly
between the interfaces for the other tasks. The subsequent ANOVAs
including baseline showed that a significant difference was present
for both the TS and the RC, F(3.69, 8.63) ¼ 15.81, p < 0.001, F(5,
120) ¼ 5.61, p < 0.001. For the TS as well as the RC, the simple
contrasts showed that the steering wheel reversal rate was signif-
icantly different from baseline for all tasks (TS: all p < 0.001, RC:
MP3 and telephone p < 0.001 and radio, navigation and settings
p < 0.01).

3.4. VDT response time

The results showed that VDT response time was significantly
shorter when the RC was used for the MP3 task, t(24) ¼ 2.94,
p< 0.01. VDT response time did not differ significantly between the
interfaces for the other tasks. The subsequent ANOVAs including
baseline showed that a significant difference was present for both
the TS and the RC, F(5, 120) ¼ 4.81, p < 0.001 and F(3.18,
76.31) ¼ 925, p < 0.001. For the TS, the simple contrasts showed
that the VDT response time was different from baseline for all tasks
but the radio task (MP3 p < 0.05 and for navigation, telephone and
settings p < 0.01). For the RC, the simple contrasts showed that the
VDT response time was significantly different from baseline for all
tasks (MP3, radio and settings p < 0.05 and navigation and tele-
phone p < 0.01).

3.5. Interview

Most of the participants preferred the RC prior to the TS. The
main reason for this seemed to be that it was easier to have some
control of the surrounding traffic during the interaction since the
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display was in a high position at the centre panel. In addition, the
RC was also experienced to be less manually demanding since the
hand was held in a comfortable and relatively fixed position during
the interaction. Several participants mentioned that it was tiring to
interact with the touch screen during long interaction sequences
since the arm needed to be stretched out and moved around.
However, several participants also mentioned that in normal
circumstances they would not use an in-car interface with such
intensity as in the experiment. In fact, a number of participants said
that they would normally not perform tasks they find too difficult
while driving at all. Most participants asserted that alphanumeric
tasks were more efficient using the TS. Many of them therefore

favoured the touch screen for this type of tasks. List scrolling, sound
settings and radio tuning tasks were considered to be easier to
complete with the RC.

4. Discussion

The results of this study indicate that alphanumeric input tasks,
i.e. navigation address input and telephone number input, are
completed more rapidly and with fewer glances when a touch
screen interface is used, thus confirming the first hypothesis. The
results also indicate that continuous adjustments, i.e. sound
settings, are completed more rapidly and with fewer glances when

Fig. 2. The graphs summarise the results for all dependent variables. Significant differences from the t-tests (two-tailed) are indicated as are significant differences from the simple
contrasts, where each task value was compared to the baseline value. The error bars representing 95 percent confidence intervals have been adjusted in the graphs to suit within-
subject comparisons (Loftus and Masson, 1994).
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an interface manoeuvred by a rotary control is used, thus con-
firming the second hypothesis. In addition, scrolling through MP3
lists was faster with the interface manoeuvred by a rotary control,
but the number of glances was not significantly lower. The inter-
view results agree with these findings. Most participants experi-
enced that alphanumeric tasks were more efficient using the touch
screen interface and sound settings and list scrolling were
considered to be easier to complete with the interface manoeuvred
by a rotary control. There were no significant differences between
the interfaces for the radio task, but most of the participants
preferred the interface manoeuvred by a rotary control for this task.
These data support the view that there is not one optimal inter-
action device that is always the best choice; it depends on the task
being performed (Rogers et al., 2005). Blanco et al. (2006) pointed
out that the number of glances made to an in-car display is asso-
ciatedwith the time it takes to complete a task. This seems to be the
case in this study, as it can be seen in Fig. 2 that task completion
time and number of glances correspond quite well. Hence, the
results indicate that efficient interaction is important.

As hypothesised, it was found that the standard deviation of
lane position and steering wheel activity was increased to some
degree during secondary task engagement. This supports research
showing that secondary task load causes lane-keeping perfor-
mance to deteriorate and gives an increase in small corrective
steering wheel movements (Engström et al., 2005; Forsman and
Nilsson, 2006). As hypothesised, the results also indicate that the
variation in lateral position and the steering wheel activity increase
to a greater extent when a touch screen interface is used thanwhen
an interface manoeuvred by a rotary control is used. In accordance
with Dingus et al. (1998), Lamble et al. (1999) and Wittman et al.
(2006), the most likely interpretation of this effect would be that,
since the display was mounted in a lower position for the touch
screen interface, the drivers’ peripheral vision could not be effec-
tively used to support driving when looking at the display. Hence, it
is evident that a high display position in important. The interview
results also indicate that the display position is essential. Most of
the participants preferred the interface manoeuvred by a rotary
control since they experienced that it was easier to have some
control of the surrounding traffic during the interaction when the
display was in a high position at the centre panel. However, it is not
possible on the basis of the results of this study to ascertain
whether the decrease in lateral control performance when inter-
acting with the touch screen interface depends only on the lower
display position of this interface or also has to do with the inter-
action technique. Several participants mentioned that it was tiring
to interact with the touch screen during long interaction sequences
since the arm needed to be stretched out and moved around.
Hence, there might have been some increased manual interference
with the driving task. A follow-up study is needed to investigate the
effect of display position versus interaction technique.

The results in glance duration indicate that the mean glance
duration at the secondary task displaywas longer for the navigation
and telephone tasks as compared to the other tasks for both
interfaces. This indicates that these tasks were more demanding,
given that glance duration tends to increase as a function of task
difficulty (Victor et al., 2005). A concern with the VDT may be that,
although the single LED should have been visible even when
looking at the secondary task display, there may be some unwanted
effects related to visual eccentricity and affected scanning patterns.
However, the results in glance duration partly correspond to the
results in the VDT response time, which shows longer response
times for the navigation and telephone tasks. These results points
towards increased cognitive workload for the navigation and tele-
phone tasks for both interfaces. The task of inputting data manually
is of concern (Tijerina et al., 1998; Tsimhoni et al., 2004), and on

several markets this functionality is blocked while the vehicle is in
motion, but there are ways to facilitate this. Possible improvements
would be to utilize a spelling function, like those found in today’s
navigation systems, where characters “grey out” depending on the
possible entries, and to use a hit list of probable destinations or
numbers. In addition, it was shown that VDT response time was
shorter in the MP3 task when the interface manoeuvred by a rotary
control was used. Perhaps it is less demanding to navigate in the
alphabetically arranged lists when scrolling smoothly down the list
title-by-title, instead of jumping page-by-page as in the touch
screen interface.

The experimental interfaces were designed with the intention
to make them comparable and at the same time imitate real-world
interfaces. Although somewhat simplified, the interfaces ought to
be representative of systems available on the market. There are
several ways to evaluate in-car interfaces, the method to use
depends on the maturity of the interface and the intention of the
evaluation (Broström et al., 2011; Harvey et al., 2011). This study
used an experimental method since an important criterion for in-
car interface usability relates to the interference on the primary
driving task caused by secondary task engagement (Harvey et al.,
2011). The driving task was made as realistic as possible in the
experiment, within the limitations of a fixed base driving simulator.
There is always a trade-off between experimental control and
ecological validity in experiments. In real driving the driving
demand varies over time and a driver can choose if and when to
perform a task. The interviews revealed that in normal circum-
stances the participants would not use an in-car interface with such
intensity as in the experiment and that they would not perform
tasks that they find too demanding. However, by controlling the
driving environment and tasks it was possible to keep the demand
of the driving task constant and it was possible to systematically
compare the impact on the driving task when interacting with the
different interfaces. Car manufacturers may also be interested in
investigating whether an interface reach usability and safety
guidelines and standards. There are several different guidelines and
standards available, for example for maximum visual time off road
and acceptable time on task in a static vehicle. See Green (2009) for
an overview on relevant guidelines and standards.

Harvey et al. (2011) stated that poor lateral control could indi-
cate low levels of effectiveness, efficiency, user compatibility,
learnability andmemorability of an in-car interface. Hence, tomake
an interface usable there has to be a focus on interaction design.
Perhaps the interaction with multifunctional in-car interfaces can
be improved if different interaction devices are combined or if new
technologies are utilized. For example, current mobile devices
based on touch screen technology (such as iPhone) have revealed
new ways to interact with the screen. Accordingly, it is possible to
utilize new techniques to ease the interaction with in-car touch
screen interfaces. It has been brought up in the literature that touch
screens may require considerable visual attention because of the
lack of tactile feedback (Burnett and Porter, 2001; Dingus et al.,
1998; Zwahlen et al., 1988). Touch screens that provide tactile
feedback are now available and has been shown to be beneficial
(Pitts et al., 2009; Serafin et al., 2007). There are also rotary controls
that provide a variety of haptic cues, such as detents, limit stops,
friction and vibration. A haptic rotary control can be programmed
to imitate the feel of different conventional controls and can
provide sensations that correspond to features in the graphics. This
technology can be used to enhance the interaction with in-car
multifunctional interfaces based on a rotary control as an interac-
tion device (Rydström et al., 2009). Other ways to input data, such
as using handwriting touchpads or speech recognition, have also
shown to be promising, especially for alphanumeric input (Burnett
et al., 2005; Tsimhoni et al., 2004).
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5. Conclusions

The interfaces compared in this studywere designed to replicate
multifunctional interfaces available on the market. It is apparent
from this simulator study that, in terms of task completion time
and the number of glances made to the display, there is not one
input device that is always the best choice, since certain interaction
devices are more suitable for certain kinds of tasks. It was shown
that both interfaces caused deterioration in lateral control perfor-
mance. However, in view of the fact that lateral control perfor-
mance deteriorated to a greater extent when the touch screen
interface was used, one can argue in favour of the interface man-
oeuvred by a rotary control. However, innovative ways to interact
with in-car systems should be the object of further research.
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a b s t r a c t

With the functional revolution in modern cars, evaluation methods to be used in all phases of driverecar
interaction design have gained importance. It is crucial for car manufacturers to discover and solve safety
issues early in the interaction design process. A current problem is thus to find a correlation between the
formative methods that are used during development and the summative methods that are used when
the product has reached the customer. This paper investigates the correlation between efficiency metrics
from summative and formative evaluations, where the results of two studies on sound and navigation
system tasks are compared. The first, an analysis of the J.D. Power and Associates APEAL survey, consists
of answers given by about two thousand customers. The second, an expert evaluation study, was done by
six evaluators who assessed the layouts by task completion time, TLX and Nielsen heuristics. The results
show a high degree of correlation between the studies in terms of task efficiency, i.e. between customer
ratings and task completion time, and customer ratings and TLX. However, no correlation was observed
between Nielsen heuristics and customer ratings, task completion time or TLX. The results of the studies
introduce a possibility to develop a usability evaluation framework that includes both formative and
summative approaches, as the results show a high degree of consistency between the different meth-
odologies. Hence, combining a quantitative approach with the expert evaluation method, such as task
completion time, should be more useful for driverecar interaction design.

! 2010 Elsevier Ltd and The Ergonomics Society. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The use of secondary task functions such as information and
entertainment devices while driving is under debate owing to
possibly increased driver distraction and traffic safety risks. In the
100-car Naturalistic Driving Study, Klauer et al. (2006) concluded
that 78 percent of all crashes and 93 percent of rear end crashes
were caused by drivers’ inattention. The study also indicated that
inattention caused by secondary tasks accounted for 23 percent of
all crashes and near crashes in the study.

During the last ten years secondary task functions, such as In
Vehicle Information Systems (IVIS), have become an increasingly
important part of modern cars. Today, hundreds of functions are

incorporated in the context of the centre panel, earlier known as
“the radio”. This development has made car interaction design and
car interior design more challenging than ever and, as a conse-
quence, usability evaluation methods (UEMs) for use in all phases
of product development have gained importance (Broström et al.,
2007; Keinath et al., 2008; Mattes, 2003). Owing to the functional
revolution in modern cars, UEMs employed within the car domain
now have similar requirements as those employed within the
general HCI domain. In the HCI domain, much effort has been spent
on securing the reliability and validity of UEMs (Gray and Salzman,
1998; Hartson et al., 2003; Hertzum and Jacobsen, 2003; Jeffries
and Desurvire, 1992; Ling and Salvendy, 2009; Nielsen, 1994;
Wixon, 2003). However, in the case of UEMs for IVIS, where the
assessed systems are operated as secondary tasks and are thus
central to safety, more effort has been put into identifying safety
related problems in expert inspections (AAM, 2002; ESOP, 2006;
Stevens et al., 1999) rather than verifying whether the problems
encountered are found in user assessments. Hence, an important
question is whether UEMs help experts to discover real usability
problems. Hartson et al. define this as a realness attribute of UEMs:
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“A usability problem (e.g. found by a UEM) is real if it is
a predictor of a problem that users will encounter in real work-
context usage and that will have an impact on usability (user
performance, productivity, or satisfaction, or all three). This
would exclude problems with trivially low impact and situa-
tions real users would or could not encounter. The emphasis on
real users is important in this definition, because many of the
UEMs evaluated in studies are usability inspection methods,
where the inspectors encounter problems that do not always
predict usability problems for real users.”

In this paper, we compare UEMs that can be used during the
interaction design process and one targeting end users, i.e.
customers.

1.1. Usability testing

ISO standard 9241-11, Guidance on Usability (ISO, 1998), defines
usability as three distinct aspects: effectiveness, efficiency and
satisfaction. Measures of effectiveness relate the users’ goal of
exploiting a system to the accuracy (e.g. number of errors) and
completeness (e.g. percentage of goals achieved) with which these
goals can be achieved. Efficiency is described by the resources (e.g.
mental effort and task completion time) spent in achieving the
goals. Satisfaction measures users’ attitudes (e.g. frequency of
complaints) towards the use of a product.

It is clear that the more quickly a user can complete a task
with a system, the more efficient that system is for the task
(Jordan, 1998). It is also evident that task completion time for IVIS
is correlated with crash risk, that it is easier to measure than e.g.
eyes-off-the-road time, and that it is computable early in the
development process, thus supporting iterative design (Green,
1999). This has been taken into consideration in developing
evaluation metrics. The 15-Second Rule specifies the recom-
mended maximum time for drivers to complete tasks related to
navigation that involve visual displays and manual controls in
a moving vehicle (SAE, 2004). Eye glances and cognitive work-
load are used to correlate task complexity with driving perfor-
mance (Blanco et al., 2005). For example, Victor et al. (2005)
found that, when the secondary visual task became more
complex, drivers looked less at the road centre area ahead and
more often and for longer periods at the display, hence increasing
the risk of disastrous consequences while driving. However,
technical equipment must be installed in the vehicle to measure
eye glance behaviour and cognitive workload, which may not be
suitable for some evaluations.

The term usability evaluation method (UEM) was defined by
Gray and Salzman (1998) and refers to any method or technique
used to improve the usability of an interaction design at any stage
of the design process. The work of Gray and Salzman has been
further built upon, for example by Hartson et al. (2003), who
suggest a distinction of UEMs into two basic approaches, formative
and summative UEMs. In the first the formative evaluation is done
during development to improve an interaction design, while, the
second, the summative, is done after development when the design
is complete. Both Gray and Salzman and Hartson et al. identify
a lack of validity of UEMs in terms of their ability to predict prob-
lems that users actually experience.

The car domain employs two diverse research approaches
relevant to safe interaction with IVIS. The first, a formative
approach, is often directly related to traffic safety and is dominated
by driving performance and driver behaviour studies (e.g. Horberry
et al., 2006). The second, a summative approach, is related to
customer satisfaction studies, such as small scale customer clinics
or large scale customer surveys. Both approaches are relevant for

estimations of the safety of use. While the first is often carried out
by research institutes and universities, the second is led by car
manufacturers.

A current problem for both groups of researchers is to find
a correlation between objective studies of performance and
behaviour and subjective results based on customer surveys.
Objective studies are often conducted in experimental environ-
ments, using immature products but with excellent control, i.e.
there is a high level of reliability. Customer surveys on the other
hand are based on customers’ opinions of the final products, i.e.
delivering low levels of control but optimal levels of validity.

As the car industry is under tremendous pressure to sell prod-
ucts, it is crucial to understand what customers really like. If
a correlation can not be identified between objective studies and
customer surveys, there is a risk that fewer resources will be spent
on the former.

Three viable solutions can be tested to avoid this scenario. The
first is to compare data already collected in experimental studies
with results of customer surveys. Here, a comparison will be
complex since prototypes used in experimental studies often have
a simplified design to test specific characteristics (Rogers et al.,
2005) and thus do not match a fully functional final product. A
second alternative is to use a group of potential customers to test
IVIS that are present in vehicles in production and to compare these
data with those of the customer survey. This solution is likely to be
criticized by practitioners, since it is both complex and expensive to
test a valid sample of the customer population. Moreover, factors
such as age, education, nationality etc. may confound this kind of
test. As a third alternative, we suggest a modification to the second:
Instead of using an invalid sample from the customer population,
we use a small number of trained usability experts that, in addition
to performing the traditional usability inspection, can “play the
role” of a real customer.

There are several methods that imply direct involvement of
users, such as observations, performance related measures, inter-
views, questionnaires etc. (ISO, 2002). In the car domain, ques-
tionnaires that collect data on car owners’ perceived usability are
a key factor in decisions on new interaction and interior design
concepts (Broström et al., 2007).

Yet perceived usability can be difficult to interpret. For
example, Tractinsky et al. (2000) and Kurosu and Kashimura
(1995) found in studies of computerized systems that perceived
usability was affected more by the interfaces’ aesthetics than by
the actual usability of the systems examined. This phenomenon
was contradicted by Broström et al. (2007), however, who found
that multifunctional control layouts with similar APEAL ratings in
aesthetics indeed had different results in perceived usability if
the data were analysed taking age groups into consideration.
Older adults are known to have difficulty retrieving information
from the working memory, and the age difference becomes even
greater when tasks include effortful processing (Pew and Hemel,
2004).

Irrespective of interpretation and incompatibility problems, ISO
(1998) stated that measures based on users’ subjective evaluations
can provide an indication of the real efficiency (e.g. mental effort
and task completion time) and shall be used if it is not possible to
obtain more objective measures. As customer survey question-
naires and evaluations made by experts are important sources of
data for usability and safety analysis in the car industry, there is
clearly a need for research concerning the relation between the
two.

The objective of this paper was to investigate whether the
results on subjective efficiency gathered in a customer survey could
also be found in a usability inspection that measures real efficiency,
subjective efficiency and exploited usability principles.
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1.2. Overview of the studies

The two studies described in this paper were conducted in cars
already in production, thus in a summative manner. Since the
objective of the paper was to investigate whether usability results
concerning task efficiency in a customer survey could be compared
with a usability inspection, it was important that both studies used
similar cars. In particular, on the basis of ISO (1998), we investigated
whether perceived efficiency in customer survey reports could be
verified by collecting efficiency metrics in tasks performed by
experts and by experts exploiting usability principles.

The first study reported customer survey results for close
control (Acura-CC1 and Infiniti-CC2) and remote control (Audi-RC1
and BMW-RC2) rotary devices, Fig. 1. Ratings were based on
perceived task efficiency data from a large customer survey data-
base in the North American market.

The second study reported usability inspection of one close
control (CC1) and two remote control (RC1 and RC2) layouts, Fig. 1.
As study II was conducted in Europe, layout CC2, which was only
available on the North American market, could not be included in
the study. The measures for usability inspection adopted in the
second study were of a kind that, if used in an iterative design

Fig. 1. Control configurations and examples of LCD screen layouts for the assessed layouts. Layout CC1 was an Acura RL model year 2006, layout CC2 was an Infiniti M model year
2006, layout RC1 was an Audi A6 model year 2006 and layout RC2 was a BMW 530 model year 2006.
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process (Keinath et al., 2008), would be conducted in a formative
manner.

2. Study I: customer survey e APEAL

The objective of study I was to assess differences in perceived
efficiency between close control and remote control layouts for
sound and navigation system tasks. According to ISO (1998),
measures based on users’ subjective evaluations can provide an
indication of the real efficiency (e.g. mental effort and task
completion time) and shall be used if it is not possible to obtain
more objective measures.

2.1. Study I: method

The APEAL (Automotive Performance, Execution and Layout)
USA market surveys of 2005 and 2007 (J.D. Power, 2009) each
assessed customer opinions based on about 100,000 new vehicle
drivers during their first 90 days of ownership. The APEAL ques-
tionnaire was sent to households with owners of new vehicles, and
the attached letter pointed out the importance of the survey as “an
essential step in the product improvement process for automotive
manufacturers”. Moreover, the person in the household who drove
the new vehiclemost oftenwas encouraged to complete the survey.
The survey contained questions in different categories of vehicle
performance and design data such as cockpit/instrument panel,
comfort/convenience, heating, ventilation/cooling, sound system
and navigation system.

In this study, answers concerning perceived task efficiency
when using the sound system and the navigation system were
extracted from the APEAL surveys. The question selected from
APEAL 2005 that relates to the efficiency of using the sound system
was ability to easily use the controls while driving (answers in the
survey were given on a scale of 1e10, where 1 denotes unaccept-
able, 5 average and 10 outstanding). The question selected from
APEAL 2007 related to the efficiency of using the navigation system
was ease of using the navigation system (answers were given on
a scale of 1e10, where 1 denotes unacceptable, 4 average, 7
outstanding and 10 truly exceptional).

Four premium cars with rotary control layouts were selected,
Table 1. The cars had state of the art functionality with a similar
number of infotainment (sound and navigation) functions. The
functions were manoeuvred from multifunction control units
and displayed on high positioned colour LCDs. Mean values from
five predefined age groups were derived from the surveys. The

age group data were further sorted according to the layouts’
control display configuration, based on the study of Broström
et al. (2007), Table 1: First, the close control layouts (CC),
meaning a layout where a display, mode buttons and multi-
functional controls are arranged in close proximity; and second,
the remote control layouts (RC), signifying mode buttons and
multifunctional controls grouped in remote proximity to the
display, Fig. 1.

2.2. Study I: results

The data were analysed with one-factor ANOVAs with layout
(CC and RC) as thewithin-subject factor. Mean values from each age
group in the APEAL data were used as subject in the analysis. All
effects are reported as significant at p < .05. The Bonferroni
procedure was used for post-hoc pair wise comparisons of means.
The error bars in the figures represent 95% confidence interval for
the means and have been adjusted to suit within-subject compar-
isons (Loftus and Masson, 1994).

2.2.1. Task efficiency e sound system tasks in APEAL
The results show that the question on ability to easily use the

controls while driving was significantly affected by the type of
layout, F(1, 4) " 8.56, p < .05. The post-hoc test revealed that CC
layouts had a higher APEAL result and thus a higher perceived task
efficiency than the RC layouts for sound system tasks, Fig. 2.

2.2.2. Task efficiency e navigation system tasks in APEAL
The results show that the question of ease of using navigation

system was significantly affected by the type of layout, F
(1, 4) " 103.5, p < .001. The post-hoc test demonstrated that CC
layouts also had higher APEAL results and thus a higher perceived
task efficiency than the RC layouts for navigation system tasks,
Fig. 2.

3. Study II: expert evaluation

It was hypothesized that the effects observed in study I on
customers’ perceived efficiency would be confirmed when the
same layouts were assessed using experts as inspectors and test
subjects:

# A high APEAL result will lead to a high Nielsen heuristics rating
(experts used as inspectors)

# A high APEAL result, i.e. high perceived task efficiency, will lead
to a high task efficiency (high task efficiency " low task
completion time and low RTLX value) among the experts used
for the road test. (experts used as test subjects)

3.1. Study II: method

3.1.1. Participants
Six human factors professionals participated in the evaluation,

three from the automotive industry and three university
researchers. All were double experts, i.e. both knowledgeable in
usability issues in general and the vehicle domain in particular. The
mean age was 43 (SD 12.2) years among the automotive experts
and 34 (SD 11.6) years among the researchers. All automotive
experts had more than eight years of experience in the field of HMI
systems design. All the university researchers had worked with
HMI analysis in the automotive industry for more than four years.
One automotive expert and one university researcher were paired
during the assessment.

Table 1
Distribution of number of answers within each age group according to type of
control layout. Values show the number of answers from APEAL 2005 and 2007
surveys (2005/2007).

Type of layout/
Age group

$34 35e44 45e54 55e64 65! All age groups

Close Control 1
(CC1)

15/50 67/108 126/117 155/141 121/93 484/509

Acura RL
Close Control 2

(CC2)
10/32 17/87 41/158 37/139 24/90 129/506

Infiniti M2006
Remote Control 1

(RC1)
39/39 84/123 129/116 153/100 79/56 484/434

Audi MMI
Remote Control 2

(RC2)
88/46 178/116 233/148 199/122 91/79 789/511

BMW Idrive
Total 152/167 346/434 529/539 544/502 315/318 1886/1960
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3.1.2. Multifunctional control layouts
Three cars with multifunction control layouts that were part of

the analysis in study I were further assessed in study II: CC1, RC1
and RC2. All cars had multifunction control layouts with a rotary
knob that could be rotated and pressed and a centrally high
mounted LCD screen. Layout CC1 was a 2006 Honda Legend (same
layout as Acura RL on the USmarket). It consisted of a centrally high
mounted LCD screen and a centrally mounted multifunctional
control group, Fig. 1. Layout RC1 was a 2006 Audi A6 with a cen-
trally high mounted LCD screen and a centrally low mounted
multifunctional control group. Layout RC2 was a 2006 BMW 530
with a centrally high mounted LCD screen and a centrally low
mounted multifunctional control group, Fig. 1.

3.1.3. IVIS tasks
The tasks consisted of ten typical sound system functions and

two typical navigation system functions: 1. Activate radio FM, 2.
Adjust volume to appropriate level, 3. Select a specific radio station
with a well known frequency, 4. Change to the next radio station, 5.
Change to a specific radio station with a less known frequency, 6.
Change to CD, 7. Select song 8 in CD, 8. Adjust bass and treble (Max-
Min-Zero on both), 9. Decrease volume to zero (Mute),10. Move five
songs forward, 11. Input a specific destination by the spelling
method and 12. Add a specific petrol station to the route list.

3.1.4. Usability measures
The usability inspection measured task completion time, task

load index and Nielsen heuristics.
Task completion time is a commonly used metric to assess task

efficiency (ISO, 1998). It is known to require minimal imple-
mentation and is correlated with crash risk (Blanco et al., 2005;
Green, 1999).

The NASA Task Load Index (NASA TLX; Hart and Staveland, 1988)
is a subjective mental workload assessment tool that is used to
measure mental workload during task performance. The method is
used to derive an overall workload rating based upon an average of
six workload sub-scale ratings: 1. Mental demand, 2. Physical
demand, 3. Temporal demand, 4. Effort, 5. Performance and 6.
Frustration level. The TLX also employs a paired comparisons
procedure. The paired comparison was excluded in the present
study, which means that we used a reduced TLX (NASA RTLX; Byers
et al., 1989).

Heuristic usability inspections offer a quick and simple approach
to interface evaluation. The popularity of heuristic analysis lies in
its simplicity and the fact that it can be made easily at any stage in
the design process (Stanton et al., 2005). A team of experts
performs a series of interactions with the interfacewhile evaluating
the interface in relation to a predefined heuristics list. In the Niel-
sen heuristic evaluation, only six evaluators are needed to find
more than 75% of the usability problems in an interface (Nielsen,
2005). Nine of ten principles from the Nielsen heuristic

evaluation were assessed (Nielsen, 1994). The evaluators docu-
mented usability pros and cons concerning: 1. Visibility of system
status, 2. Match between system and real world, 3. User control and
freedom, 4. Consistency and standards, 5. Error prevention, 6.
Recognition rather than recall, 7. Flexibility and efficiency of use, 8.
Aesthetic and minimalist design and 9. Help users recognize,
diagnose and recover from errors. A rating for each category on
a scale of 1e5, where 1 denotes unacceptable, 3 average and 5
excellent, was also logged.

3.1.5. Procedure
Before driving, each team of evaluators started by exploring all

of the 12 tasks while stationary in the cars. The evaluators were told
to use the multifunctional control groups exclusively and not the
steering wheel controls. For each layout, the evaluators were
instructed to practice on all tasks in a stationary condition until
they were able to carry them out. The on-road evaluation then
started and was carried out in two driving conditions, city driving
and highway driving. All evaluators were familiar with the two
defined routes. The city driving scenario was a part of a city centre
with pedestrian crossings and roundabouts every 200m. The traffic
was less dense in the highway scenario than in the city scenario,
and the evaluators were told tomaintain a speed of 90 km per hour.
The evaluators were instructed to continue driving along the
defined routes until they had solved all tasks.

One evaluator in each team started by driving the city scenario
while the other evaluator, the co driver, initiated the driver in each
task and used a stopwatch to record the time used on the task. After
each completed task-scenario condition (1. Sound-City, 2. Navi-City,
3. Sound-Highway and 4. Navi-Highway) the driver filled out
a Paper-based NASA Raw Task Load Index (RTLX) form (Byers et al.,
1989). Once the first evaluator had finalized all task-scenario
conditions, the team changed their roles from driver to co driver.
The starting order in each team was the same for all cars. The
heuristic evaluation was carried out after the on-road evaluation.

3.2. Study II: results

The study had a within-subject design with the variable of
layout (CC1 and RC). The analysis was made using one-factor,
repeated-measures ANOVA. All effects are reported as significant at
p < .05. The Bonferroni procedure was used for post-hoc pair wise
comparisons of means. The error bars in the figures represent 95%
confidence interval for the means and have been adjusted to suit
within-subject comparisons (Loftus and Masson, 1994).

3.2.1. Dependent measures
Task efficiency was observed by collecting task completion time

and RTLX data. The mean task completion time in seconds was
computed by making an average of all tasks within one system.
Sound system tasks contained task nos. 1e10 and navigation
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system task nos. 11e12. The mean value for RTLX factors (mental
demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort
and frustration level) was also computed as an average for each
system. The mean usability heuristic was computed by making an
average of all nine Nielsen heuristics.

3.2.2. Task efficiency e sound system tasks
The results showed that themean task completion time (MT) for

sound system tasks was significantly affected by the type of layout,
F(1, 4) " 8.51, p < .05. The post-hoc test revealed that MT for CC1
was lower than in the RC layouts, Fig. 3. Further, the result for RTLX
was significantly affected by the type of layout, F(1, 4) " 8.23,
p < .05. The post-hoc test indicated that RTLX for CC1 was lower
than in the RC layouts, Fig. 3. Both metrics indicate that CC1 has
a higher task efficiency than the RC layouts for sound system tasks.

3.2.3. Task efficiency e navigation system tasks
Therewas also a significant effect of layout in the tasks related to

the navigation system, F(1, 4) " 47.5, p < .01, for mean task
completion time (MT). The post-hoc test revealed that MT for CC1
was lower than in the RC layouts, Fig. 4. The results for RTLX and
navigation system tasks were also significantly affected by the type
of layout, F(1, 4)" 16.1, p< .05. The post-hoc test indicated that RTLX
for CC1 was lower than in the RC layouts, Fig. 4. Again, both metrics
indicate that CC1 has a higher task efficiency than the RC layouts.

3.2.4. Nielsen heuristics
The results showed that the type of layout was not significantly

affected by the Nielsen heuristics, F(1, 4) " 4.49, p > .05, Fig. 5. The
mean results were 3.5 for CC1 and 2.8 for the RC layouts.

4. Discussion

The objective of study I was to investigate differences in
customers’ perceived efficiency of close control and remote control
layouts for sound and navigation system tasks. The studywas based
on data from the APEAL customer survey concerning premium cars

where sound and navigationwere operated bymultifunction rotary
controls.

The results of study I show that, in terms of ease of use while
driving, the perceived efficiency of sound system tasks was signif-
icantly higher for close control than for remote control layouts
(Fig. 2). Analogously, the customers’ perceived efficiency of navi-
gation system tasks in terms of ease of use was significantly higher
for close control than for remote control layouts (Fig. 3). Thus, the
results clearly indicate a higher task efficiency and therefore
greater safety and usability for close control than remote control
layouts. This is an important result since it is based on the opinions
of real users of the cars in question, and the results of APEAL carry
substantial weight among car manufacturers. The industry basi-
cally approaches interaction with IVIS by means of customer
studies, such as small clinics or large scale surveys. They are
considered to give valid information about the opinions of and
satisfaction among end-customers.

In short, when designing new cars, data on car owners’
perceived usability collected from customer survey questionnaires
are a key factor in decisions about new interaction and interior
design concepts (Broström et al., 2007). However, end-user studies
are also recognized by researchers who focus on IVIS and usability
as a means of identifying problems that can only be found by real
users who use the final product (Nielsen, 1994).

One important issue in assessing the APEAL customer survey data
is the risk of selection bias,whichmay lead to anover-optimistic view
of e.g. perceived system efficiency. The APEAL survey contains
information fromcustomers that,first,made the decision to buy their
car and, second, decided to respond to the questionnaire. On the
other hand, the comparisons in this paper were made between cars
that were part of the same APEAL studies and the same premium car
segment, hence giving a minimal risk for a between-cars effect.
However, an over-optimistic view of system efficiency may create
a ceiling effect, which reduces the sensitivity of the data.

Another important issue in an assessment of the APEAL customer
survey data is the general data format. It is presented inmean values
per layout andmay thus contain confounding factors. To increase the
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control of age, and therefore increase the sensitivity of the data, the
mean value for each age groupwas treated as one subject value. This
was done because, with increasing age, it becomes more difficult to
retrieve information from theworkingmemory, especially when the
information to be retrieved is complex and when there are few cues
or other environmental support (Pew and Hemel, 2004). For this
reason, when tasks include manipulation of menu systems and
require recall rather than recognition of information, which is the
case in the tested layouts, the mental effort in combinationwith age
might be of importance. While it is clear that other factors such as
computer experience and educational level might be hidden in the
age factor, a majority of premium car owners are older than 50 years
(Table 1) and the age factor must thus be taken into consideration
when IVIS are designed.

The conclusion made that the higher efficiency, the better the
usability and safety in close control as compared to remote control
layout is important. At the same time however this finding is
somewhat unexpected and must be verified in further studies. This
can be done by more of the same, i.e. customer studies, or by using
a different usability evaluation methodology.

In addition to verifying the results of Study I, an objective of
study II was to test whether the task efficiency perceived by
customers could be forecasted by performance and heuristic
studies of task efficiency in the same control display configuration.
On the basis of the APEAL customer survey results in study I, it was
hypothesized that a high perceived efficiency would yield a high
measured efficiency in terms of short task completion time, a low
RTLX value and a high usability principles rating given by experts.

The results of study II show that the efficiency measured for
sound and navigation system tasks in terms of shorter task
completion time was significantly higher for close control than for
remote control layouts (Fig. 3). Furthermore, the efficiency in terms
of mental workload measured by RTLX, was significantly higher for
close control than for remote control layouts (Fig. 3). The results
strongly support the results of study I, giving evidence of higher
task efficiency, and thus better usability and safety, in close control
than remote control layouts.

The results establish an opportunity to predict the outcome of
customer surveys by other methodologies, in this case an on-road
test that measures time on task performance and mental effort,
where usability experts act both as users and evaluators. Other
methodologies using other efficiency metrics may also support this
prediction, such as, a static test that measures time on task
performance (SAE, 2004), eye glances with the occlusion technique
(Baumann et al., 2004), cognitive workload using PDT (Jahn et al.,
2005) or a simple driving simulator test such as the Lane Change
Task (Mattes, 2003).

The results agree with the ideas given in ISO (1998), which
suggested that measures based on users’ subjective evaluations can
give an indication of real efficiency (e.g. task completion time and
mental effort).

As mentioned above, car manufacturers for obvious reasons
often use customer studies while, on the other hand, researchers at
universities are more inclined to carry out driving performance and
driver behaviour studies using IVIS prototypes and simulators
(Horberry et al., 2006). The lattermethodology allows a high degree
of control and reliability but is not always considered valid by car
manufacturers with regard to customer opinion and is hence given
lower priority. Broström et al. (2007) argued that there is a need to
interpret customer survey data within a consistent framework that
includes data originating from other methodologies.

It is furthermore important to include in a framework of this
kind usability evaluation methodologies that are both formative,
i.e. can be used during the development process to directly improve
the design, and summative, i.e. can be carried out when the design
is complete (Hartson et al., 2003). Although the methodologies in
both study I and study II were used in a summative context with
real products, the expert evaluation applied in study II can just as
easily be used in a formative context. In that case, accuracy in
predicting customers’ perceived efficiency will most likely depend
on the similarity of prototypes to the final product. Therefore,
a suitable design phase for this “modified expert evaluation” could
be when decisions are to be made on concept selection.

It can also be concluded that no significant difference was found
between the layouts in the case of the Nielsen heuristics rating. This
may be explained as an evaluator effect, since the Nielsen heuristics
rating involves interpretation of the heuristics (Hertzum and
Jacobsen, 2003). It is interesting to note that customer ratings,
time on task measurements and mental workload measurements
yield the same results, while the Nielsen heuristics rating does not.
The latter has also been questioned in terms of the type of problems
that it detects (Wixon, 2003) and of evaluator effects (Hertzum and
Jacobsen, 2003; Jeffries and Desurvire, 1992; Ling and Salvendy,
2009).

Hence, combining different UEM traditions in the formative
phase should be more useful for driverecar interaction design. The
present paper emphasises an improvement of the commonly used
expert evaluation with an addition of a quantitative approach, e.g.
task completion time.

Obviously, task completion time for IVIS is correlated with crash
risk (Green, 1999) and this fact has been taken into consideration in
the 15-Second Rule, where any navigation function that is acces-
sible by the driver while a vehicle is in motion shall have a static
total task completion time of no more than 15 s. The 15-Second
Rule can be used in a formative manner and, as the functional
revolution in modern cars is continuously introducing more tasks
with a complexity similar to that of navigation functions, there is
a need to further examine evaluation methods that are easy to
implement and computable early in development in an iterative
manner. As the 15-Second Rule does not discover all aspects of task
complexity, supplementary tests that pertain to visual and cogni-
tive task complexity should be added to assess effects on driving
performance (Blanco et al., 2005). Furthermore, it would be inter-
esting to test whether static methods or simple driving simulator
tasks (Mattes, 2003) that can be easier to carry out than the on-road
test in study II may also be able to predict customer perceived
efficiency.

According to Hartson et al. (2003), a usability problem found
in a formative context is real only if it is a predictor of
a summative context. The results in this study suggest task
completion time and NASA RTLX to be predictors of customers’
perceived efficiency.
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5. Conclusion

The joint results of studies I and II clearly prove a difference in
efficiency between the two control display configurations for IVIS.
The efficiency and hence usability and safety are higher for close
control than remote control as concerns customer ratings,
measurements of time required to complete tasks and measure-
ments of mental workload.

In conclusion, the results reported here offer an opportunity to
develop a safety and usability evaluation framework that includes
both formative and summative approaches, as there is a high
degree of consistency between the different methodologies.
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Abstract 

NHTSA has proposed compliance criteria for in-vehicle tasks in driving simulators. 

These criteria exclude usage of interfaces with too many long glancing participants. In 

the current study 30 participants performed three infotainment tasks while driving a high-

fidelity driving simulator. Off-road glance durations for three data-trails were analysed to 

assess the prevalence of long glancers and possible reasons for the existence of long 

glancers. Results show that 85th percentile off-road glance durations were common, and 

significantly varied between participants. Also, the number of long glancers was reduced 

with repetition, but did not change between task types. Furthermore, there was no 

correlation between drivers’ performance on a Trail Making Test and the 85th percentile 

off-road glance durations. Hence, variations in glance duration seem more to reflect 

individual glance strategies than in-vehicle task complexity or individual performance 

capacity measured by the Trail Making Test. The findings in this study have implications 

for further development of compliance testing procedures. 

Introduction 

Naturalistic driving studies indicate that looking away from the forward roadway for more 

than a certain period of time is a key crash contributing factor (Dingus et al. 2006, Klauer 

et al. 2006, Victor and Dozza, 2011, Liang et al. 2012). This fact, combined with the 

societal transition towards ubiquitous use of information technology, has put driver 

distraction on top of the traffic safety agenda. From a vehicle design point of view, many 

sources of distraction such as eating, drinking and interacting with passengers lie outside 

the manufacturer’s influence. However, as OEMs do control the design of in-vehicle 

systems that involve visual-manual interaction while driving, guidelines that give 

recommendations on how to maximize usability and minimize distraction during visual-

manual interactions are being incorporated in the vehicle design process (Broström, 

Bengtsson and Axelsson, 2011).  

Several design guidelines have been published, including the European Statement 

of Principles (EU 2008), the JAMA guidelines (JAMA 2004) and the Alliance guidelines 

(Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers 2006). The latest addition is the visual-manual 

interaction in-vehicle system interaction guidelines proposed by the National Highway 

Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA, 2012). This guideline approaches visual 

distraction in a two-step procedure. First, it lists certain tasks that always should be 

unavailable when driving, e.g., internet and social media browsing. For other tasks, the 

guidelines specify several criteria against which in-vehicle system tasks should be 

evaluated before being enabled during driving.  
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The publication of these guidelines is very timely and will drive vehicle safety 

forward. However, some formulations may need revision as new information comes to 

light, and the first off-road glance duration criterion that NHTSA proposes may be one of 

those. It reads as follows: 

 For at least 21 of the 24 test participants, no more than 15 percent (rounded 

up) of the total number of eye glances away from the forward road scene 

should have durations of greater than 2.0 s while performing the in-vehicle 

task 

To explain why this criterion may need revision, a short discussion on visual 

attention sharing between the forward roadway and an in-vehicle task is necessary. Such 

attention sharing can be portrayed as an iterative cycle. Drivers first look at the road to 

check their safety margins, then at the in-vehicle display to complete the next step in the 

current task, then back at the road again to check the safety margins, and so forth.  

Drivers will generally try to get information from the in-vehicle task within a 

second or less, and then return their gaze to the road (Wierwille, 1993). If retrieval of 

adequate information takes longer they may continue to look away from the forward 

roadway some additional time. However, if it takes more than about 1.5 s (Wierwille, 

1993), drivers return their gaze to the road and try again later, see Figure 1.  

Human performance is normally associated with certain variability within and 

between individuals. Thus, even if all drivers have a point where they feel compelled to 

return their gaze to the road (Wierwille, 1993), it is unlikely that this point lies at the same 

value for all drivers. Some may prefer a faster cycle pace (i.e. a short glance on the 

display, a short glance on the road, a short glance on display, etc.), while others may be 

considered “long glancers”, i.e. they dwell longer in each cycle step (Ljung et al., 2013).  

The potential problem implied by such variability in relation to NHTSA’s 

criterion is that as currently written, the criterion brings the pass/fail measurement of off-

road eye glance durations down to an individual level instead of measuring at the group 

level. First, each individual is assessed based on whether they meet what can be called an 

85th percentile off-road glance duration criteria, i.e. whether at least 85 % of their off-

road glances during a task are shorter than 2.0 seconds. Next, the proportion of drivers 

meeting this requirement is determined.  

If we assume the off-road glance duration variability between drivers exists, some 

drivers may naturally prefer cycle times that will make them fail on the 85th percentile 

criterion. Hence, if the relative prevalence of such natural “long glancers” is greater than 

the 3 in 24 allowed by NHTSAs criterion, then repeated random sampling of 24 

compliance-test-participants will from time to time lead to failing in-vehicle tasks due to 

normal driver variability rather than poor task design. It is therefore important to find out 

if “long glancers” exist and how common they are in the normal driver population. 
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Figure 1 Model of visual sampling for in-vehicle task performance, Wierwille 

(1993).  

There are good reasons to expect that this variability exists. One on-road study 

found that older drivers have longer total eyes-off-road times when completing in-vehicle 

tasks, and that they often glanced at the task display for more than 2 seconds at a time 

(Wikman and Summala, 2005). Another on-road study (Ljung et al., 2013) found that one 

out of six drivers had 85th percentile off-road glance durations longer than 2 seconds. 

Moreover, a simulator study found that drivers could be divided into three visual strategy 

clusters where the “high risk cluster” looked away from the road for the longest periods, 

and also had the shortest time to collision (Donmez, Boyle and Lee, 2010). 

Still, more research on why these variations exist and how they can be controlled 

in compliance testing are needed. One possible reason could be that 85th percentile 

variability correlate with individual capacity in terms of visual search, motor speed and 

mental flexibility measured by the Trail Making Test (Crowe 1998). Such correlations 

have been found in on road studies that examined ageing and time-sharing (Wikman and 

Summala, 2005), ability among older drivers (Emerson, et al. 2012) and for individuals 

after brain injury (Hargrave, Nupp & Erickson, 2012). 
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Another possibility could be that the variability contain study artefacts, due to 

limited pre-test practice. For example, when test participants familiarize themselves with 

different tasks, large variability depending on e.g. previous knowledge could be expected. 

Thus, when measurements typically are made after a few trials, this artefact could capture 

that early variability.  

A third possibility could be that this variability depends on differences in driver 

strategy, e.g. in risk taking (Donmez, Boyle and Lee, 2010), mismatch between invested 

effort and real world complexity (Broström and Davidsson, 2012), or due to variations in 

forward view uncertainty buildup (Wierwille, 1993) . However, regardless of which 

answer(s) turns out to be correct, between driver off-road glance duration variability 

needs further study.  

The current study had two goals. One was to study the prevalence of “long 

glancers” among randomly recruited test participants. The other was to investigate 

possible reasons for the existence of long glancers in correlation with capacity, practice 

and strategy.   

Methodology 

The study was performed at the Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute, 

VTI, driving simulator in Linköping, Sweden. The design was within-group. There were 

30 test participants, though 14 had to be excluded due to poor eye-tracking quality. The 

remaining participants were 25 to 54 years old (M = 36, SD = 8.6), nine men and seven 

women. All had held their driving license for at least 5 years. 

All participants performed a radio task, a phone task and a sound settings task 

while driving. The three tasks constituted a task set, and each set was repeated three times 

(see Table 1). 

 

Table 1:   Task type order in the study 

Order Task type Repetition 

1 radio 1 

2 phone 2 

3 sound settings 3 

4 radio 1 

5 phone 2 

6 sound settings 3 

7 radio 1 

8 phone 2 

9 sound settings 3 

 

Apparatus 

The vehicle mock-up is a Saab 9-3 Sport sedan MY 2003 with automatic transmission. 

The visual system consists of 3 DLP projectors (1280x1024 resolution) providing a 120 
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degrees forward field of view. A dedicated graphics card provides edge blending and 

geometrical correction. There are 3 LCD displays incorporated into the rear view mirrors 

for rearward views. Sound from vehicles, road and wind is simulated and presented via 

the in-vehicle speaker system. The moving base has three parts: a linear sled, a tilt motion 

system and a vibration table. The sled can provide linear motion with amplitude of ± 3.75 

m at speeds up to ± 4.0 m/s and accelerations up to ± 0.8 g. The tilt motion system can 

produce pitch angles between - 9 degrees and + 14 degrees and roll angles of ± 24 degrees. 

The vibration table gives ± 6.0 cm in vertical and longitudinal movement, with a 

maximum roll angle of ±6 degrees and pitch angle of ± 3 degrees.  

A tablet computer with a 9.7-inch touch screen was positioned in front of the 

centre stack in the car. The computer contained mock-up infotainment applications 

including phone dialling, radio tuning and sound settings. For eye-tracking, a four-camera 

system from Smart Eye Pro 5.9 (Smart Eye, n.d.) was used. Three cameras were 

positioned on top of the dashboard and one was positioned just to the right of the tablet 

computer. Data logging from the eye tracker was done at a sampling rate of 40 Hz. 

After the simulator drive, the participants carried out a trail-making test. The test 

was performed on a 23-inch touch screen, where participants pressed target circle shapes 

with a width of 2.74 cm. 

Driving task and in-vehicle tasks 

The primary task was to drive on a motorway for approximately 30 minutes. The 

participants were instructed to drive as they normally would under similar circumstances 

and keep the speed limit (90 km/h). There was oncoming traffic at an average rate of three 

vehicles per minute and other cars overtook the participants on once a minute on average. 

They also caught up with slower vehicles which they had to overtake on average once 

every two minutes. 

During the drive participants also executed three in-vehicle tasks on the tablet 

computer. The first task was to dial their own phone number. By pressing buttons on the 

display, participants first opened the phone feature and then the keypad, on which they 

dialled their phone number and pressed a call button. They then hung up by pressing 

another button. The participants were informed that the system was a mock-up and that 

no signal was sent to the receiving number. 

The second task was to manually tune to a specified radio frequency. By pressing 

buttons on the display, the participants first opened the radio feature and then chose 

manual tuning. They tuned the frequency either by pressing a marker on a frequency band 

and then swiping it to the specified frequency or by pressing arrow buttons on each side 

of the frequency band. 

The third task was to change the bass and treble levels in the sound settings. The 

sound settings display was opened by pressing buttons on the display. Bass and treble 

levels where then swiped into position. 

Each task was initiated by a pre-recorded voice message instructing the driver task 

what to do and the details of the tasks, i.e. which radio frequency to tune in. After each 

in-vehicle task the participants were instructed to press a home button, so each task started 

from the same interaction point on the tablet computer. 
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The Trail Making Test 

The Trail Making Test measures processing speed, sequencing, mental flexibility and 

visual-motor skills (Bowie and Harvey 2006). Traditionally it has two parts. In part A, 

participant connects a series of encircled numbers in numerical order by drawing a line 

between them. In part B, participants connects both encircled numbers and letters in order, 

alternating between numbers and letters (1-A-2-B-3-C and so on) (Bowie and Harvey 

2006). In this study, a computerized version of the Trail Making Test was used (Summala, 

Etholén, Leino, Niskakangas, Laine & Saarinen, 2008). It was carried out on a touch 

screen where participants pressed the target circles, see figure 2.  

 

Figure 2 

The screens for the trail-making test part A (left) and part B (right). All targets had black 
circles and the first target (1) was highlighted with a blue circle. 

The test included part A and part B, where part A contained targets with fixed 

positions and part B targets which randomly changed positions after every press. Each 

round consisted of 20 targets and was carried out two times according to the order in 

Table 2. 

Table 2:   Task order in trail-making test  

Order Round Targets Positions 

1 Part A fixed Numerical fixed 

2 Part A random Numerical random 

3 Part B fixed numerical and alphabetical  fixed 

4 Part B random numerical and alphabetical random 

5 Part B random numerical and alphabetical random 

6 Part B fixed numerical and alphabetical fixed 

7 Part A random Numerical random 

8 Part A fixed Numerical fixed 
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Procedure  

On arrival, participants were given written and verbal information about the study and 

asked to sign an informed consent form. They were then given written instructions for the 

in-vehicle system tasks, and were instructed to try them out. They performed each task 

until they were comfortable performing them in parking mode. Next a 10-minute training 

drive followed, after which the actual test drive commenced. After the drive, participants 

read trail-making test instructions and made four practice rounds with 12 circles per 

condition. Next they performed the real test of eight rounds with 20 circles. The mean 

time between pressing two successive, correct targets was calculated for each of the four 

rounds. 

Glance data reduction 

In this study, off-road glance durations were defined as starting when the driver’s gaze 

leaves the forward roadway and ending when gaze returns there. This does not follow the 

ISO 15007-1 standard (ISO), since it incorporates both the saccade to and away from the 

display, whereas the ISO-standard only includes the first.  

Each task was defined as starting when a voice message announcing it was played 

and ending either when a new task started or 60 seconds after start of the task, whichever 

came first. Task length therefore varied between 23 and 60 seconds.  

The eye-tracker data quality varied quite much between participants. To handle 

this issue, first, participants with a data loss exceeding 20 per cent were excluded from 

the study. The remaining 16 participants had data loss between 3.0 and 19.1 per cent (M 

= 12.8, SD =5.3).  

In the current set-up, gaze direction is automatically calculated in reference to a 

set of 2D planes (i.e. dashboard, windshield, etc.) in a 3D model of the car compartment. 

Thus, the next step was to merge all off-road planes into one big off-road area. Next the 

raw data was smoothed using the text string equivalent of an 11-frame moving average 

filter, and off-road glance durations during task performance were calculated.  

According to Rayner (Rayner 1998), fixation times when reading (which form a 

substantial part of in-vehicle system interactions) average around 225 ms. In Land (2007), 

while fixation times vary greatly between task types, the shortest fixations observed 

averaged 150 ms. Since off-road glances in this study include both the saccade to and 

away from the forward roadway, glance duration values less than 200 ms were judged 

physiologically implausible and hence removed. Also, glances longer than 3000 ms were 

removed to avoid inflating eyes-off-road glance durations due to measurement error. 

Finally, 85th percentile off-road glance duration values for each participant and task 

repetition were calculated.  

Results 
The 85th percentile off-road glance duration values for each participant and task is 

presented in Table 4.  
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Table 4 85th percentile off-road glance duration values for each participant and task. 

Participants are ordered by mean value. Values exceeding 2.0 seconds are highlighted. 

TP 
Radio 
1 

Phone 
1 

Settings 
1 

Radio 
2 

Phone 
2 

Settings 
2 

Radio 
3 

Phone 
3 

Settings 
3 Mean 

5 0,88 1,48 1,50 0,93 1,50 1,10 1,15 1,28 1,13 1,21 

7 1,10 1,45 1,30 1,33 1,40 1,23 1,08 1,35 1,28 1,28 

2 1,18 1,80 1,43 1,43 1,48 1,28 1,03 1,33 1,48 1,38 

1 1,63 1,65 1,20 0,68 2,00 1,58 1,28 1,53 1,13 1,41 

10 1,23 1,65 1,53 1,48 1,98 1,53 1,28 1,63 1,43 1,52 

14 1,50 1,68 1,43 1,43 1,60 1,33 1,50 1,75 1,53 1,53 

11 1,25 1,73 1,83 1,65 1,43 1,50 1,45 1,40 1,80 1,56 

12 1,48 1,83 1,95 1,63 1,65 1,63 1,63 1,98 1,53 1,70 

13 1,43 2,48 1,73 1,80 1,78 1,70 1,25 1,83 1,68 1,74 

8 1,45 1,43 1,90 2,08 2,10 1,60 1,83 1,78 2,18 1,81 

16 1,70 2,08 2,13 1,50 2,08 2,18 1,83 1,65 1,85 1,89 

15 2,25 2,18 2,00 1,93 1,93 1,45 1,75 1,75 1,78 1,89 

6 1,85 1,75 1,83 1,63 2,10 2,40 1,58 2,63 1,35 1,90 

4 1,80 2,55 2,53 2,00 2,00 1,80 1,80 1,80 1,70 2,00 

9 1,75 2,30 2,00 1,88 2,48 2,05 1,50 2,13 2,15 2,03 

3 2,25 2,65 2,43 2,30 2,30 2,70 2,90 1,85 2,45 2,43 

 

Figures 2 shows each driver’s overall mean 85th percentile off-road glance duration value 

(i.e. for all tasks and trials). Participants are ordered by mean value. 

 

Figure 2  85th percentile off-road glance duration values for the radio task, ordered 
by the participants’ mean values.  

The data was subjected to a 3 * 3 mixed ANOVA with Task type (Radio, Phone, 

Sound Settings) as between subjects factor and Repetition (1, 2, 3) as within-subjects 
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factor. To test for correlation between the mean response times in each round of the trail-

making test and 85th percentile off-road glance durations, a two-tailed Pearson correlation 

test was performed. The ANOVA showed no main effect of Task type or Repetition, 

though the p-value for the latter was comparatively low (p = 0.088).  

The pattern for repetition can be seen in Figure 3, where values for the Phone and 

Settings tasks seem to decrease over repetitions, while the values for the Radio task are 

more stable. In a follow up analysis where the radio task was excluded, there was indeed 

a main effect of repetition (F (2,60) = 3.61, p = .033), see figure 3.  

In terms of drivers’ performance on the trail-making test, there were no significant 

correlations between the mean response times in either part A and B of the Trail Making 

Test and the 85th percentile off-road glance durations for the three in-vehicle system 

tasks. 

 

 

Figure 3  Mean 85th percentile off-road glance duration for each task and occasion 

 

Discussion 

One goal of this study was to investigate the prevalence of “long glancers” among 

randomly recruited test participants. In relation to the test criterion proposed by NHTSA, 

the current study show that seven out of sixteen participants had 85th percentile off-road 

glance duration values exceeding 2.0 seconds for one or more tasks. Moreover, the limit 
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was often repeatedly exceeded by the same participant (see table 4). In Ljung Aust et al. 

(2013), 1 in 6 test participants were labelled “long glancers”. The current study suggests 

similar numbers, i.e. slightly more than 1 in 6.  

Some failures to stay below 2.0 seconds are surely attributable to poor interaction 

design in the infotainment mock-up. However, the fact that “long glancers” seem to be 

quite prevalent both in road and simulator testing gives pause for thought. For example, 

assume that two identical in-vehicle tasks were to be tested. If the sampling is random, 

then one test group might get five “long glancers” while another group gets none. In that 

case, the task being tested is likely to pass the 85th percentile criterion in one group but 

fail in the other. Such an outcome would defeat the purpose of similar compliance testing. 

The 85th percentile criterion thus seems to need revision to better allow for this natural 

variability. 

The second goal of the study was to assess whether drivers’ visual performance 

capacity or limited task practice might explain this between driver variability. Here, 

previous studies found correlation between drivers’ performance on the Trail Making 

Test and off-road glance durations (Wikman and Summala, 2005), however, no such 

effects were present in this study. An explanation for this might be that those previous 

correlations were found on measures of central tendency (Wikman and Summala, 2005), 

while this study focused on the longer driver glances, i.e. the 85th percentile off-road 

glance duration values. This result also suggests that those longer glances might not 

depend on drivers’ performance capacity for visual search speed and flexibility. Instead, 

other underlying individual factors such as risk taking propensity (Donmez, Boyle and 

Lee, 2010) or sensitivity to forward view uncertainty build-up (Wierwille, 1993) might 

be at play.  

As can be seen in figure 2, the individual differences in average 85th percentile 

glance duration values are quite large, with the longest average being twice as long as the 

shortest. This corroborates the findings of Ljung Aust et al. (2013), where the variation 

also was small within drivers compared to between drivers.  

When it comes to task repetition, the learning process seems to influence the 

longer glance durations for some tasks. In this study 85th percentile glance durations 

shortened with repetition of the Phone and Settings tasks. This occurred even if drivers 

had practiced until they were comfortable performing the tasks prior to the trial. Hence, 

task practice while driving seems more efficient than practice while standing still. This 

was acknowledged in the amendment of the NHTSA guideline (NHTSA, 2013), where 

pre-trial practice was extended to include also practice while driving before the actual 

data collection trial. 

While the values in Figure 3 keep decreasing for the Phone and Settings tasks, 

they seem rather stable for the Radio task. This is an interesting result. One might 

hypothesize that if test participants had been given further trials, values for Phone and 

Settings would level out rather than decrease further. If and when this levelling out occurs, 

and whether any difference between the tasks remain at that point, are all very interesting 

topics for future studies, and again stresses the fact that compliance test outcome might 

depend on how much pre-trial practice participants get.  

As for the possible explanations for between driver off road glance duration 

variability, individual strategy differences seem more viable than underlying performance 

capacity or learning effects over repeated trials, especially given the lack of correlation 
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with the Trail Making Test. Moreover, the type of task does not seem to substantially 

affect this strategy. If corroborated in further studies, this is also the most troubling result. 

Controlling for performance capacity or pre-trial practice seems quite feasible, but 

controlling for individual strategies such as risk taking propensity seems more difficult. 

Identifying and controlling for individual behavioural strategies thus seems to be a key 

issue to achieve robust and precise compliance testing in the future.  

Limitations 

The largest limitation of this study is the loss of test participants due to poor eye-tracking 

quality. However, the most likely explanation for this loss is that the eye-tracker software 

has difficulties recognizing distinguishing features in some people’s faces. This means 

that the data loss can be viewed as random as long as the facial features of a participant 

does not correlate with his/her visual attention sharing strategy. Another limitation is the 

filtering of the eye-tracker data. The current filter did make assumptions about where 

participants were most likely to look while performing in-vehicle system tasks. For 

example, when there were small gaps in gazes directed toward the tablet computer, it was 

assumed that the participants did look at the tablet computer. To assess this risk, the eye-

tracker data was compared to drivers glance behaviour as recorded on the videos from the 

tests. These comparisons indicate that the filter was set up correctly. 

 

Conclusion 

The current study looked at 85th percentile glance duration values for drivers performing 

typical in-vehicle infotainment tasks. These were found to be more varied between drivers 

than within drivers. Moreover, the prevalence of drivers with long off-road glance 

durations suggest that tasks tested according to the proposed NHTSA manual-visual 

design guidelines may fail to meet the proposed 85th percentile glance duration criterion, 

simply due to normal variability in the driver population rather than poor HMI design. 

This is contrary to the guideline purpose and suggests that the criterion need to be 

reformulated. Furthermore, compared to underlying driver performance capacity or test 

procedure artefacts, differences in individual strategies seem a more likely explanation 

for the large between driver variability. Finding ways of identifying and controlling for 

individual behavioural strategies during compliance testing might thus be essential to 

robustness and precision in future compliance testing of multitasking drivers. 
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1)Introduction)

)
It)has)long)been)common)sense)to)assume)that)it)is)risky)to)look)away)from)the)forward)roadway)
while)driving.)More)recently,)this)assumption)has)been)confirmed)by)several)naturalistic)driving)
studies,)which)empirically) show) that) looking)away) from) the) forward) roadway) for)more) than)a)
certain)period)of) time) is)a)key)crash)contributing) factor)(Dingus)et)al.)2006,)Klauer)et)al.)2006,)
Victor)and)Dozza,)2011,)Liang)et)al.,)2012).))
)
Since)the)assumption)that)not)looking)at)the)road)while)driving)has)been)around)for)a)long)time,)
there) are) many) initiatives) to) reduce) glance) times) for) inKvehicle) interfaces.) One) way) in) which)
these) efforts) have) taken) shape) is) through) the) formulation) of) guidelines) for) how) to) design) inK
vehicle) interfaces) that) might) compete) with) the) driver’s) attention) to) the) forward) roadway.) A)
problem)with)most)of)these)is)that,)while)they)often)propose)criteria)that)interfaces)need)to)meet,)
they)rarely)propose)a)method)for)testing)and)analysing)whether)the)interface)is)compliant)with)
those)criteria.)For)example,) (Zwahlen,)1988))suggested)that)more)than)three)glances) inside)the)
vehicle)during)a)relatively)short)period)of)time)would)become)uncomfortable)for)the)driver)but)
did) not) specify) how) this) should) be) tested.) The) Alliance) of) Automobile) Manufacturers) has)
suggested)two)"best)practice")performance)rules)for)visualKmanual)tasks)(AAM,)2006))consisting)
of) a) twoKsecond) mean) offKroad) glance) duration) limit) and) a) maximum) of) 20) seconds) offKroad)
glance) time) per) task) but) without) a) detailed) description) of) the) analysis) method.) Similarly,) the)
Japan)Automobile)Manufacturers)Association)has)issued)a)guideline)which)states)that:)"operation*
of*display*monitors*while*a*vehicle* is* in*motion*shall*comply*with*the* following*criteria*or*else*be*

prohibited":*1.*The*total*time*of*the*driver's*looking*at*the*screen*between*the*start*and*completion*

of* operation* task* shall* not* exceed* 8* seconds* ) (JAMA,) 2004).* In) the) same) fashion,) the) European)
statement) of) principles) (EsOP,) 2008)) describes) a) number) of) design) guidelines) that) should) be)
adhered)to,)but)no)performance)metrics)or)test)procedure)is)proposed.))
)
Recently,) the) National) Highway) Traffic) Safety) Administration) (NHTSA,) 2013)) proposed) their)
visualKmanual) driver) distraction) guidelines.) These) guidelines) provide) an) interesting) departure)
from)the)previous)tradition.)The)guidelines)approach)visual)distraction)in)a)twoKstep)procedure.)
First,) they) list) certain) tasks) that) on) principle) should) never) be) available) to) the) driver) while)
driving,)such)as)Internet)and)social)media)browsing,)because)they)are)considered)impossible)to)
perform)without) repeatedly) taking) the)eyes)off) the) road) for) long)periods)of) time.)For)all) other)
tasks,) however,) the) NHTSA) guidelines) specify) three) things.) First,) they) specify) a) number) of)
interaction) design) principles,) all) aimed) at) making) interfaces) designed) according) to) these)
principles) compliant) with) the) performance) metrics.) These) include) limiting) the) number) of)
keyboard) inputs) in) a) textKrelated) task) to) six) characters,) limiting) the) number) of) characters) on)
display) etc.) Second,) they) specify) three) particular) acceptance) criteria) against) which) driver)
performance)on) inKvehicle) tasks) should)be)evaluated.)Third,) they)specify) test)methods) for)how)
the)criteria)evaluation)should)be)carried)out.)In)addition)to)previous)guidelines,)it)also)proposes)
how) the) test) data) should) be) analysed.) The) evaluation)methods) consist) of) a) driving) simulatorK
based)method) and) an) occlusionKbased)method.)As) the) former) is) recommended)over) the) latter,)
this)paper)will)focus)on)the)simulatorKbased)evaluation)method.))
)
)
)
 )
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The)performance)criteria) that)acceptable) tasks)should) fulfil)during)simulated)driving)are)based)
on)previous)guidelines)(JAMA,)2004;)AAM,)2006),)studies)on)visual)performance)for)various)radio)
tuning)tasks)(Rockwell,)1988),)and)the)100Kcar)study)(Klauer,)2006),)consisting)of)the)following:))
)
A*testable*task*should*be*locked*out*from*performance*by*drivers*while*driving*unless*the*following*

three*criteria*are*all*met:*

a. For*at*least*21*of*the*24*test*participants1,*no*more*than*15*percent*(rounded*up*to*the*

next*whole*number2)*of*each*participant’s*total*number*of*eye*glances*away*from*the*

forward* road* scene*have*durations* of* greater* than*2.0* seconds*while* performing* the*

testable*task*one*time.*

b. For*at*least*21*of*the*24*test*participants,*the*mean*duration*of*each*participant’s*eye*

glances* away* from* the* forward* road* scene* is* less* than* or* equal* to* 2.0* seconds*while*

performing*the*testable*task*one*time.*

c. For*at* least*21*of*the*24*test*participants,* the*sum*of*the*durations*of*each*individual*

participant’s*eye*glances*away*from*the*forward*road*scene*is*less*than*or*equal*to*12.0*

seconds*while*performing*the*testable*task*one*time.*

*

These)test)criteria)are)clear)and)easy)to)apply)in)the)test)analysis)phase.)However,)in)one)aspect,)
these) criteria) differ) from) how) human) subject) test) criteria) often) are) formulated.) Rather) than)
studying)for)example)the)group)mean)value)and)its)associated)variability,)each)participant)is)first)
assessed)individually,)and)a)frequency)count)is)then)made)to)see)if)sufficiently)many)pass.)
)
This)aspect)is)cause)for)concern.)It)is)well)known)that)human)behaviour)is)inherently)varied)and)
adaptive,) both) in) normal) life) and) in) test) situations.) It) can) change) depending) on) the) test)
participant’s)goals,)needs,)and)motivation)(Näätänen)&)Summala,)1976).)One)example)of)this) in)
the) domain) of) inKvehicle) interface) evaluation) is) where) test) participants) compensate) for) new)
demands)by)changing)strategy)when)solving) inKvehicle) tasks) (Hockey,)1997).) In) fact,) strategies)
can) even) be) significantly) different) among) participants)within) one) test) sample) (Donmez,) Boyle)
and)Lee,)2010).))
)
Since)the)performance)criteria) in) the)NHTSA)test)are)assessed)on)an) individual) level,) there) is)a)
clear) risk) that) behavioural) variability) among) test) participants) could) affect) test) outcome.) In)
principle,) two)randomly)recruited)groups)could)well)have)different) test)outcomes)when)testing)
the) same) inKvehicle) interface,) if) participants) in) one) group) happened) to) employ) one) glance)
strategy)and)participants) in) the)other)group)another.) )There) is) thus)a)clear)need) to) investigate)
this) issue) further,) to) understand) whether) the) proposed) way) to) calculate) performance) in) the)
NHTSA)guidelines)is)compatible)with)normal)human)behavioural)variability.))
)

1.1)Purpose)

The)purpose)of)this)study)was)to)investigate)how)individual)differences)could)impact)the)NHTSA)
visual)manual)distraction)test.))

 )

                                                
1)This)translates)to)a)threshold)of)>87.5%)for)small)samples.)
)
2)One) glance) can)be) longer) than) two) seconds) if) the)number)of) glances) is)more) than)one) and) less) than) seven,) and) two)
glances)can)be)longer)than)two)seconds)if)the)number)of)glances)is)more)than)six)and)less)than)14)(NHTSA,)2014).)
)
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2)Method)

)

2.1)Participants)

Eighteen) participants)were) randomly) selected) via) the) Swedish) car) owner) register.) In) order) to)
limit)the)sample)to)participants)with)similar)driving)experience)and)similar)knowledge)of)inKcar)
interfaces,) all)18)were) selected) from)a) subgroup)of) Swedish) car)owners)who)owned)particular)
vehicle) types) and) had) a) certain) minimum) number) of) years) with) a) valid) driving) license.) The)
sample)contained)nine)women)and)nine)men,)ranging)in)age)from)27)to)69)(M)=)41.7,)SD)=)11.9).)
All) of) them) were) right) handed.) Most) participants) drove) every) day) and) were) accustomed) to)
mobile)phones)and)computers.)Participants)were)paid)SEK)300)(€30)) in)gift)vouchers) for) their)
participation.)
)

2.2)The)driving)simulator)

The) study) was) conducted) using) a) leftKhand) drive,) fixed) base) simulator.) The) simulator) had) an)
automatic) transmission)and)was)equipped)with)sensors)and) logging)apparatus) for)collection)of)
driving)performance)data.)The)simulator)was)not)equipped)with)rearKview)mirrors.)A)2.1Kmetre)
wide) and) 1.6Kmetre) high) driving) scene) was) projected) on) a) screen) 2.5) metres) in) front) of) the)
driver.) The) road) type) used) in) the) study)was) a) continuously) curving) rural) road)with) 3.2Kmetre)
wide)lanes)and)a)speed)limit)of)90)kilometres/hour)(56)mph).)Both)right)and)left)curve)radii)were)
1000) metres.) The) continuous) curvature) was) expected) to) lead) to) generally) shorter) offKroad)
glances,) compared) to)driving)on)a)straight)highway)(Victor,)Harbluk)&)Engström,)2005).)There)
was) frequent)oncoming)traffic)but)no)other)vehicles) travelling) in)the)same)direction)as)the)test)
participants.)Eye)movements)were)recorded)using)faceKLAB)4.3)(Seeing)Machines,)Australia).)The)
two)eyeKtracking)cameras)were)mounted)on)the)dashboard)in)front)of)the)participants)(Figure)1).))
)
)

)
)
Figure*1.*Illustration*of*the*driving*simulator,*showing*the*position*of*the*touch*screen*display,*the*

rotary*control*and*the*eye*tracking*cameras.*

*

*

 )
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2.3)The)experimental)interfaces)

A)custom)inKvehicle)information)system)(IVIS))was)developed)for)the)study.)Six)interfaces)were)
designed)according) to) the)recommendations) in) the)NHTSA)guidelines) (NHTSA,)2013).)All) tasks)
had)six)task)steps)or)fewer,)were)presented)on)a)single)screen,)had)low)information)density,)and)
required)low)working)memory)engagement)(Blanco)et)al.,)2005).)It)was)therefore)expected)that)
all)six)tasks)would)comply)with)the)NHTSA)performance)criteria.)The)tasks)consisted)of)manual)
radio)tuning,)sound)settings)and)sixKletter)destination)entry)tasks.))
)
Two) different) input) concepts) were) used.) In) one) setKup,) all) tasks) were) controlled) by) touching)
graphical) items) via) a) touch) screen) (TS).) In) the) other,) all) tasks) were) controlled) with) a) rotary)
control) (RC).) To) exclude)possible) compensatory) effects) of) display)position) (e.g.)Wittman) et) al.,)
2006),)the)same)display)position)was)used)for)both)RC)and)TS)setKups.)The)display)consisted)of)a)
700)TFTKLCD)display)(Deltaco,)Sweden),)and)the)rotary)control)(ALPS)Haptic)Commander,)ALPS)
Automotive)Products)Division,)Japan))was)positioned)just)below)the)display)(Figure)1).))
)
When)interacting)with)the)TS,)items)were)highlighted)as)pushed.)Pushing)a)left)or)a)right)arrow)
manoeuvred) the) radio) tuning) task) (TSRAD))while) sound) settings)were) adjusted)with) an) up) or)
down) arrow) (TSSST).) When) interacting) with) the) RC,) the) active) item) was) highlighted) and) the)
cursor)could)then)be)moved)to)other)items)by)rotating)the)control.)The)rotary)control)was)pushed)
to)select)a)highlighted)item.)Every)item)in)the)rotary)control)was)also)emphasised)by)a)detent)in)
the)control)when)rotated.)A)clockwise)rotation)of) the)control)equalled)a)right)movement) in) the)
radio) tuning) (RCRAD),) a) downward)movement) in) the) sound) setting) (RCSST),) and) a) clockwise)
rotation)in)the)destination)entry)GUI)(RCDET).)An)ABC)keyboard)was)used)for)the)TS)instead)of)a)
QWERTY)keyboard) for) the)destination) entry) task) (TSDET)) since) it)was) considered) to) be)more)
comparable)to)the)graphics)used)for)the)RC.)In)TS)interfaces)available)on)the)car)market)today,)it)
is)often)possible)to)choose)between)ABC)and)QWERTY)keyboards.)To)reduce)practice)effects,)the)
radio) frequencies) and) the) sixKletter) navigation) destinations) (which) consisted) of) wellKknown)
cities))varied)throughout)the)experiment.)The)starting)state)for)sound settings adjustments was 
the same throughout the experiment.)

2.4)Procedure)

Upon) arriving) at) the) laboratory,) each) participant) was) given) a) brief) description) of) the)
experimental)procedure)and)the)opportunity)to)ask)questions)about)the)study,)and)was)asked)to)
fill) out) a) consent) form.) The) participants)were) instructed) to)make) sure) driving) remained) their)
primary)task)and)were)encouraged)to)drive)as)they)normally)did)in)actual)traffic.))
)
Each)participant)first)carried)out)a)training)session)in)which)they)practiced)driving)until)they)felt)
accustomed) to) the) simulator) and) then) practiced) on) the) experimental) interfaces.) In) the) task)
practice,) each) participant) first) practiced) with) each) interface) five) times) at) standstill,) then) five)
times) while) driving) the) simulator.) The) order) in) which) the) interfaces) were) presented) to) the)
participants)in)the)experimental)session)was)randomized.))

2.5)Analysis)

All) offKroad) glance) durations) during) each) task) were) analysed) using) the) Visual) Demand)
Measurement)(VDM))Tool)(Victor,)Blomberg)&)Zelinsky,)2012).)Unfortunately,)errors)in)the)eyeK
tracking)data)collection)lead)to)single)glance)duration)data)only)being)available)for)half)the)group)
(see) Table) 1) below).) The) percentage) of) single) glance) durations) over) two) seconds) (SGD)) was)
calculated,)as)were)mean)glance)durations)(MGD))and)total)glance)time)(TGT).)Next,)all)interfaces)
were) assessed) for) compliance) with) the) NHTSA) acceptance) criteria) (a),* (b)* and* (c).) For) an)
interface)to)be)accepted)for)use)while)driving,)each)criterion)had)to)be)met)by)at)least)21)of)the)24)
test) participants) (>87.5%).)All) tasks)were) analysed)on) the) core) level,) i.e.) even) though) the) IVIS)
contained)several)menus,)only)the)final)adjustments)and)text)inputs)were)included)in)the)glance)
metrics.)

 )
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3)Results)&)Discussion)

)
The)purpose)of)this)study)was)to)investigate)how)individual)differences)could)impact)the)NHTSA)
visual)manual)distraction)test)(NHTSA,)2013).))
)
Table* 1.* Results* of* NHTSA* test* criteria* for* the* tested* interfaces.* Test* participant* IDs* are* ordered* by* the* total* number* of*

glances.*Red/italicised*font*shows*a*nonRcompliant*value.*Shaded*cells*show*statistical*outliers,*cells*that*contain*one*or*two*

asterisks*have*been*subject*to*the*“rounded*up*rule”*that*allows*one**glance*to*be*longer*than*two*s*if*the*number*of*glances*

is*more*than*one*and*less*than*seven*(*),*two**glances*to*be*longer*than*two*s*if*the*number*of*glances*is*more*than*six**and*

less* than*14* (**).* For* each* interface,*87.5*percent*of* the* test*participants*have* to*meet* every* criterion* to* comply.*For* the*

single*glance*duration* criterion* (SGD),* this*means* fewer* than*15*percent*of* the*glances* longer* than* two* seconds,*and* for*

MGD*less*than*two*seconds*means*glance*duration,*and*for*TGT*less*than*12*seconds*of*total*glance*time.**

)

)
)
For)a)participant)to)meet)the)acceptance)criterion)(a))above,)no)more)than)15)percent)of)his/her)
eye)glances)away)from)the)forward)road)scene)could)exceed)2.0)seconds)while)performing)a)task.)
In)Table)1,)it)can)be)seen)that,)for)two)interfaces,)TSSST)and)TSDET,)some)participants)exceeded)
this) limit.)However,) according) to) the) rounding) up) rule) (NHTSA,) 2014),) one) glance) longer) than)
two)seconds)is)acceptable)if)the)total)number)of)glances)is)more)than)one)but)less)than)seven,)and)
two)are)acceptable)if)the)total)number)of)glances)is)between)seven)and)14.)When)this)flexibility)is)
taken)into)account,)all)participants)who)exceeded)the)limit)in)absolute)numbers)still)passed)the)
criteria.)Hence,)no)interface)failed)on)acceptance)criterion)(a).)To)meet)acceptance)criterion)(b),)
participants) needed) to) have) mean) glance) durations) (MGD)) of) less) than) 2.0) seconds) per) task.)
Nearly) all) test) participants) fulfilled) this,) and) thus) all) interfaces) were) compliant.) To) meet)
acceptance) criterion) (c),) test) participants) needed) to) have) less) than)12.0) seconds) total) offKroad)
glance) time) per) task.) In) total,) four) interfaces—TSRAD,) TSSST,) RCDET) and) TSDET—failed) to)
comply)with) this)criterion,)since) fewer) than)87.5%)of)participants)were)below)the)12.0Ksecond)
limit.) For) the)other) two) interfaces) (RCRAD)and)RCSST),)more) than)87.5%)of)participants)were)
below)the)limit,)so)these)interfaces)were)compliant)with)acceptance)criterion)(c).)
)
To)fully)comply)with)NHTSA’s)performance)test,)all)three)acceptance)criteria)have)to)be)met)for)
each)interface.)In)this)regard,)interfaces)TSRAD,)TSSST,)RCDET)and)TSDET)failed)to)comply)on)the)
overall) level,)while) interfaces)RCRAD)and)RCSST)complied.)Hence,)the)results)showed)that)only)
two)out)of)six)interfaces)were)fully)compliant)(see)Table)2).)
)
Table* 2.* Compliance* test* results.* An* interface* needs* more* than* 87.5%* participants* to* fulfil* all* three* criteria* for* full*

compliance.**

*

) Interface) ) ) ) ) )
Criterion) RCRAD) TSRAD) RCSST) TSSST) RCDET) TSDET)
SGD*(%)* 100) 89) 100) 89) 89) 89)
MGD*(%)* 100) 94) 94) 100) 100) 94)
TGT*(%)* 100) 83) 94) 78) 33) 83)
Compliance) OK) NOK) OK) NOK) NOK) NOK)

*

)
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3.1)Individual)glance)behaviour)

The)current)set)of)tasks)was)designed)according)to)the)NHTSA)recommended)interaction)design)
principles.) They) all) had) six) task) steps) or) fewer,) were) presented) on) a) single) screen,) had) low)
information)density,)and)required) low)working)memory)engagement.)Yet,)only) two)of) six)were)
fully) compliant.)The)question) that) follows)given) the) result) is) of) course)why) so)many) failed.)To)
gain)a)more)thorough)understanding)of)this)issue,)it)is)important)to)recognize)that)the)guidelines)
specify) that) any) test) group) used) to) test) criteria) compliance) should) consist) of) 24) randomly)
sampled)drivers,) stratified) in) five) age) groups.)The)key)word)here) is) random.) In) this) context,) it)
means) that) the)evaluation)procedure)rests)on) the)underlying)assumption) that,)when)testing)an)
inKvehicle) task,) any) random) group) of) 24) eligible) drivers) should) come) to) the) same) conclusion)
about)whether)a)particular)task)ought)to)be)allowed)while)driving.))
)
This)random)selection)approach)carries)with)it)a)particular)property.)If)one)assumes)that)a)test)
result)will)be) the)same)regardless)of) the)group)of) test)participants,)one)also) implicitly)assumes)
that) the)performance)metrics)used) in) the) test)will)not)be)affected)by)any)variability) that)might)
exist) in) the)sampled)population.)Thus,) the)authors)of) the)NHTSA)guidelines)seem)not) to)expect)
any) type)of) betweenKdriver)behavioural) variability) for) offKroad) glances) that) could) compromise)
performance)testing.))
)
When) looking) at) previous) studies,) however,) evidence) of) such) behavioural) variability) is) quite)
common.)For)example,)according)to)Wierwille)(1993),)drivers)normally)prefer)not)to)glance)away)
from)the)road)for)more)than)about)one)second)when)doing)inKvehicle)tasks,)but)can)glance)away)
for)up)to)1.6)seconds)if)they)really)have)to.)Donmez,)Boyle)and)Lee)(2010))found)that)there)are)
individual)variations)of)where)this)upper)limit)lies,)and,)more)importantly,)variation)in)the)upper)
limit)varies)depending)on)drivers’)risk*taking*strategies)when)solving)inKvehicle)tasks.)Donmez)et)
al.’s) study) identified) three) behaviourally) based) strata,) where) participants) with) mean) glance)
durations)longer)than)1.2)seconds)were)deemed)to)have)a)highKrisk)strategy,)while)those)below)
1.2)seconds)were)considered)to)have)a)moderate)or)a)lowKrisk)strategy.))
)
To)put)these)numbers)into)context,) it)has)been)well)established)that)vision)is)a)crucial)resource)
for)many) tasks,)which) is)why)people)often)use)vision)as)efficiently)as)possible) to) support)each)
action) (Land,) 2006).) In) the) driving) context,) lateral) control) of) a) car) on) curvy) roads) requires)
continuous)glances)towards)cues)in)the)roadway)at)an)average)of)0.8)seconds,)a)time)between)eye)
movements)and)actions)that) is)equivalent)to)many)other)tasks)for)which)vision)controls)action,)
for) example) reading,)walking)or)preparing)a)pot)of) tea) (Land,)2006).)Hence,) if) drivers)were) to)
limit) their) offKroad) glance) durations) to) about) 0.8) seconds) when) solving) inKvehicle) tasks,) they)
could) be) considered) to) be) using) an) efficient) glance) strategy,) while) longer) durations) would)
indicate)strategies)that)are)not)intended)to)be)optimally)effective.)
)
Other)simulator)and)onKroad)studies)of)drivers)interacting)with)inKvehicle)tasks)have)also)found)
taskKindependent,)offKroad)glance)duration)variation)among)test)participants.)For)example,)Aust)
et)al.)(2013))found)that)one)of)every)five)participants)in)their)study)had)more)than)15)percent)offK
road) glance) durations) over) two) seconds,) independent) of) the) task) being) performed.) Similarly,)
(Broström)et)al.,)2013))showed) in)a) simulator) study) that)about)oneKfifth)of) the)participants)on)
average)had)more) than)15)percent) glances) longer) than) two) seconds) for) the) tested) tasks.) They)
also) found) that) these) individual) variations) in) offKroad) glance) durations) did) not) correlate)with)
variations) in) capacity.) Rather,) they)were) attributable) to) different) glance) strategies) among) the)
participants)(Broström)et)al.,)2013).)In)a)similar)manner,)a)study)that)assessed)various)types)of)
IVIS)tasks)found)that)the)variation)in)the)number)of)glances)ranged)from)one)to)three)glances)per)
task)step,)independent)of)the)type)of)task)and)the)total)number)of)task)steps)(Blanco)et)al.,)2005).))
)
These) studies) of) behavioural) variability) related) to) inKvehicle) glances) open) the) door) to) an)
interesting)approach)to)further)understanding)the)present)results.)If)participants)have)different)
task) solving) strategies) that) are) reflected) in) their) offKroad) glance) duration) values,) the)NHTSA’s)
assumption)above,)i.e.)that)the)sampled)group)will)not)contain)any)variability)that)can)influence)
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results,)becomes)questionable.)Put)differently,)one)explanation)for)the)interface)failures)above)is)
that)there)is)a)mismatch)between)expected)and)actual)population)variability.))
)
To) analyse)whether) any) glance) strategies)were) present) among) the) participants) in) the) current)
study,) the) glance) metrics) for) each) participant) were) averaged) across) all) of) the) six) interfaces)
assessed)(Table)3).))
)
*
Table* 3.* Glance* data* on* a* test* participant* level.*Metrics* are* calculated* as* average* values* for* all* six* interfaces* on* a* perR

participant*basis.*Participants*are*sorted*on*an*ascending*scale*of* the*number*of*glances.*The*mean*number*of* task*steps*

used*to*calculate*the*NGTS*column*is*four**((7+4+1)/3).*

*

*

TP)
Total)no.)
of)glances)

SGD)(%)) MGD)(s)) NGTS)(n)) TGT)(s))

1) 27) 0) 0.6) 1.1) 2.5)
2) 27) K) 0.5) 1.1) 2.3)
3) 30) 20) 2.0) 1.3) 9.7)
4) 42) K) 0.76) 1.8) 5.2)
5) 42) 2) 0.9) 1.8) 6.2)
6) 44) 6) 1.0) 1.8) 7.7)
7) 44) 20) 1.3) 1.8) 10.4)
8) 48) 2) 1.0) 2.0) 7.0)
9) 50) 0) 0.9) 2.1) 8.1)
10) 53) K) 0.7) 2.2) 6.0)
11) 54) K) 0.7) 2.3) 7.8)
12) 54) K) 0.7) 2.3) 6.2)
13) 54) K) 1.0) 2.3) 9.2)
14) 61) K) 0.8) 2.5) 7.7)
15) 65) K) 0.6) 2.7) 6.9)
16) 68) 1) 1.0) 2.8) 10.9)
17) 81) K) 0.5) 3.4) 6.7)
18) 139) 1) 0.9) 5.8) 20.6)

*

)
)
When)the)data)in)Table)3)are)compared)to)the)results)of)the)studies)cited)above,)certain)patterns)
emerge.))
)
Similar)to)the)results)in)Broström)et)al.)(2013))and)Aust)et)al.)(2013),)most)participants)preferred)
short)glances)to)the)IVIS)display,)while)a)few)drivers)repeatedly)dwelled)on)the)display)for)longer)
than)two)seconds)at)a)time.)To)size)up)the)variability)magnitude,)it)can)be)noted)that)TP1)had)no)
glances)above)two)seconds)towards)the)display,)while)TP3)and)TP7)had)more)than)15%)glances)
longer)than)two)seconds)to)the)display.)These)latter)two,)with)many)glances)above)two)seconds,)
correspond)well)to)those)classified)as)showing)long)glancing)behaviour)in)Broström)et)al.)(2013))
and)Aust)et)al.)(2013).))
)
There)were) also) different) patterns)with) regard) to)mean) glance) duration.) TP1) and) TP2) had) an)
MGD)of)0.6)and)0.5,)respectively.)This)is)well)below)what)was)proposed)by)Land)(2006),)i.e.)that)
driving)has)to)be)supported)by)continuous)glances)towards)cues)in)the)roadway)with)an)average)
of)0.8)seconds.)Participants)TP3)and)TP7,)on)the)other)hand,)had)MGDs)longer)than)1.2)seconds)
and,)as)a)consequence,)would)belong)to)a)riskKtaking)category)according)to)Donmez)et)al.)(2010).)
Furthermore,) TP3) had) an) MGD) longer) than) 1.6) seconds,) the) normal) upper) limit) proposed) by)
Wierwille)(1993).)Summing)up)these)results,)it)can)be)concluded)that)long*glancers)and)highRrisk*
glancers)are)actually)the)same)test)participants)(TP3)and)TP7).)
)
There)were)also)interesting)variations)regarding)the)number)of)glances)per)task)step)(NGTS).)On)
average,) participants) in) simulator) studies) use) between) one) and) three) glances) per) task) step)
(Blanco)et)al.,)2005).)In)the)present)study,)TP1,)2)and)3)had)the)fewest)number)of)glances)and)a)
mean)NGTS)near)one,)which) is) close) to) the) lower) level) in)Blanco)et) al.)At) the)other) end)of) the)
spectrum,)TP17)and)TP18)had)more)than)three)NGTS)in)the)tasks,)which)is)above)the)upper)level)
defined)by)Blanco)et)al.)(2005).))
)
It) is) also) interesting) to) note) that) the) variation) between) individuals) seems) to) be) based) on)
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combinations) of) glance) duration) and) glance) frequency.) TP1) and)TP2,)who) had) efficient) glance)
behaviour) for) all) glance) metrics,) thus) show) a) behaviour) that) seems) quite) optimized) towards)
solving) inKvehicle) tasks)while)driving.)TP3)and)TP7,) on) the)other)hand,)while)quite) efficient) in)
terms)of)the)number)of)glances,)used)many)long)glances)instead.)In)contrast,)TP17)and)TP18)had)
efficient) behaviour) in) terms) of) glance) duration,) but) frequently) glanced) towards) the) display) to)
solve)the)IVIS)task.)

3.2)Definition)of)Individual)glance)strategies)and)their)effect)on)compliance)

Given)the)above)differentiations,)four)individual)glance)strategies)applied)by)the)test)participants)
can)be)defined)(see)Table)4).)Participants)that)belong)to)the)first)glance)strategy,)optimizers,)have)
0.8) seconds) or) less) in) MGD,) a) maximum) of) ~1) glance) per) task) step) and) no) glances) over) two)
seconds.)Normal*glancers)have)less)than)1.6)seconds)in)MGD,)no)more)than)three)glances)per)task)
step)and) fewer)than)15%)glances)over)two)seconds.)Long*glancers)have)more)than)1.6)seconds)
MGD,) or) more) than) 15%) glances) over) two) seconds.) Frequent* glancers) have) more) than) three)
glances) per) task) step.) In) this) categorisation,) a) participant) cannot) be) categorised) as) both) an)
optimizer) and) a)normal) glancer.) However,) a) participant) could) theoretically) belong) to) both) the)
frequent)and)the)long)glancing)category.)
)
)
Table*4.*Proposed*definition*for*the*individual*glance*strategies.*

)
Metrics) Optimizer) Normal) Frequent) Long)

1.)SGD)(%>2s)) 0)%) %)<)15) K) ��
)15)

2.)MGD)(s)) ��	�0.8) 0.8)<)t)	�1.6) K) ����1.6s)

3.)NGTS)(n)) ��	�1) ������	�3) n)>)3) �)

Test)participants)in)this)test)who)
fulfil)all)criteria)
)
)
*Outlier*in*NHTSA*test.*

)

1,)2) 4,)5,)6,)8,)9*,)10,)11,)12,)13,)
14,)15,)16)

17,)18*) 3*,)7*)

)
)
Assuming) that) the) results) of) the) current) study) are) corroborated) in) further) research,) two)main)
conclusions) can) be) drawn.) First,) it) is) clear) that) individual) variations) in) glance) strategy) exist.)
Second,) these) variations) may) influence) on) the) result) in) performance) testing) of) inKvehicle)
interfaces)according)to)the)NTHSA)guidelines.))
)
It) is) less)clear)where) this)difference)comes) from,) i.e.)whether) it) is)due)to) individual)capacity)or)
individual)behavioural)strategies.)However,)in)the)context)of)compliance)testing,)if)the)difference)
can) be) attributed) to) individual) behaviour) rather) than) capacity,) it) follows) that) these) strategies)
need) to) be) controlled) for) in) a) way) that) goes) beyond) the) current) protocol.) For) example,) it) is)
unlikely)that) individual)strategy)differences)can)be)controlled)for)by)extensive)practice)prior)to)
testing.)In)this)study,)the)extensive)training)that)preceded)testing)certainly)did)not)eradicate)the)
differences.))
)
Following) the) categorisation) above,) the) present) study) contained) two) optimizers) (11%),) 12)
normal) glancers) (67%),) two) frequent) glancers) (11%),) and) two) long) glancers) (11%).)
Interestingly,) Table) 2) shows) that) none) of) the) participants) with) lowKrisk) and) short) glance)
durations)are)outliers.)However,)the)group)of)participants)that)have)high)risk)and)long)glancing)
behaviour)are)indeed)defined)as)outliers)in)terms)of)SGD)and)MGD.)In)the)same)way,)participants)
with) extremely) few) and) short) glances) are) not) defined) as) outliers) for) the) TGT) metric,) while)
outliers)in)the)upper)tail)are)represented)by)participants)with)both)an)extremely)high)number)of)
glances)(TP18))and)extremely)long)glances)(TP3)and)7).))
)
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As)can)be)seen)in)Table)1,)half)of)the)failing)trials)(15)out)of)30))are)due)to)the)long*glancers)(TP3,)
7))and)the) frequent*glancers) (TP17,)18).) If) these)four)participants)were)handled)as)outliers) in)a)
statistical)sense,)for)example)by)replacing)their)individual)values)with)sample)means,)the)number)
of)complying)interfaces)would)increase)to)five)out)of)six)(see)Table)5).))
)
*

Table*5.*Summary*of*%*glance*compliance*for*the*NHTSA*criteria*after*normalising*the*two*extreme*glance*strategies:*long*

glancers*and*frequent*glancers.**

*
) Interfaces) ) ) ) ) )
Criteria) RCRAD) TSRAD) RCSST) TSSST) RCDET) TSDET)
SGD* 100) 100) 100) 100) 100) 100)
MGD* 100) 100) 100) 100) 100) 100)
TGT* 100) 89) 94) 89) 56) 100)
Compliance) OK) OK) OK) OK) NOK) OK)

)
)

3.3)Summary)and)future)research)

Hence)it)is)clear)that)two)of)the)defined)glance)strategies)indeed)have)an)effect)on)the)outcome)of)
the)NHTSA)compliance)test.)Interestingly,)the)same)interfaces)would)comply)if)the)criteria)were)
assessed)on)a)group)level)(group)mean))instead)of)normalising)participants)with)extreme)glance)
strategies) (see)Table)1)and)Table)5).)Assessing) the)data)on) the)group) level)and/or)normalising)
participants)with)extreme)glance)strategies)could)be)alternative)ways)of)calculating)compliance)
instead)of)the)current)21)out)of)24)procedure.)The)outcomes)could)then)be)more)in)line)with)the)
intention)of) the)NHTSA)guidelines,) in)addition)to)the) fact) that)group) level)analysis)(rather)than)
frequency) counting)) is) recommended) when) betweenKgroup) comparisons) are) made) (Keppel,)
1991).)
)
The) fact) that) different) glance) strategies) exist) could) also) have) implications) on) real) life) safety)
studies.)While)it)is)clear)that)certain)types)of)glance)behaviour)can)contribute)to)an)increased)risk)
of)accidents)(Dingus)et)al.,)2006,)Klauer)et)al.,)2006,)Victor)and)Dozza,)2011,)Liang)et)al.,)2012),)it)
has) not) yet) been) investigated) whether) these) accidents) are) due) to) variations) in) individual)
behaviour) or) whether) there) are) other) reasons.) An) interesting) area) for) future) research) would)
therefore)be)to)compare)accident)involvement)between)drivers)with)long)glancing)and)frequent)
glancing)behaviour)with)drivers)of)normal)glancing)behaviour.)If)these)groups)have)an)effect)on)
accident) involvement,) it) would) interesting) to) further) explore) whether) these) different) glance)
strategies)could)be)detected)by)sensors)in)the)vehicle)or)by)other)means.)For)example,)if))extreme)
glance) strategies) could)be)detected)by) sensors) in) the)vehicle,) countermeasures) in)active) safety)
systems)and)information)systems)could)be)taken.)
)
A)limitation)of)the)current)study)is)that)it)used)a)curvy,)twoKlane)road)without)median)separation)
instead) of) the) proposed) fourKlane,) median) separated,) straight) highway) recommended) in) the)
NHTSA) test) procedure.) However,) it) has) previously) been) found) that,) when) inKvehicle) tasks) are)
performed)on)curvy)roads,)the)percentage)of)glances)over)two)seconds,)the)mean)glance)duration)
and)the)total)offKroad)glance)time)decrease,)compared)to)when)performing)the)same)tasks)on)a)
straight) highway) (Victor) et) al.,) 2005).) Hence,) a) compliance) test)with) the) same) test) procedure,)
sample)and)interfaces)as) in)the)present)study)but)using)a)straight)highway)instead)would)most)
likely)result)in)more)interfaces)failing)to)comply,)since)there)is)more)freedom)to)employ)extreme)
glance)strategies.)Another)limitation)is)that)the)study)included)18)rather)than)the)recommended)
24)participants.)However,)even)if)six)participants)with)normal*glance*behaviour)were)to)be)added)
to)the)test)sample,)the)compliance)results)would)be)similar.)Moreover,)it)might)be)expected)that)
an) increase) in) the) size) of) the) test) sample)would) include) the) participants)with) extreme) glance)
strategies,)such)as)long*glancers)and)frequent*glancers,)so)the)conclusions)that)have)been)drawn)
would)still)stand.)
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